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Abstract
The accurate numerical simulation of wave disturbance within harbours requires con-
sideration of both nonlinear and dispersive wave processes in order to capture such phys-
ical effects as wave refraction and diffraction, and nonlinear wave interactions such as
the generation of harmonic waves. The Boussinesq equations are the simplest class of
mathematical model that contain all these effects in a variable depth, shallow water envi-
ronment. There are a variety of Boussinesq-type mathematical models and it is necessary
to compare and contrast them both for their limitations with respect to the physical param-
eters of the problem and also for their ease of application as part of a suitable numerical
model. It is decided here to consider a set of extended Boussinesq equations which pro-
vide an accurate model of the wave processes over a greater range of depths than the
classical Boussinesq mathematical model.
A method-of-lines numerical algorithm is proposed for these problems, combining a
finite element spatial discretisation with existing, adaptive order, adaptive step size time
integration software. Two simpler one-dimensional, nonlinear, dispersive wave models;
the Korteweg-de Vries equation and Regularised Long Wave equation, are used in the
initial development of the numerical methods. It is shown that within the shallow water
framework a linear finite element method is sufficiently accurate for these problems.
This numerical method is then applied to the one-dimensional extended Boussinesq
equations. It is shown how the previously developed method can be directly used and
that it is of similar accuracy to a previously published finite difference method. Initial
conditions and boundary conditions are described in detail taking into account physi-
cal, mathematical and computational considerations. A new formulation of internal wave
generation is developed which allows reflected waves to pass through the wave generation
region. The performance of the numerical model is demonstrated by comparison against
theoretical results, a previously published finite difference model and experimental re-
sults.
The two-dimensional extended Boussinesq equation system is rewritten in a form suit-
able for the application of a linear triangular finite element spatial discretisation. The
formulation of appropriate initial and boundary conditions in combination with the appli-
cation of the time integration software to this equation system is considered in detail. The
performance of the numerical method is tested by comparison with experimental data and
the suitability of the model for harbour design is investigated by simulation of a realistic
harbour geometry and wave conditions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Boussinesq wave equations
The design of a harbour will generally involve the testing of a number of possible layouts
for a variety of possible wave conditions in order to produce a design that minimises wave
disturbance within the harbour. Such problems can be analysed experimentally with scale
models in wave tanks, or numerically by the application of a suitable mathematical model
and numerical method. The advantage of numerical models is the ease with which differ-
ent layouts can be constructed and tested compared to rebuilding of the physical model.
However the assumptions required in their formulation limit their application and impor-
tant physical processes may not be modelled correctly if an inappropriate mathematical
model is chosen. The numerical models are usually based on shallow-water mathematical
models, however there are a variety of further simplifying assumptions that can be made
depending on the observed physical situation of the model. The wave processes within
and surrounding a harbour can generally be termed to be within the nearshore zone, ie. the
region of water where the shape of the free surface is affected by the shape of the sea bed,
although it is limited by the exclusion of regions within which waves would be expected to
break and hence invalidate the shallow-water mathematical model. In the nearshore zone
accurate prediction of wave activity needs to account for both nonlinear and dispersive ef-
fects. Important wave processes in this region include diffraction, refraction, shoaling and
harmonic interaction. While the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations would provide
an accurate mathematical model of these processes the numerical solution of a realis-
tic problem would involve a large three-dimensional spatial domain with a free-surface
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boundary. In practice the shallow-water nature of this class of problem can be used to
simplify the mathematical model and so reduce the computational expense of its solution.
This is achieved by averaging the equations through the depth and reducing the spatial do-
main of the mathematical model to two horizontal dimensions. The evolution of the free
surface is then encapsulated in an equation derived from the three-dimensional continuity
equation. This procedure introduces, either explicitly or implicitly, a simplified represen-
tation of the vertical velocity which restricts the validity of the mathematical model to a
shallow water environment. The simplest such equation systems to capture both nonlin-
ear and dispersive wave processes are the Boussinesq equations. The derivation process
for these equations is not unique and in this work all equation systems including both
nonlinear and dispersive behaviour are termed as being of Boussinesq-type. All model
weakly nonlinear, weakly dispersive water waves in a variable depth environment, and
in shallow water their linearised dispersion characteristics approximate Stokes first order
wave theory [109].
Historically, nonlinear dispersive wave equations were first developed to explain ex-
perimental observations of solitary waves which could travel for relatively large distances
without changes in their shape or speed [109]. In the 1950’s Ursell [101] unified this
work and other long wave theories by defining a parameter based on the wave amplitude,
wavelength and water depth which parameterised the relative effects of nonlinearity and
dispersion. In the 1960’s Ursell’s result was used by several researchers [65, 70, 78] to de-
velop Boussinesq-type equations in variable depth environments. Peregrine [79] later pre-
sented a set of two-dimensional Boussinesq equations which have been the basis of much
of the modern-day work. However this system of equations is limited to very shallow
water; their linearised dispersion characteristics rapidly diverge from the true behaviour
in deeper water rendering the model invalid in these situations. In recent years there have
been several proposals of extended Boussinesq systems for which the dispersion relation-
ship is valid up to the deep water limit, increasing the useful range of these models for
many applications. Madsen et al. [66] added extra dispersion terms to the original system
in order to improve the linear dispersion characteristics. This procedure was extended to
a variable depth environment [67], although more recent work by Beji and Nadaoka [11]
has suggested that there may be inconsistencies in this approach. Beji and Nadaoka [11]
have produced an extended Boussinesq system, valid in a variable depth environment, by
a simple algebraic manipulation of Peregrine’s original system. The consistency of the
various equation systems is still being debated [12, 87] although most recently Scha¨ffer
and Madsen [88] have suggested that these equation systems are all equivalent and can be
derived from a further set of extended Boussinesq equations involving an additional free
parameter [86]. In contrast Nwogu [72] derived an extended system of equations from the
full fluid equations by choosing the velocity at an arbitrary depth as one of the variables.
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Although the extended systems have improved dispersion characteristics they are all still
formally of the same accuracy as the original system and hence are restricted to a shallow
water environment.
Most of the numerical schemes for the Boussinesq equations are based on finite dif-
ference methods. Peregrine [78] presented probably the first finite difference method for
a Boussinesq-type equation system. However Abbot et al. [1, 2] pioneered the finite dif-
ference solution of the original Boussinesq system for practical engineering problems,
and analysed the methods carefully to ensure accurate solutions. Madsen et al. [66, 67]
and Nwogu [72] applied extensions of these techniques in their finite difference methods
for the extended Boussinesq equation systems. More recently Wei and Kirby [106] pre-
sented an alternative technique for deriving finite difference schemes for Boussinesq-type
systems and demonstrated that accurate solutions could be obtained. These finite differ-
ence methods have been used to predict wave elevations inside harbours [2, 94] and wave
interactions in the nearshore zone [73].
The finite difference methods are simple to formulate, but difficulties in modelling
irregular geometries in two space dimensions with structured grids can lead to a loss of
accuracy [94]. Finite element methods are straightforward to apply on complex spatial
domains but their application to the Boussinesq equations has until very recently been
limited to the original Boussinesq system [8, 56, 57]. Langtangen and Pedersen [58, 59]
have developed Galerkin finite element methods based on unstructured grids of linear
triangles and biquadratic rectangles within the framework of the DIFFPACK software.
Ambrosi and Quartepelle [6] applied a modified linear Taylor-Galerkin method to the
Boussinesq equations and applied this to problems on unstructured linear triangular grids.
At the start of this project there were, to the author’s knowledge, no applications of fi-
nite element methods to extended Boussinesq equation systems. However, very recently,
Li et al. [62] have described a bilinear quadrilateral finite element method for Beji and
Nadaoka’s extended system [11]. This work is compared and contrasted with the numer-
ical model developed here throughout the thesis. However there appear to have been no
applications of finite element models of these equations for realistic engineering problems
at this time.
1.2 Outline of the thesis
The aim of this work is to design a numerical method for the simulation of the wave distur-
bance inside and around harbour geometries. The Boussinesq wave equations, accounting
for both weakly nonlinear and weakly dispersive wave processes, have been identified as
a suitable mathematical model although their form is not unique and the precise form of
the system will have to be chosen. In Chapter 2 the derivation of Boussinesq equation
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systems is considered and the properties of various alternative systems are compared and
contrasted. In particular it is shown that extended Boussinesq equation systems signifi-
cantly increase the range of depths over which the model is applicable and one such model
is selected for use in this work.
The numerical method used must be suitable for arbitrary two-dimensional spatial do-
mains and also must be accurate over the long time periods required for the computations.
In this work it is proposed to combine an unstructured triangular finite element method
with existing adaptive order, adaptive time stepping software within a method of lines
framework. Initial investigations of potential numerical methods use two simpler nonlin-
ear dispersive wave equations; the Korteweg-de Vries equations and the Regularised Long
Wave equation. These equations retain many of the important mathematical properties of
the Boussinesq equations but are written in only one variable which simplifies the devel-
opment of the numerical algorithms. The derivation of these equations is considered at
the end of Chapter 2 and their numerical approximation is described in Chapter 3. Many
different one-dimensional spatial discretisations are possible, although only those that can
be extended to two-dimensional unstructured triangular grids are considered in detail. In
particular it is shown that by rewriting the Korteweg-de Vries equation, which contains
a third spatial derivative, as a system of two equations of lower order differential form a
novel linear finite element method can be developed and accurate solutions obtained. The
accuracy of the numerical scheme is analysed and numerical experiments are performed
with exact solitary wave solutions of the equations.
The numerical modelling of the one-dimensional form of the extended Boussinesq
equations is considered in Chapter 4. It is shown here that the numerical methods devel-
oped in the previous chapter can be directly applied to this equation system. Particular
attention is paid to the initial conditions and boundary conditions for these problems and
techniques are described that enable efficient use of the time integration software in com-
bination with them. The accuracy of the numerical method is analysed and compared to a
previously published finite difference method. The performance of the numerical method
is demonstrated by comparison with theoretical results, the previously published finite
difference method and experimental data.
The numerical approximation of the two-dimensional extended Boussinesq equations,
representing the most general problem to be considered in this work, is described in Chap-
ter 5. It is necessary to rewrite some parts of the equation system so that the previously
developed numerical method can be applied. The equation system is rewritten in a novel
lower order differential form by extending the techniques developed in the previous chap-
ter. The approximations necessary are discussed in detail here. The spatial discretisation
is then achieved with a linear finite element method based on an unstructured triangular
grid. Accurate solution of these problems necessitates the adequate spatial resolution of
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the surface waves and this will result in a large sparse differential-algebraic equation sys-
tem which must be solved efficiently for the method to be fully practical. Sparse direct
and iterative solution strategies are considered together with reordering techniques that
can further increase efficiency. The performance of the numerical method is evaluated
by tests involving simple theoretical solutions, experimental data and the simulation of a
realistic harbour configuration.
In Chapter 6 the suitability of the numerical method proposed here for the simula-
tion of the wave disturbance in harbours is reviewed. Areas requiring further work are
discussed in detail and possible extensions to the numerical model are outlined.
Chapter 2
The Boussinesq Equations
2.1 Introduction
Boussinesq equation systems model water waves in shallow water, including the first
order effects of nonlinearity and dispersion. Various ways of deriving Boussinesq-type
systems have been discussed in the literature. These can generally be split into so-called
engineering derivations [3, 68, 69, 81] and more rigorous derivations based on small pa-
rameter expansions [70, 72, 80]. Here the rigorous derivation of nonlinear, dispersive
equations is considered, as the techniques and approximations involved provide important
insights into the numerical methods proposed in the following chapters. The mathemat-
ical framework for the analysis of nonlinear, dispersive shallow-water waves is outlined
in Section 2.2 based on the initial assumptions of an inviscid, incompressible Newto-
nian fluid. The appropriate non-dimensionalisation and scaling of the equations is de-
scribed in detail. The derivation procedure for Boussinesq-type shallow water equations
is not unique and a variety of different equation systems have been proposed, for exam-
ple [11, 66, 72, 80]. It is the aim of this chapter to evaluate the possible models and to
select the most suitable one for numerical computation. The Boussinesq models can be
evaluated theoretically through their linear dispersion characteristics, but it is also impor-
tant to consider the practicalities of applying a numerical method, bearing in mind the
eventual aim of solving three-dimensional problems in variable depth environments. The
classical form of the Boussinesq equations is derived in Section 2.3. The work in this
section follows the derivation procedure presented by Peregrine [80] but includes the ef-
fect of a spatially varying depth to derive the variable depth equation system stated by
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Peregrine in that work. The associated dispersion properties of this equation system are
described and compared to linear dispersive wave theory.
More recently the original Boussinesq equation system has been extended to include
the higher order effects of both nonlinearity [107] and dispersion [11, 66, 72, 95]. Here
the detailed derivation of two so-called extended Boussinesq systems, which improve the
dispersive properties of the equations, is presented in Section 2.4. The first, due to Beji
and Nadaoka [11], is produced by a simple manipulation of Peregrine’s original Boussi-
nesq system. The second, due to Nwogu [72], is derived by an alternative procedure. Here
these variable depth equations are derived using the non-dimensionalisation and scaling
of Peregrine [80], for consistency with the previous work in this chapter. The dispersion
properties of these extended systems are compared to the classical equations and to the
linear theory. Detailed derivations are given for these dispersive properties with com-
parison of the results made to those stated in the literature, and to those for alternative
extended Boussinesq systems.
The Boussinesq equations have a relatively unusual differential form compared to the
more standard fluid flow equations, such as the Euler or Navier-Stokes equations, and may
pose special difficulties in their numerical approximation. It is shown in Section 2.5 how
two simpler nonlinear dispersive equations are derived from the Boussinesq equations
which contain these unusual features but in equations of only one variable. These simpler
equations will serve as prototypes for the numerical methods presented in the next chapter.
Exact solutions of these equations in the form of solitary waves are derived in this section
and the appropriate scale of these waves within the Boussinesq framework is considered.
In Section 2.6 the equation systems derived in this chapter are reviewed and the form
of the Boussinesq equations chosen for use in this work is discussed.
2.2 The mathematical model
The starting point for modelling water waves is the incompressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tions. However the numerical solution of these equations, a three-dimensional problem
with a free-surface boundary, is extremely complex and it is usual to make some simplify-
ing assumptions before the numerical solution is attempted. If the water is initially at rest
and waves propagate into the domain from the boundary then the flow can be assumed to
be inviscid and irrotational [80]. Vorticity can diffuse in from the boundary once the fluid
is in motion but for a finite time the effects will not be felt throughout the fluid.
The Boussinesq equations describing shallow water flow are derived from the incom-
pressible, irrotational Euler equations [80]. For simplicity of presentation only two spatial
dimensions are considered; xz being horizontal and vertical respectively. The z coor-
dinate varies between the free surface ηx t and the sea bed hx with the origin taken
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at the still-water depth. The frame of reference is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The governing
Z
X
    z = 
O
 z = -h(x)
    (x,t)   η
Figure 2.1: The frame of reference.
equation system is comprised of horizontal momentum, vertical momentum, incompress-
ibility and irrotationality equations respectively. These equations are written in terms of
the two-dimensional velocity field UW, pressure p, constant density ρ and acceleration
due to gravity g with respect to the coordinate system xz and time t.
∂U
∂ t
U
∂U
∂x
W
∂U
∂ z

1
ρ
∂ p
∂x
 0 (2.1)
∂W
∂ t
U
∂W
∂x
W
∂W
∂ z

1
ρ
∂ p
∂ z
g  0 (2.2)
∂U
∂x

∂W
∂ z
 0 (2.3)
∂U
∂ z

∂W
∂x
 0 (2.4)
At the free surface z ηx t the particles are free to move with the fluid velocity, hence
there is a kinematic boundary condition,
W U
∂η
∂x

∂η
∂ t
 0 (2.5)
At the surface it is also assumed that surface tension is negligible and that there are no
applied stresses [80], hence there is a simple constant pressure boundary condition,
p  0 (2.6)
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where the constant pressure is set to a reference level zero at the free surface.
The bottom boundary z  hx is assumed to be fixed and impermeable and hence
the kinematic boundary condition reduces to,
W U
∂h
∂x
 0 (2.7)
2.2.1 Non-dimensionalisation
The parameters ρ , g, and H are chosen to non-dimensionalise the system variables, where
H is a typical water depth eg. the average depth. This choice follows the work of Pere-
grine [80], but is not unique.
x˜
x
H
 z˜
z
H
 h˜
h
H
 η˜ 
η
H
 t˜ 

g
H
t
U˜ 
U

gH
 W˜ 
W

gH
 p˜
p
ρgH
2.2.2 Scaling
To be able to examine the magnitude of individual terms of the equations it is necessary
to scale the individual variables so that every aspect of the problem has variation of 1.
The physical system can be characterised by the typical water depth H, a typical wave-
length λ and a typical wave amplitude a. The nonlinearity and dispersion present in the
system are parameterised by the ratios ε and σ respectively [80].
ε 
a
H
(2.8)
σ 
H
λ
(2.9)
Ursell [101] discovered a correlation between these two parameters that predicts which
wave theory will be applicable. This is known as the Ursell Number,Ur, where.
Ur 
ε
σ 2

aλ 2
H3
(2.10)
The Boussinesq wave theory requires ε  1, σ  1 and Ur to be 1 [101]. The equa-
tion system can then be consistently derived from the suitably scaled and non-dimensionalised
fluid flow equations by integrating through the depth and then expanding in terms of the
small parameters σ and ε . Terms up to and including εσ 2 are retained.
The coordinates are now scaled appropriately. The horizontal coordinate is scaled
such that the scaled coordinate xˆ changes 1 over one wavelength. Time is also scaled
in this manner since the flow will be horizontal to first order and this choice will produce
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an 1 horizontal velocity. The free surface elevation is scaled to be 1 compared to
a typical wave amplitude.
xˆ σ x˜ tˆ  σ t˜ ηˆ 
η˜
ε
(2.11)
Examining the free surface boundary condition (2.5) and the continuity equation (2.3)
leads to the following scaled velocities.
Uˆ 
U˜
ε
 Wˆ 
W˜
εσ
(2.12)
All other variables are assumed to have scaling factors of one.
Inserting these new variables into the equations (2.1)-(2.4) gives,
ε
∂Uˆ
∂ tˆ
 ε2Uˆ
∂Uˆ
∂ xˆ
 ε2Wˆ
∂Uˆ
∂ z˜

∂ p˜
∂ xˆ
 0 (2.13)
εσ 2
∂Wˆ
∂ tˆ
 ε2σ 2Uˆ
∂Wˆ
∂ xˆ
 ε2σ 2Wˆ
∂Wˆ
∂ z˜

∂ p˜
∂ z˜
1  0 (2.14)
∂Uˆ
∂ xˆ

∂Wˆ
∂ z˜
 0 (2.15)
∂Uˆ
∂ z˜
σ 2
∂Wˆ
∂ xˆ
 0 (2.16)
At the free surface z˜ εηˆ the boundary conditions (2.6) and (2.5) become,
p˜  0 (2.17)
Wˆ  εUˆ
∂ηˆ
∂ xˆ

∂ηˆ
∂ tˆ
 0 (2.18)
At the bed z˜h˜ the boundary condition (2.7) becomes,
Wˆ Uˆ
∂ h˜
∂ xˆ
 0 (2.19)
These equations represent a non-dimensionalised, scaled system for small amplitude non-
linear water waves and are the basis for the derivation of all the Boussinesq-type shallow
water equations considered in this work.
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2.3 The classical form of the Boussinesq
equations
2.3.1 Derivation
Peregrine [80] provided a precise mathematical framework for the rigorous derivation of
water wave equations. In that work a one-dimensional system of Boussinesq equations
describing small amplitude nonlinear water waves in a constant depth environment was
derived by expanding equations (2.13)-(2.19) in terms of the small parameters ε and σ .
Following the procedure outlined by Peregrine the derivation of one-dimensional Boussi-
nesq equations is shown here in detail with the effects of a variable depth included in the
derivation. Although the depth is assumed constant initially, terms involving a variation
in depth are not neglected in the derivation procedure and the extension to the variable
depth equations, stated by Peregrine [80], follows straightforwardly afterwards.
Integrating equation (2.15) with respect to z˜ and applying Liebnitz’ Rule 1 gives,
 z˜
h˜
∂Wˆ
∂ z˜
dz˜  
 z˜
h˜
∂Uˆ
∂ xˆ
dz˜
Wˆ z˜Wˆ 
h˜  
∂
∂ xˆ
 z˜
h˜
Uˆ dz˜Uˆ 
h˜
∂ h˜
∂ xˆ
Uˆ z˜
∂ z˜
∂ xˆ
Using the boundary condition (2.19) at z˜  h˜, and the fact that the coordinates xˆ and z˜
are independent gives,
Wˆ  
∂
∂ xˆ
 z˜
h˜
Uˆ dz˜ (2.20)
The vertical velocity Wˆ z˜ is simply denoted Wˆ . Substituting equation (2.20) in equation
(2.16), and integrating with respect to z˜,
∂Uˆ
∂ z˜
 σ 2
∂Wˆ
∂ xˆ
 σ 2
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2
 z˜
h˜
Uˆ dz˜ (2.21)
Uˆ  Uˆ0xˆ tˆσ 2 (2.22)
where Uˆ0xˆ tˆ is an arbitrary function of xˆ and tˆ introduced by the integration. Equa-
1Liebnitz’ Rule: Given f xz, ax and bx, where f and ∂ f∂x are continuous in x and z,
and a and b are differentiable functions of x,
 b
a
∂ f
∂x dz 
∂
∂x

 b
a f dz

 f xa ∂a∂x  f xb
∂b
∂x
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tion (2.22) therefore implies that Uˆ is independent of z˜ to σ 2. Substituting equa-
tion (2.22) in equation (2.20) and using the independence of Uˆ from z˜ to evaluate the
integral leads to an expression for the vertical velocity Wˆ .
Wˆ  
∂
∂ xˆ
 z˜
h˜
Uˆ0xˆ tˆ dz˜σ 2
 
∂
∂ xˆ

z˜ h˜Uˆ0

σ 2
 z˜
∂Uˆ0
∂ xˆ

∂ h˜Uˆ0
∂ xˆ
σ 2 (2.23)
Substituting equation (2.23) in equation (2.16) and integrating with respect to z˜ obtains
an expression for Uˆ .
∂Uˆ
∂ z˜
 σ 2

z˜
∂ 2Uˆ0
∂ xˆ2

∂ 2h˜Uˆ0
∂ xˆ2

σ 4 (2.24)
Uˆ  Uˆ0xˆ tˆσ 2

z˜2
2
∂ 2Uˆ0
∂ xˆ2
 z˜
∂ 2h˜Uˆ0
∂ xˆ2

σ 4 (2.25)
Equations (2.14) and (2.23) are now used to obtain an expression for the pressure.

∂ p˜
∂ z˜
 εσ 2
∂Wˆ
∂ tˆ
1ε2σ 2
 εσ 2

z˜
∂ 2Uˆ0
∂ xˆ∂ tˆ

∂ 2h˜Uˆ0
∂ xˆ∂ tˆ

1ε2σ 2εσ 4
This is integrated with respect to z˜ from an arbitrary depth z˜ to the free surface ε ηˆ .

 εηˆ
z˜
∂ p˜
∂ z˜
dz˜  εσ 2

z˜2
2
∂ 2Uˆ0
∂ xˆ∂ tˆ
 z˜
∂ 2h˜Uˆ0
∂ xˆ∂ tˆ
εηˆ
z˜
z˜εηˆz˜ ε
2σ 2εσ 4 (2.26)
The boundary condition (2.17) gives p˜εηˆ  0. Denoting p˜z˜ simply as p˜ and expanding
the right hand side terms, noting that evaluation at ε ηˆ introduces only ε2σ 2 terms,
gives,
p˜  εσ 2

z˜2
2
∂ 2Uˆ0
∂ xˆ∂ tˆ
 z˜
∂ 2h˜Uˆ0
∂ xˆ∂ tˆ

 εηˆ z˜ε2σ 2εσ 4 (2.27)
The expressions for Wˆ (2.23), Uˆ (2.25) and p˜ (2.27) are substituted in the horizontal
momentum equation (2.13). Rearranging the terms and collecting the high order terms in
ε and σ on the right hand side,
∂Uˆ0
∂ tˆ
 εUˆ0
∂Uˆ0
∂ xˆ

∂ηˆ
∂ xˆ
 εσ 2σ 4 (2.28)
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Now define the depth averaged velocity, uˆxˆ tˆ [80], in terms of the velocity field Uˆxˆ z˜ tˆ;
uˆ 
1
h˜ εηˆ
 εηˆ
h˜
Uˆ dz˜ (2.29)
The choice of velocity variable is not unique. Mei and Le Me´haute´ [70] use the bottom
velocity Uˆxˆh˜ tˆ to derive an equivalent set of equations. However it will be seen later
in this section that the choice of depth averaged velocity allows a particularly simple form
for the Boussinesq continuity equation. Substituting from equation (2.25) and rearranging
the terms to separate out higher order terms in ε and σ ,
uˆ 
1
h˜ εηˆ

Uˆ0h˜ εηˆσ2

εηˆ3  h˜3
6

∂ 2Uˆ0
∂ xˆ2


εηˆ2 h˜2
2

∂ 2h˜Uˆ0
∂ xˆ2

σ 4
	
 Uˆ0
σ 2
h˜


1 ε ηˆ
h˜


h˜3
6
∂ 2Uˆ0
∂ xˆ2

h˜2
2
∂ 2h˜Uˆ0
∂ xˆ2
εσ 2σ 4

 Uˆ0σ 2

h˜2
6
∂ 2Uˆ0
∂ xˆ2

h˜
2
∂ 2h˜Uˆ0
∂ xˆ2

εσ 2σ 4 (2.30)
This is rearranged to give an expression for Uˆ0xˆ tˆ noting that from equation (2.30)
Uˆ0  uˆσ 2.
Uˆ0  uˆσ 2

h˜2
6
∂ 2uˆ
∂ xˆ2

h˜
2
∂ 2h˜uˆ
∂ xˆ2

εσ 2σ 4 (2.31)
Substituting this in equation (2.28) obtains the momentum equation in the Boussinesq
system.
∂ uˆ
∂ tˆ
 ε uˆ
∂ uˆ
∂ xˆ

∂ηˆ
∂ xˆ
σ 2

h˜2
6
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

∂ uˆ
∂ tˆ


h˜
2
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

h˜
∂ uˆ
∂ tˆ

 εσ 2σ 4 (2.32)
To obtain the second equation of the Boussinesq system equation (2.15) is integrated
through the depth.
 εηˆ
h˜

∂Uˆ
∂ xˆ

∂Wˆ
∂ z˜

dz˜  0 (2.33)
Using Liebnitz’ Rule, the boundary conditions (2.18) and (2.19) and the definition of the
depth averaged velocity (2.29),
∂
∂ xˆ
 εηˆ
h˜
Uˆ dz˜Uˆ εηˆ
∂ εηˆ
∂ xˆ
Uˆ 
h˜
∂ h˜
∂ xˆ
Wˆ εηˆ Wˆ 
h˜  0
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∂
∂ xˆ

h˜ εηˆuˆ


∂ηˆ
∂ tˆ
 0 (2.34)
Returning the variables to dimensional, unscaled form via the transformations defined in
Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, gives the Boussinesq equation system,
∂u
∂ t
u
∂u
∂x
g
∂η
∂x

h2
6
∂ 3u
∂x2∂ t

h
2
∂ 3hu
∂x2∂ t
 0 (2.35)
∂η
∂ t

∂
∂x
hηu  0 (2.36)
With a constant depth, H, Peregrine’s Boussinesq equation system (2.35)-(2.36) sim-
plifies to,
∂u
∂ t
u
∂u
∂x
g
∂η
∂x

H2
3
∂ 3u
∂x2∂ t
 0 (2.37)
∂η
∂ t

∂
∂x
Hηu  0 (2.38)
For a variable depth environment an extra scaling parameter characterising the varia-
tion in depth must be introduced. Peregrine [80] defines a parameter,
αh  max

∂ h˜
∂ x˜

(2.39)
over the spatial domain. This scaling primarily affects the bottom boundary condition
(2.7). The new scaling leads to the modified form,
σWˆ αhUˆ

∂ h˜
∂ x˜

 0 (2.40)
Comparison with the original scaling in equation (2.19) leads to the conclusion that re-
quiring αh  σ will lead to the same set of equations as before. This implies that
the depth must not vary rapidly over the scale of a typical wavelength, and in particular
sudden changes in depth, such as a step, will lead to inconsistencies in this formulation.
A similar procedure in three dimensions leads to the two-dimensional form of Pere-
grine’s Boussinesq equations [80]. Both horizontal velocity components can be non-
dimensionalised and scaled in an identical manner to the one-dimensional horizontal ve-
locity.
∂u
∂ t
u ∇ug∇η 
h2
6
∇

∇
∂u
∂ t


h
2
∇

∇

h
∂u
∂ t

 0 (2.41)
∂η
∂ t
∇hηu  0 (2.42)
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where uxy t is the two-dimensional depth averaged velocity field, and ∇ denotes the
two-dimensional gradient operator with respect to horizontal coordinates x and y.
These equations have been derived by making assumptions about the physical param-
eters of the problem, specifically that the wave amplitude is small compared to the depth,
and that the depth is small compared to the wavelength. These statements were made
precise by the introduction of the parameters ε (2.8) and σ (2.9). It is important to have
some idea of the range of application of the Boussinesq model with respect to these pa-
rameters so that its usefulness with respect to practical problems can be assessed. In the
next section linear dispersive wave theory [109] is introduced and this is then compared
to the Boussinesq model in the following section.
2.3.2 Linear dispersive wave theory
It is common to compare the linear dispersion characteristics of the Boussinesq equation
systems with those of linear wave theory [11, 67, 72]. Three quantities are generally used;
phase velocity, C, which is the velocity of a point on the free surface, group velocity, Cg,
which governs the propagation of energy in a wave train, and the shoaling gradient, s,
which relates the change in wave amplitude to the change in depth.
The phase velocity of a wave train with frequency ω and wave number k is defined as,
C 
ω
k
(2.43)
For the linear wave theory [109],
C2 
ω2
k2
 gh
tanhkh
kh
(2.44)
The group velocity of a wave train with frequency ω and wave number k is defined
as [109],
Cg 
∂ω
∂k
(2.45)
Using the definition of the phase velocity (2.43) to eliminate ω ,
Cg 
∂
∂k
kC  C k
∂C
∂k
(2.46)
Using the phase velocity from linear wave theory (2.44) one arrives at the form stated by
Madsen et al. [67],
Cg 
C
2

1
2kh
sinh2kh

(2.47)
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To simplify the following algebra in this section the group velocity is written in a more
convenient form. Let,
Cg  C Fφ (2.48)
where,
φ  kh (2.49)
Fφ 
1
2

1
2φ
sinh2φ

(2.50)
To derive the shoaling gradient consider a wave train described by a constant fre-
quency, ω , and spatially varying wave number, kx, and wave amplitude, ax, over a
varying depth, hx. The statement of the constancy of energy flux is [11],
∂
∂x

a2Cg

 0
2a
∂a
∂x
Cga
2 ∂Cg
∂x
 0
1
a
∂a
∂x

1
2Cg
∂Cg
∂x
 0 (2.51)
From equation (2.48),
1
Cg
∂Cg
∂x

1
C
∂C
∂x

1
F
∂F
∂x
(2.52)
This equation can be simplified by differentiating the phase velocity (2.43) with respect
to x,
∂C
∂x
 
ω
k2
∂k
∂x
1
C
∂C
∂x
 
1
k
∂k
∂x
(2.53)
Using this in the group velocity expression (2.52) and substituting this into the shoaling
gradient relation(2.51) results in,
1
a
∂a
∂x

1
2

1
F
∂F
∂x

1
k
∂k
∂x

 0 (2.54)
Terms involving F are eliminated from equation (2.54) by differentiating equation (2.50)
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with respect to x,
∂F
∂x

∂φ
∂x
∂F
∂φ

∂φ
∂x

sinh2φ2φ cosh2φ
2 sinh22φ

1
F
∂F
∂x

1
φ
∂φ
∂x

2φsinh2φ2φ cosh2φ
sinh2φsinh2φ2φ

(2.55)
From the definition of φ (2.49),
∂φ
∂x
 k
∂h
∂x
h
∂k
∂x
1
φ
∂φ
∂x

1
h
∂h
∂x

1
k
∂k
∂x
(2.56)
A relationship between the wave number gradient and the depth gradient is derived from
the phase velocity. Rearranging equation (2.44),
ω2h
g
 φ tanhφ (2.57)
Differentiating (2.57) with respect to x,
ω2
g
∂h
∂x

∂φ
∂x
∂
∂φ
φ tanhφ (2.58)
Using (2.57) to eliminate the ω terms,
1
h
∂h
∂x
tanhφ 
1
φ
∂φ
∂x

tanhφφ1 tanh2φ

(2.59)
Equation (2.56) is used in equation (2.59) to derive a relationship between the wave num-
ber gradient and the depth gradient. After rearranging the terms,
1
k
∂k
∂x


2φ
2φ  sinh2φ

1
h
∂h
∂x
(2.60)
Substituting equation (2.55) in the shoaling gradient relation (2.54), and using equa-
tion (2.60) to substitute for terms involving k, the shoaling gradient can be written,
1
a
∂a
∂x
 s
1
h
∂h
∂x
 0 (2.61)
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where,
s 
2φ sinh2φφ1 cosh2φ
2φ  sinh2φ2
(2.62)
Some manipulation of this expression shows that it is identical to the form stated by
Madsen et al. [67].
2.3.3 Dispersion characteristics of Peregrine’s Boussinesq equation
system
The Boussinesq equation system (2.35)-(2.36) is only weakly nonlinear, the nonlinear-
ity present being proportional to the small parameter ε . Linearising these equations by
neglecting the nonlinear terms is therefore only a small perturbation to this system and
analysis of the linearised equations should provide an adequate model for the full equa-
tion system. Considering the constant depth equations (2.37)-(2.38) and neglecting terms
proportional to ε , as shown in the scaled nondimensionalised equations (2.32) and (2.34)
gives,
∂u
∂ t
g
∂η
∂x

H2
3
∂ 3u
∂x2∂ t
 0 (2.63)
∂η
∂ t
H
∂u
∂x
 0 (2.64)
The dispersion relation for this equation system is derived by assuming a steady periodic
wave of amplitude a, period τ  2πω and wavelength λ  2πk,
ηx t  a sinkxωt (2.65)
ux t  b sinkxωt (2.66)
Substituting this in the system (2.63)-(2.64),
ωbgka
H2
3
ωk2b  0 (2.67)
ωaHkb  0 (2.68)
This leads to the velocity magnitude,
b 
ωa
kH
(2.69)
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and the dispersion relation,
ω2
k2

gH
1 kH
2
3
(2.70)
Hence, using the notation (2.49) of the previous section and the definition (2.43), the
phase velocity for the system is,
C 





gH
1 φ
2
3

(2.71)
The group velocity is derived from the phase velocity (2.71) and the definition (2.46).
Cg  C

3
3φ 2

(2.72)
Following a similar argument to that used for the linear wave theory in Section 2.3.2
the shoaling gradient coefficient can be derived for the Boussinesq equations. Key points
are the formation of the spatial derivative of the group velocity component Fφ (2.55),
1
F
∂F
∂x
 

2φ 2
3φ 2

1
φ
∂φ
∂x
(2.73)
and the relationship between the wave number gradient and the depth gradient (2.60),
1
k
∂k
∂x

1
2

φ 2
3
1

1
h
∂h
∂x
(2.74)
This finally leads to,
s 
1
4

1φ 2

(2.75)
2.3.4 Comparison with linear theory
The comparisons between the Boussinesq and linear theory dispersion characteristics are
shown graphically by Figures 2.2(a)-(c). The graphs of phase velocity and group velocity
show % error relative to the linear theory, where the error is determined by,
100

CBoussinesqClinear
Clinear

(2.76)
Figure 2.2(a) shows that the phase velocity is over 5% in error for depths in excess of 3/10
of the wavelength. Figure 2.2(b) shows that the group velocity is almost 10% in error at a
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depth corresponding to 2/10 of the wavelength. The plot of the shoaling gradient, shown
in Figure 2.2(c) also rapidly diverges from the linear theory. This restricts the application
of the model to very shallow depths compared to the wavelength, or put another way to
very long wavelengths compared to the depth. This is a fairly severe restriction on the
usefulness of a computational model based on Peregrine’s Boussinesq equations.
2.4 Extended Boussinesq equation systems
2.4.1 Introduction
It has been noted in the last section that the dispersion relation of Peregrine’s Boussi-
nesq equation system is only an accurate approximation to Stokes first order wave theory
for very small values of σ . Much of the recent work in this area has concentrated on
extending the validity of the dispersion relation to larger values of σ [11, 66, 72, 111].
Witting [111] presented a one-dimensional constant depth system with improved linear
dispersion characteristics. However it appears difficult to generalise this approach to ei-
ther higher dimensions or a variable depth environment. Madsen et al. [66] improved the
dispersion characteristics of Peregrine’s system by adding extra dispersive terms to the
momentum equation (2.37). The amount of dispersion added was chosen by matching
the dispersion characteristics to linear wave theory. This procedure was extended to a
variable depth environment [67], although more recent work has suggested that there may
be inconsistencies in this approach [11, 12, 87]. Beji and Nadaoka [11] designed a vari-
able depth extended Boussinesq system by a simple algebraic manipulation of Peregrine’s
system. This introduced a free parameter which could be used to improve the dispersion
characteristics. Nwogu [72] consistently derived an extended Boussinesq equation sys-
tem from the Navier-Stokes equations by using the velocity at an arbitrary depth as one
of the dependent variables. The depth of the velocity variable is used as a free parameter
to optimise the dispersion characteristics of the equations. A detailed derivation of these
equations is given in the following section.
The extended Boussinesq equation systems described so far have all attempted to
improve the dispersion characteristics of the basic equation system. These improvements
have been taken further [71, 86, 95] to achieve an almost perfect match with linear wave
theory but at the expense of increasing complexity in the differential form of the equations.
However the equations remain only weakly nonlinear and as such are restricted to small
amplitudes relative to the water depth. Fully nonlinear Boussinesq models have been
developed [9, 71, 107] to simulate larger waves but again at the expense of increasing
complexity in the equations.
It was decided at this stage that the improved dispersion relations of the extended
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of the dispersion characteristics of Peregrine’s Boussinesq equa-
tions and linear theory
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Boussinesq equations would make them far more useful as a practical numerical model,
since they are applicable over a far greater range of depths. The extended systems of Beji
and Nadaoka [11] and Nwogu [72] are both derived in a mathematically consistent manner
and so they are both considered as candidates for the numerical model. The derivation and
analysis of these two equation systems is considered in the following sections.
2.4.2 Derivation of Beji and Nadaoka’s extended Boussinesq equa-
tions
The starting point of the derivation is Peregrine’s Boussinesq equation system, written in
scaled nondimensional form.
∂ uˆ
∂ tˆ
 ε uˆ
∂ uˆ
∂ xˆ

∂ηˆ
∂ xˆ
σ 2

h˜2
6
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

∂ uˆ
∂ tˆ


h˜
2
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

∂ h˜uˆ
∂ tˆ

 εσ 2σ 4 (2.77)
∂ηˆ
∂ tˆ

∂
∂ xˆ

h˜ εηˆuˆ

 εσ 2σ 4 (2.78)
The dispersive terms from the momentum equation (2.77) are rewritten by adding and
subtracting a free parameter αB which multiplies the dispersive terms.
∂ uˆ
∂ tˆ
 ε uˆ
∂ uˆ
∂ xˆ

∂ηˆ
∂ xˆ
1αBσ 2

h˜2
6
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

∂ uˆ
∂ tˆ


h˜
2
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

∂ h˜uˆ
∂ tˆ

αBσ 2

h˜2
6
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

∂ uˆ
∂ tˆ


h˜
2
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

∂ h˜uˆ
∂ tˆ

 εσ 2σ 4 (2.79)
The second group of dispersive terms are rewritten using the first order wave equations,
∂ uˆ
∂ tˆ

∂ηˆ
∂ xˆ
 εσ 2 (2.80)
∂ηˆ
∂ tˆ

∂ h˜uˆ
∂ xˆ
 εσ 2 (2.81)
Using these to substitute for first order derivatives within the dispersive terms introduces
εσ 2σ 4 corrections which do not perturb the equations within the order of approxi-
mation of the Boussinesq theory [11]. This leads to the extended Boussinesq momentum
equation,
∂ uˆ
∂ tˆ
 ε uˆ
∂ uˆ
∂ xˆ

∂ηˆ
∂ xˆ
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1αBσ 2

h˜2
6
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

∂ uˆ
∂ tˆ


h˜
2
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

∂ h˜uˆ
∂ tˆ

αBσ 2

h˜2
6
∂ 3ηˆ
∂ xˆ3

h˜
2
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

h˜
∂ηˆ
∂ xˆ

 εσ 2σ 4 (2.82)
At constant depth H, in unscaled dimensional variables, the equations simplify to,
∂u
∂ t
u
∂u
∂x
g
∂η
∂x
 1αB
H2
3
∂ 3u
∂x2∂ t
αB
gH2
3
∂ 3η
∂x3
 0 (2.83)
∂η
∂ t

∂
∂x
Hηu  0 (2.84)
The linear dispersion characteristics of this equation system will be considered in Sec-
tion 2.4.4
2.4.3 Derivation of Nwogu’s extended Boussinesq equations
The following section describes the derivation of Nwogu’s one-dimensional extended
Boussinesq equations. This derivation expands on that outlined by Nwogu [72] for the
two-dimensional equation system, but uses the nondimensionalised, scaled equation sys-
tem of Peregrine (2.13)-(2.19) as the starting point, for consistency with the previous work
in this section, rather than that presented by Nwogu.
Integrating the continuity equation (2.15) through the depth,
 z˜
h˜
∂Wˆ
∂ z˜
dz˜  
 z˜
h˜
∂Uˆ
∂ xˆ
dz˜
Wˆ z˜Wˆ 
h˜  
∂
∂ xˆ

 z˜
h˜
Uˆ dz˜

Uˆ 
h˜
∂ h˜
∂ xˆ
Uˆ z˜
∂ z˜
∂ xˆ
(2.85)
Denoting Wˆ z˜ simply as Wˆ , and using Liebnitz’ Rule and the boundary condition (2.19)
at z˜h˜,
Wˆ  
∂
∂ xˆ

 z˜
h˜
Uˆ dz˜

(2.86)
Substituting this in the irrotationality equation (2.16),
∂Uˆ
∂ z˜
 σ 2
∂Wˆ
∂ xˆ
 σ 2
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

 z˜
h˜
Uˆ dz˜

(2.87)
Consider a Taylor series expansion of Uˆxˆ z˜ tˆ about z˜  Z˜. The horizontal velocity
uˆxˆ tˆ denotes the two-dimensional velocity at depth Z˜; Uˆxˆ Z˜ tˆ. This Taylor expansion
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is integrated through the depth from h˜ to z˜.
Uˆ  uˆz˜ Z˜
∂Uˆ
∂ z˜




z˜Z˜

z˜ Z˜2
2
∂ 2Uˆ
∂ z˜2




z˜Z˜
    (2.88)
 z˜
h˜
Uˆ dz˜  z˜ h˜uˆ

z˜ Z˜2
2

h˜ Z˜2
2

∂Uˆ
∂ z˜




z˜Z˜


z˜ Z˜3
6

h˜ Z˜3
6

∂ 2Uˆ
∂ z˜2




z˜Z˜
    (2.89)
Substituting this in equation (2.87),
∂Uˆ
∂ z˜
 σ 2
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

z˜ h˜uˆ

z˜ Z˜2
2

h˜ Z˜2
2

∂Uˆ
∂ z˜




z˜Z˜
   

(2.90)
Differentiating equation (2.90) with respect to z˜,
∂ 2Uˆ
∂ z˜2
 σ 2
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

uˆz˜ Z˜
∂Uˆ
∂ z˜




z˜Z˜

z˜ Z˜2
2
∂ 2Uˆ
∂ z˜2




z˜Z˜
   

 σ 2
∂ 2uˆ
∂ xˆ2
σ 4 (2.91)
Differentiating equation (2.91) with respect to z and noting from equations (2.90) and (2.91)
that the first and second derivatives are σ 2,
∂ 3Uˆ
∂ z˜3
 σ 2
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

∂Uˆ
∂ z˜




z˜Z˜
z˜ Z˜
∂ 2Uˆ
∂ z˜2




z˜Z˜
   

 σ 4 (2.92)
Repeated differentiation of this expression will produce expressions for the higher deriva-
tives of Uˆ with respect to z˜ and show them to be of σ 4 or greater. Substituting equa-
tions (2.91) and (2.92) back in equation (2.90),
∂Uˆ
∂ z˜
 σ 2
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

h˜ Z˜uˆ
h˜ Z˜2
2
∂Uˆ
∂ z˜




z˜Z˜
σ 2

(2.93)
 σ 2
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

h˜ Z˜uˆ

σ 4 (2.94)
Substituting equations (2.91), (2.92) and (2.94) in the Taylor series expansion (2.88) pro-
duces an expression for the horizontal velocity component Uˆ .
Uˆ  uˆσ 2

z˜ Z˜
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

h˜ Z˜uˆ


z˜ Z˜2
2
∂ 2uˆ
∂ xˆ2

σ 4 (2.95)
Substituting the horizontal velocity (2.95) in equation (2.86) leads to an expression for
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the vertical velocity component Wˆ .
Wˆ  
∂
∂ xˆ

h˜ z˜uˆσ 2

h˜ Z˜2
2
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

h˜ Z˜uˆ


h˜ Z˜3
6
∂ 2uˆ
∂ xˆ2

σ 4 (2.96)
Using the velocities Uˆ (2.95) and Wˆ (2.96) in the vertical momentum equation (2.14),
εσ 2


∂ 2
∂ xˆ∂ tˆ
z˜ h˜uˆσ 2


∂ p˜
∂ z˜
1ε2σ 2  0 (2.97)
This can be rearranged to give an expression for the pressure p˜.

∂ p˜
∂ z˜
 1 εσ 2
∂ 2
∂ xˆ∂ tˆ
z˜ h˜uˆεσ 4ε2σ 2 (2.98)
Integrating through the depth from z˜ to the free surface εηˆ ,
p˜εηˆ  p˜z˜  εηˆ z˜ εσ 2
∂ 2
∂ xˆ∂ tˆ

z˜2
2
 h˜z˜

U

εσ 4ε2σ 2 (2.99)
Using the free surface boundary condition (2.17) for the pressure, and denoting p˜z˜ simply
as p˜ gives,
p˜  εηˆ z˜ εσ 2
∂ 2
∂ xˆ∂ tˆ

z˜2
2
 h˜z˜

U

εσ 4ε2σ 2 (2.100)
Substituting the equations for the horizontal velocity component (2.95), the vertical veloc-
ity component (2.96) and the pressure(2.100) in the horizontal momentum equation (2.13)
gives the Boussinesq momentum equation,
∂ uˆ
∂ tˆ
 ε uˆ
∂ uˆ
∂ xˆ

∂ηˆ
∂ xˆ
σ 2

z˜ Z˜
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

h˜ Z˜
∂ uˆ
∂ tˆ


z˜ Z˜2
2
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

∂ uˆ
∂ tˆ

ε uˆ
∂ uˆ
∂ xˆ

∂ηˆ
∂ xˆ
σ 2
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

z˜2
2
 h˜z˜

∂ uˆ
∂ tˆ

εσ 2σ 4  0
∂ uˆ
∂ tˆ
 ε uˆ
∂ uˆ
∂ xˆ

∂ηˆ
∂ xˆ
σ 2

Z˜
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

h˜
∂ uˆ
∂ tˆ


Z˜2
2
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

∂ uˆ
∂ tˆ

 εσ 2σ 4 (2.101)
The second equation of the Boussinesq system is developed by first integrating the
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continuity equation (2.15) through the depth.
∂
∂ xˆ
 εηˆ
h˜
Uˆ dz˜ εUˆ εηˆ
∂ ηˆ
∂ xˆ
Uˆ 
h˜
∂ h˜
∂ xˆ
Wˆ εηˆ Wˆ 
h˜  0 (2.102)
Using Liebnitz’ Rule and the kinematic boundary conditions at the free surface z˜ 
εηˆ (2.18) and at the bed z˜h˜ (2.19) gives,
∂ηˆ
∂ tˆ

∂
∂ xˆ
 εηˆ
h˜
Uˆ dz˜  0 (2.103)
From the expression for the horizontal velocity Uˆ (2.95),
 εηˆ
h˜
Uˆ dz˜  h˜ εηˆuˆσ2


z˜ Z˜2
2
εηˆ
h˜
∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

h˜ Z˜uˆ



z˜ Z˜3
6
εηˆ
h˜
∂ 2uˆ
∂ xˆ2

σ 4
 σ 2

Z˜2
2

h˜ Z˜2
2

∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

h˜ Z˜uˆ




Z˜3
6

h˜ Z˜3
6

∂ 2uˆ
∂ xˆ2

h˜ εηˆuˆεσ 2σ 4
 σ 2


h˜2
2
 h˜Z˜

∂ 2
∂ xˆ2

h˜ Z˜uˆ



h˜3
6

h˜2Z˜
2

h˜Z˜2
2

∂ 2uˆ
∂ xˆ2

h˜ εηˆuˆεσ 2σ 4
 σ 2

Z˜
h˜
2

h˜
∂ 2h˜uˆ
∂ xˆ2


Z˜2
2

h˜2
6

h˜
∂ 2uˆ
∂ xˆ2

h˜ εηˆuˆεσ 2σ 4 (2.104)
Substituting equation (2.104) in the free surface equation (2.103) gives the Boussinesq
continuity equation,
∂ηˆ
∂ tˆ

∂
∂ xˆ
h˜ εηˆuˆ
σ 2
∂
∂ xˆ

Z˜
h˜
2

h˜
∂ 2h˜uˆ
∂x2


Z˜2
2

h˜2
6

h˜
∂ 2uˆ
∂x2

 0 (2.105)
Returning the variables to dimensional, unscaled form via the transformations defined in
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Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, Nwogu’s Boussinesq equations are,
∂u
∂ t
u
∂u
∂x
g
∂η
∂x
Z
∂ 2
∂x2

h
∂u
∂ t


Z2
2
∂ 2
∂x2

∂u
∂ t

 0 (2.106)
∂η
∂ t

∂
∂x
hηu

∂
∂x

Z
h
2

h
∂ 2hu
∂x2


Z2
2

h2
6

h
∂ 2u
∂x2

 0 (2.107)
Setting the arbitrary depth Z  θh, where 1 θ  0 the system is rewritten as,
∂u
∂ t
u
∂u
∂x
g
∂η
∂x
A1h
2 ∂ 2
∂x2

∂u
∂ t

A2h
∂ 2
∂x2

h
∂u
∂ t

 0 (2.108)
∂η
∂ t

∂
∂x
hηu
∂
∂x

B1h
3 ∂ 2u
∂x2
B2h
2 ∂ 2hu
∂x2

 0 (2.109)
where,
A1 
θ 2
2
(2.110)
A2  θ (2.111)
B1 
θ 2
2

1
6
(2.112)
B2  θ 
1
2
(2.113)
At constant depth H the equations simplify to,
∂u
∂ t
u
∂u
∂x
g
∂η
∂x
αH2
∂ 2
∂x2

∂u
∂ t

 0 (2.114)
∂η
∂ t

∂
∂x
HηuβH3
∂ 3u
∂x3
 0 (2.115)
where,
α  θ 
θ 2
2
(2.116)
β  α 
1
3
(2.117)
A similar procedure in three dimensions will lead to Nwogu’s two-dimensional ex-
tended Boussinesq equations [72],
∂η
∂ t
∇hηu∇

B1h
3∇∇uB2h2∇∇hu

 0 (2.118)
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∂u
∂ t
g∇η u∇uA1h2∇

∇
∂u
∂ t

A2h∇

∇

h
∂u
∂ t

 0 (2.119)
where the velocity vector uxy t  uv represents the two-dimensional velocity field
at depth z  θh and ∇ represents the two-dimensional gradient operator with respect to
the horizontal coordinates x and y.
2.4.4 Dispersion characteristics of the extended Boussinesq equations
The linearised form of Nwogu’s constant depth equations (2.114)-(2.115) are,
∂u
∂ t
g
∂η
∂x
αH2
∂ 2
∂x2

∂u
∂ t

 0 (2.120)
∂η
∂ t
H
∂u
∂x
βH3
∂ 3u
∂x3
 0 (2.121)
Assuming a steady periodic wave form (2.65)-(2.66), and following the procedure de-
scribed at the start of Section 2.3.3 one can derive a velocity magnitude,
b 
ωa
kH 1β kH2
(2.122)
and the associated linearised dispersion relation,
ω2
k2
 gH

1β kH2
1αkH2

(2.123)
Applying a similar procedure to Beji and Nadaoka’s equation (2.83)-(2.84) leads to
an identical dispersion relation provided the free parameters satisfy,
α 
1αB
3
(2.124)
The following analysis is based on Nwogu’s equations with the understanding that the
results apply equally as well to Beji and Nadaoka’s extended equation system. Note also
that the linear dispersion characteristics of the extended equation system of Madsen et
al. [66] can be made equivalent by a similar relation between the free parameters [11].
The phase velocity is simply derived from the dispersion relation (2.123). Using the
notation (2.49) introduced previously.
C2  gh
1βφ 2
1αφ 2
(2.125)
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Some more notation is introduced to simplify the following algebra.
P  1αφ 2 (2.126)
Q  1βφ 2 (2.127)
Hence,
C2  gh
Q
P
(2.128)
The group velocity is derived from the definition (2.46) and the phase velocity (2.128).
Cg  C

1
φ 2
3PQ

(2.129)
which is the form stated by Kirby et al. [54].
Following a similar argument to that used for the linear wave theory in Section 2.3.2
the shoaling gradient coefficient can be derived for the extended Boussinesq equations.
Key points are the formation of the derivative of the group velocity component Fφ with
respect to x,
1
F
∂F
∂x
 T1
1
φ
∂φ
∂x
(2.130)
where,
T1  
2φ 2
PQ

1αβφ 4
3PQφ 2

(2.131)
and the relationship between the wave number gradient and the depth gradient,
1
k
∂k
∂x


1
T2
1

1
h
∂h
∂x
(2.132)
where,
T2 
2
PQ

1β

αφ 22

φ 2

(2.133)
This finally leads to,
s 
1
2

1
T11
T2

(2.134)
which with some algebraic manipulation can be shown to be equivalent to the form de-
rived by Beji and Nadaoka for their extended equation system [11].
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2.4.5 Comparison with linear theory
The free parameter α in the extended Boussinesq equation system is chosen to improve
the linear dispersion characteristics of the equations. Nwogu [72] chose α 039 from a
minimisation of the error in the phase velocity over the range σ hλ   012, where
σ  12 represents the so-called deep water limit. More recently Chen and Liu [27] have
derived the value α  03855 from a least-squares fit of both the phase velocity and
group velocity over the range σ  012.
The dispersion characteristics are compared graphically in Figures 2.3(a)-(c). The
graphs are plotted of the dispersion characteristics of Peregrine’s Boussinesq equations,
Nwogu’s equations with α 039, and Nwogu’s equations with α 03855, over the
range σ  Hλ  012
Figure 2.3(a) compares the phase velocity predicted by the linear theory (2.44) with
Nwogu’s extended Boussinesq equations (2.125). The % error is again calculated us-
ing (2.76). The phase velocity of the original Boussinesq equations rapidly diverges from
linear theory and the error exceeds 5% for σ  03. In fact it diverges completely for
σ  048 [66], and hence the model will not capable of reproducing a deep water wave
at σ  12. The extended Boussinesq equations are both accurate and the error is less
than 1% over the whole range, although Nwogu’s value α  039 is clearly more ac-
curate over most of the range. Figure 2.3(b) compares the group velocity predicted by
the linear theory (2.47) with Nwogu’s extended Boussinesq equations (2.129). The %
error is determined in a similar way to the phase velocity. The group velocity of the orig-
inal Boussinesq equations rapidly diverges again and is over 10% in error for σ  02.
The extended equations are clearly superior, although the errors are greater than with the
phase velocity and with Nwogu’s value, α  039, are over 10% in error at the deep
water limit σ  12. The value α 03855 is less accurate than Nwogu’s for σ  035
but over the whole range provides a better model and is only 7% in error at worst. Fig-
ure 2.3(c) compares the shoaling coefficient predicted by the linear theory (2.62) with
Nwogu’s extended Boussinesq equations (2.134). This graph is of the actual values, as
the shoaling coefficient passes through zero on the interval σ  012. The shoaling co-
efficient of the original Boussinesq equations diverges significantly from the linear theory
for σ  015. The extended Boussinesq equations are both accurate for σ  03 but both
become significantly inaccurate at larger values.
Clearly it is possible to accurately model the phase velocity and group velocity of a
wave train over the whole range of depths with the extended Boussinesq equations. The
accuracy of the shoaling coefficient is a more discriminating test. The original Boussinesq
equation system will be inaccurate for σ  015, and the extended Boussinesq equation
systems, despite being formally valid at the deep water limit, σ  12, will be signifi-
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of the dispersion characteristics of the extended Boussinesq equa-
tions and linear theory
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cantly inaccurate for σ  03.
In general the best agreement with linear theory will be obtained by choosing an ap-
propriate value of α for each particular problem. The range of depths, and hence σ , in the
problem will determine the region over which an appropriate function of phase velocity,
group velocity or shoaling coefficient can be minimised.
2.5 Some simpler nonlinear dispersive equations
The equations described in the previous sections have several unusual features compared
to the standard fluid flow models such as the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations. Pere-
grine’s equation system (2.35)-(2.36) contains a third order derivative term of mixed space
and time form, and Nwogu’s extended system (2.108)-(2.109) additionally contains a third
order spatial derivative. In devising numerical methods for these equations it will be im-
portant to investigate the numerical approximation of these particular terms. Here it is
shown that by making further simplifying assumptions it is possible to derive simpler
nonlinear, dispersive wave models which can be used for the initial investigation into
possible numerical methods.
If it is assumed that waves travel in only the positive x-direction then it can be shown [80]
that to a first approximation the waves have a steady form, ie. the nondimensional trans-
formation,
X˜  x˜ t˜ (2.135)
can be introduced. Assuming that there is a slight variation with time or distance travelled,
the appropriate scaling is [80],
Xˆ  σ X˜ (2.136)
Tˆ  σ3T˜ (2.137)
The free surface and horizontal velocity are scaled as before, according to the defini-
tions (2.11) and (2.12) respectively. Substituting into Peregrine’s Boussinesq equation
system (2.35)-(2.36) leads to,
σ 2
∂ uˆ
∂ Tˆ

∂ uˆ
∂ Xˆ
 ε uˆ
∂ uˆ
∂ Xˆ

∂ηˆ
∂ Xˆ

σ 2
3
∂ 3uˆ
∂ Xˆ3

σ 4
3
∂ 3uˆ
∂ Xˆ2∂ Tˆ
 0 (2.138)
σ 2
∂ηˆ
∂ Tˆ

∂ηˆ
∂ Xˆ

∂
∂ Xˆ

1 εηˆuˆ

 0 (2.139)
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To the lowest order of approximation both equations reduce to,
∂ηˆ
∂ Xˆ

∂ uˆ
∂ Xˆ
εσ 2 (2.140)
under the assumption that the initial conditions are consistent with this statement. Hence
by integrating, assuming that the order stays the same,
ηˆ  uˆεσ 2 (2.141)
Adding equations (2.138) and (2.139) and using the relation (2.141),
2σ 2
∂ηˆ
∂ Tˆ
3εηˆ
∂ ηˆ
∂ Xˆ

σ 2
3
∂ 3ηˆ
∂ Xˆ3
 σ 4 (2.142)
where it is assumed from the definition of the Ursell Number (2.10) that ε  σ 2.
The homogeneous form of this equation is known as the Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equa-
tion [35]. In dimensional variables it reads,
∂η
∂ t


gH
∂η
∂x

3
2
η
∂η
∂x

H2
6

gH
∂ 3η
∂x3
 0 (2.143)
To first order,
∂η
∂ t
 

gH
∂η
∂x
(2.144)
and this can be used to transform equation (2.143) into another form [78] which has
become known as the Regularised Long Wave (RLW) equation [13].
∂η
∂ t


gH
∂η
∂x

3
2
η
∂η
∂x

H2
6
∂ 3η
∂x2∂ t
 0 (2.145)
Both of the equations (2.143) and (2.145) are nonlinear and dispersive but are of a single
variable. These simpler equations will be used in the initial stages of the development of
the numerical methods for the extended Boussinesq model.
Both of these equations have exact solutions in the form of a steady translating wave
of elevation known as a solitary wave. Such a solution will be useful for validation of
any proposed numerical method. The procedure for deriving the KdV solitary wave is
described by Drazin [35]. Here the RLW solitary wave is derived by a similar method.
Consider the RLW equation,
∂η
∂ t
a
∂η
∂x
bη
∂η
∂x
δ
∂ 3η
∂x2∂ t
 0 (2.146)
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where,
a 

gH (2.147)
b 
3
2
(2.148)
δ 
H2
6
(2.149)
and assume a solution of steady translating form.
ηx t  Fx ct  FX (2.150)
c is a free parameter relating to the speed of the wave. Changing variables to X and using
the chain rule gives,
∂η
∂ t

dF
dX
∂X
∂ t
 c
dF
dX
(2.151)
∂η
∂x

dF
dX
∂X
∂x

dF
dX
(2.152)
Substituting this in equation (2.146),
c
dF
dX
a
dF
dX
bF
dF
dX
 cδ
d3F
dX3
 0
a c
dF
dX

b
2
dF2
dX
 cδ
d3F
dX3
 0 (2.153)
This equation can be integrated. The arbitrary constant introduced by this process can be
taken to be zero if F and its first and second derivative vanish as X  ∞.
a cF
b
2
F2  cδ
d2F
dX2
 0 (2.154)
Multiplying by the first derivative of F and rearranging,
a cF
dF
dX

b
2
F2
dF
dX
 cδ
d2F
dX2
dF
dX
 0

a c
2

dF2
dX

b
6
dF3
dX

cδ
2
d
dX

dF
dX
2
 0 (2.155)
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Integrating this, with the arbitrary constant again set to zero,

a c
2

F2 
b
6
F3 
cδ
2

dF
dX
2
 0

dF
dX
2
F2

a c
cδ

b
3cδ
F

 0 (2.156)
Now try a solution of the form,
FX  Ψ sech2ΘX (2.157)
for arbitrary scalars Ψ and Θ. Substituting this in equation (2.156),
4Ψ2Θ2 sech4ΘX tanh2ΘX
Ψ2 sech4ΘX

a c
cδ

b
3cδ
Ψ sech2ΘX

 0
Ψ2 sech4ΘX

4Θ2 tanh2ΘX

a c
cδ

b
3cδ
Ψ sech2ΘX

 0
4Θ2 tanh2ΘX
a c
cδ

b
3cδ
Ψ sech2ΘX  0
ca
cδ
cosh2ΘX4Θ2 sinh2ΘX 
b
3cδ
Ψ (2.158)
Comparing this to the trigonometric identity,
cosh2θ sinh2θ  1 (2.159)
leads to the relationships,
ca  cδ j (2.160)
4Θ2  j (2.161)
Ψb  3cδ j (2.162)
where j is an arbitrary constant. Rearranging these equations leads to expressions for Ψ
and Θ.
j 
ca
cδ
(2.163)
Θ2 
ca
4cδ
(2.164)
Ψ  3

ca
b

(2.165)
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Substituting these in the solitary wave solution (2.157),
FX  3

ca
b

sech2

1
2

ca
cδ
X

(2.166)
and, using the definitions (2.147)-(2.149), the solitary wave solution of the RLW equation
is,
ηx t  2


c

gH

sech2

1
2H

6

c

gH
c

x ct

(2.167)
Following a similar procedure for the KdV equation (2.143), noting the change to the
coefficient δ , leads to a slight modification to equation (2.153),
a c
dF
dX

b
2
dF2
dX
δ
d3F
dX3
 0 (2.168)
and to a solitary wave of the form,
ηx t  2


c

gH

sech2

1
2H

6

c

gH

gH

x ct

(2.169)
The free parameter c determines the speed and amplitude of the wave, and describes
a family of solitary waves for a particular depth H. Benjamin et al. [13] remark that in
much of the numerical work on the KdV equation the amplitude, and hence velocity, of
the solitary wave are chosen to be too large for the shallow-water approximation. They
attribute this to the treatment of the equation without considering the physical relevance
of the coefficients. Here the value of c is limited by the shallow water condition (2.8), ie.
that the amplitude of the wave must be much less than the depth H. For the RLW and
KdV equations’ solitary wave solutions this can be stated as,
2


c

gH

 H
c 
H
2


gH (2.170)
If c

gH the wave has zero amplitude, and if c

gH then calculating Θ from equa-
tion (2.164) will involve the square root of a negative number. Hence c is restricted to the
range,

gH  c 

gH
H
2
(2.171)
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In practice c is chosen from the formula,
c 

gHδs
H
2
(2.172)
for the positive scalar parameter δs 1. This will ensure solitary wave solutions compat-
ible with the shallow water model from which they are derived.
2.6 The chosen form of the equations
In this chapter it has been shown that there are a variety of mathematical models for non-
linear, dispersive, shallow water waves. Peregrine’s equation system (2.35)-(2.36) appears
to have the simplest differential form but the dispersion characteristics limit its range of
application. Extended Boussinesq equations increase the range of depth over which the
model is valid but introduce extra complexity into the differential equations. However it
is felt that increasing the range of the model is essential if it is to be used for real applica-
tions. It will be shown in Chapter 4 that Nwogu’s extended Boussinesq equation system is
the appropriate choice here. The form of the equations is more amenable to the numerical
methods proposed than that of the other extended equation systems. Further extensions
to the Boussinesq equations are not considered here as the advantages they provide are
offset by the increased complexity in the equations.
In the previous section two simpler nonlinear dispersive equations were derived. The
RLW equation (2.145) contains the mixed third order derivative present in all the Boussi-
nesq equation systems. The KdV equation (2.143) contains a third order spatial derivative
which is a feature introduced by the extended Boussinesq models. Hence both of these
equations will be of use in the following chapter where appropriate numerical methods
are discussed and developed. The solitary wave solutions of the RLW and KdV equations,
(2.167) and (2.169) respectively, will be used to assess the performance of these methods.
Chapter 3
Numerical Methods
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter the RLW and KdV equations introduced in Section 2.5 are used to inves-
tigate numerical solution procedures for dispersive wave equations. Finite difference and
finite element spatial discretisation schemes are investigated, coupled with adaptive time
integration software. The aim of the work in this chapter is to produce a scheme that will
also apply to the one-dimensional extended Boussinesq equations, and eventually to the
two-dimensional equations. Possible methods will be evaluated with these considerations
in mind.
The method of lines [18] is used as the basic framework for the numerical methods
developed in this work. This is a technique for decoupling the spatial and temporal dis-
cretisation process. A system of partial differential equations is first semi-discretised in
space, for example with a finite difference or finite element method, reducing the prob-
lem to that of a system of ordinary differential equations in time. This system can then
be solved with an appropriate time integration method. In this work the method of lines
approach will allow existing adaptive order, adaptive step size time integration software
to be used.
This approach will be applied as follows. Finite difference methods and finite element
methods are introduced in Section 3.2 for the spatial approximation of the equations, and
several discretisation methods are proposed. These are illustrated with reference to the
RLW and KdV equations, (2.145) and (2.143) respectively, introduced in the previous
chapter. In particular a finite difference method previously used for the extended Boussi-
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nesq equation system [106] and a new finite element method are proposed and analysed.
The application of adaptive time integration packages to the spatially discretised equa-
tions is described in Section 3.3 and their suitability for this class of problem is assessed.
Numerical experiments with the methods proposed in the preceding sections for the
RLW and KdV equations are described in Section 3.4. The exact solitary wave solutions
for these equations, derived in the previous chapter in Section 2.5, are used in order to
assess the accuracy of the schemes. The results are reviewed in Section 3.5 and the exten-
sion of these methods to the one-dimensional extended Boussinesq equation system, and
to the solution of the two-dimensional equations is considered.
3.2 Spatial discretisation
3.2.1 Introduction
Within the method-of-lines framework introduced in the previous section the spatial ap-
proximation is considered first. Before the spatial approximation the equations are rewrit-
ten in a more convenient form. The RLW equation (2.145) is written as,
η˙δ
∂ 2η˙
∂x2
 
∂ f
∂x
(3.1)
and the KdV equation (2.143) as,
η˙  
∂ f
∂x
δ
∂ 3η
∂x3
(3.2)
where,
η˙ 
∂η
∂ t
(3.3)
f  aη 
b
2
η2 (3.4)
In order to solve these partial differential equation problems it is necessary to specify ap-
propriate boundary conditions and initial conditions. The problem domain is x  X1X2
and t  0T . The examples to be solved in Section 3.4 use the solitary wave solu-
tions (2.167) and (2.169). Here the spatial domain is taken to be large enough so that
the solution and its derivatives can be assumed to be zero at the boundaries x  X1 and
x X2. Initial conditions for the time integration are provided by the solitary wave solu-
tions (2.167) and (2.169) evaluated at t  0.
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3.2.2 Finite difference methods
3.2.2.1 Outline of the basic method
The finite difference method is developed by first partitioning the spatial domain into a set
of non-coincident points, or nodes. Here, for simplicity of presentation, the discussion is
limited to a constant spacing between adjacent nodes. The spatial domain of the problem
x  X1X2 is covered with a set of N  1 equally spaced points 	x1x2    xN xN1

where,
xi  X1 i1∆ 1  i  N1 (3.5)
∆ 
X2X1
N
(3.6)
and ∆ is termed the grid size or grid spacing. A function is approximated over this set of
points, or grid, in terms of its value at each node. Spatial derivatives are approximated
directly at a given point by using Taylor series expansions in space to relate the derivative
at that point to adjacent nodal solution values [113]. This will lead to a global equation
system with a banded matrix structure, which can be efficiently solved.
The equations to be considered here, (3.1) and (3.2), contain first, second and third
spatial derivatives. Finite difference approximations of second and fourth order accuracy,
with respect to the grid size, are shown in equations (3.7)-(3.12). The leading truncation
error terms from the Taylor series approximations are shown to make precise the accuracy
of these expressions. For the first derivative,
d f
dx
xi 
1
2∆
 fi1 fi1 
1
6
∆2
d3 f
dx3
xi  ∆4 (3.7)
d f
dx
xi 
1
12∆
 fi28 fi1 8 fi1 fi2

1
90
∆4
d5 f
dx5
xi  ∆6 (3.8)
For the second spatial derivative,
d2 f
dx2
xi 
1
∆2
 fi12 fi fi1 
1
12
∆2
d4 f
dx4
xi  ∆4 (3.9)
d2 f
dx2
xi 
1
12∆2
 fi2 16 fi130 fi16 fi1 fi2

1
90
∆4
d6 f
dx6
xi  ∆6 (3.10)
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For the third spatial derivative,
d3 f
dx3
xi 
1
2∆3
 fi2 2 fi12 fi1  fi2

7
60
∆2
d5 f
dx5
xi  ∆4 (3.11)
d3 f
dx3
xi 
1
8∆3
 fi38 fi2 13 fi113 fi1 8 fi2 fi3

7
120
∆4
d7 f
dx7
xi  ∆6 (3.12)
These finite difference formulae are used in the following sections to approximate the
model dispersive equations.
All the difference stencils presented above are centred on the node i. When discon-
tinuous or near-discontinuous features are present in a physical system it is possible for
such centred schemes to perform badly as they do not take account of the direction of
propagation. These problems are commonly remedied by the use of upwind stencils and
more sophisticated flux-limiting schemes, generally at the expense of introducing artifi-
cial diffusion into the scheme [76]. The diffusion is in the form of second order spatial
derivatives and within the Boussinesq framework these artificial terms will be larger than
the physical dispersive terms, and so will degrade the solution [1]. For the equations based
on the Boussinesq wave theory introduced in Chapter 2 the nonlinearity is assumed to be
weak by the definition of the small parameter ε  1, and restrictions to long wavelengths
compared to the depth, parameterised by σ  1, rule out discontinuities. Hence only the
centred schemes are considered here.
3.2.2.2 Previous work
Peregrine [78] proposed one of the first finite difference methods for the RLW equa-
tion, using second order spatial and temporal approximations. The reported results were
dissipative and accuracy was only maintained by choosing a sufficiently small mesh spac-
ing. Vliegenthart [102] constructed a more accurate finite difference scheme for the KdV
equation and also introduced the possibility of a dissipative scheme by a Lax-Wendroff
type approach. This was used to solve problems with discontinuous initial conditions for
which the centred schemes produced poor results. Note however that such discontinuous
initial conditions are inconsistent with the mathematical model of shallow water waves
described here. Eilbeck and McGuire [36] analysed Peregrine’s finite difference scheme
for the RLW equation and modified it to improve the accuracy by introducing a more
accurate discretisation of the first order derivative terms and a three level approximation
to the time derivative. They used this scheme to investigate solitary wave interactions for
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the RLW equation [37]. Greig and Morris [45] designed what they term as a hopscotch
finite difference method for the KdV equation. By ensuring that this scheme was numer-
ically conservative, ie. non-dissipative, they obtained excellent results for the interaction
between two solitary waves.
Here finite difference methods are proposed based on considerations of the physical
size of derivative terms in the nondimensionalised scaled equations and of the truncation
errors produced by the finite difference approximations.
3.2.2.3 Finite difference methods for the RLW equation
A fully second order finite difference method for this equation using the stencils (3.7)
and (3.9) will result in a third spatial derivative in the truncation error, introduced by
the first derivative approximation (3.7). In the scaled, nondimensional form introduced
in Section 2.5 this third derivative is formally of the same magnitude as the dispersion
present and so will produce additional, numerical dispersion at a similar level to the phys-
ical dispersion present in the system. Such a scheme is therefore likely to perform badly
in numerical tests.
A fully fourth order finite difference method for this equation using the stencils (3.8)
and (3.10) produces a scheme with at least fifth order derivatives in the truncation error.
This will clearly have sufficient accuracy but at the expense of an enlarged support at a
node i; i2 to i2 for the approximation of the first and second derivatives.
Wei and Kirby [106] designed an accurate finite difference scheme for Nwogu’s ex-
tended Boussinesq equations. Noting that the non-physical dispersion present in a second
order finite difference spatial discretisation was due only to the first derivative, they dif-
ferenced these terms to fourth order, and the dispersive terms to second order. They
integrated in time with a fourth order predictor-corrector method to ensure that no more
dispersive errors were introduced.
Here it can also be seen that the non-physical dispersion in the second order scheme
is produced only by the low order approximation to the first derivative (3.7). By replacing
this with the fourth order approximation (3.8) and differencing the other term to second
order with (3.9) a scheme is produced that has sufficient accuracy for this equation. The
precise form of this difference scheme is stated below as it will be referred to later. For the
RLW equation (3.1) this finite difference scheme with the leading truncation error terms
at a node i is,
η˙i
δ
∆2
η˙i12η˙i η˙i1  
1
12∆
 fi28 fi1 8 fi1 fi2

δ
12
∆2
∂ 4η˙
∂x4
xi
1
90
∆4
∂ 5 f
∂x5
xi (3.13)
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The scheme is only second order accurate in space overall but the high order derivatives
in the truncation error will not produce any non-physical dispersion and hence will allow
accurate computations for this equation.
3.2.2.4 Finite difference methods for the KdV equation
A fully second order finite difference method for this equation using the stencils (3.7)
and (3.11) will introduce a third spatial derivative, from the first derivative (3.7), as the
leading truncation error term. In the KdV equation (3.2) this will directly introduce addi-
tional numerical dispersion of the same form as that already present in the system. Again
this scheme is therefore likely to perform badly in numerical tests.
A fully fourth order finite difference method for this equation using the stencils (3.8)
and (3.12) produces a scheme with at least fifth order derivatives in the truncation error.
This will have sufficient accuracy for the KdV equation but at the expense of an enlarged
support at a node i; i3 to i3 due to the approximation of the third derivative (3.12).
The approach of Wei and Kirby [106] can again be applied to this equation by replac-
ing the first derivative with the fourth order approximation (3.8), and the third derivative
with the second order approximation (3.11). This scheme is sufficiently accurate for this
problem and has a smaller support than the fully fourth order scheme; i 2 to i 2 at
node i. The form of this difference scheme is stated below as it will be referred to later.
For the KdV equation (3.2) this finite difference scheme with the leading truncation error
terms at a node i is,
η˙i  
1
12∆
 fi28 fi1 8 fi1 fi2
δ
2∆3
ηi2 2ηi12ηi1 ηi2

7δ
60
∆2
∂ 5η
∂x5
xi
1
90
∆4
∂ 5 f
∂x5
xi (3.14)
Similarly to the RLW equation scheme (3.13) this is only second order accurate but should
not produce significant numerical dispersion.
3.2.3 Finite element methods
3.2.3.1 Outline of the basic method
As before with the finite difference method, the spatial domain x  X1X2 is covered
with a set of N  1 non-coincident points 	x1x2    xN xN1
. Each pair of adjacent
points defines a spatial interval, or element, and the set of N non-overlapping elements,
or mesh, completely covers the domain. A set of basis functions are defined that form the
approximation over the mesh. One of the simplest such approximations is the set of linear
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functions 	φix i 1    N1
 defined by,
φix j  δi j (3.15)
where δi j is the Dirac delta function. They interpolate nodal values of the function. Fig-
ure 3.1(a) shows the linear basis function defined by (3.15) at node i. This is termed the
global basis function [113]. This basis function is only non-zero on the two elements
surrounding node i. This has the advantage, similar to the finite difference method, that
spatial approximations at node i involve only nearby nodal values. Considering an ele-
ment e of the mesh, it can be seen in Figure 3.1(b) that only the two adjacent global basis
functions are nonzero on this element. The parts of these two global basis functions de-
fined on the element are termed the local, or element, basis functions [113]. They define
a linear interpolation uex over the element in terms of the nodal values ui and ui1.
ue  φ ei uiφ
e
i1ui1 (3.16)
The linear basis function φi is piecewise continuous over the mesh. Its first derivative will
be discontinuous but can be uniquely defined on each element. Other basis functions can
be defined with more, or less, continuity than this [113]. More generally one can define
the following function spaces, known as Sobolev spaces [51], over the spatial domain Ω.
First define vx as belonging to the set of square-integrable functions on the domain Ω,
L2Ω.
v  L2Ω i f

Ω
v2 dΩ  ∞ (3.17)
Then the kth Sobolev space k is defined by,
v  kΩ i f v and 	
div
dxi
 i 1    k
  L2Ω (3.18)
This definition imposes continuity restrictions on the functions v. For example the linear
functions φi  1 since φi and its first derivative are square integrable on the domain.
The second derivative is infinite at element boundaries [113] hence φi  2. The most
compact 2 function is the Hermite cubic [100] where the function and its first derivative
are interpolated continuously over the mesh.
The finite element discretisation procedure is illustrated here for a simple heat con-
duction equation [113], for the unknown function ux t and constant coefficient γ . Using
the notation (3.3) for the time derivative,
u˙  γ
∂ 2u
∂x2
(3.19)
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(a) The global basis function at node i
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e
i+1
e
o
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φ φ
(b) The local basis functions on element e
Figure 3.1: The linear finite element basis function
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The full specification of this initial-boundary value problem, defined on x  X1X2 and
t  0T  is completed with appropriate boundary and initial conditions,
uX1 t  U1t (3.20)
uX2 t  U2t (3.21)
ux0  U0x (3.22)
where U1t,U2t and U0x are known functions. To develop the finite element method
the partial differential equation (3.19) is multiplied by a test function ψ ix chosen from
an appropriate function space, and integrated over the spatial domain.
 X2
X1
ψi

u˙ γ
∂ 2u
∂x2

dx  0 (3.23)
Integration by parts can be used to reduce the order of the highest spatial derivatives in
this expression as this will reduce the continuity requirements on the interpolation of the
unknown function [113].
 X2
X1

ψiu˙ γ
∂ψi
∂x
∂u
∂x

dx  γ

ψi
∂u
∂x
X2
X1
(3.24)
Note that if the expression (3.23) were used to develop the finite element method the
approximation to u would have to belong to 2 and ψi to L2. In the form (3.24) the max-
imum degree of continuity required has been reduced and both ψi and the approximation
to u can be chosen from 1.
The boundary term on the right hand side can be neglected in this case as the boundary
conditions (3.20) and (3.21) specify values of u at those points. The approximation to the
unknown function u is produced by an interpolation over the set of basis functions known
as the trial space [113],
ux t 
N1
∑
j1
φ jxu jt (3.25)
u1t  U1t (3.26)
uN1t  U2t (3.27)
Within the method of lines framework the time derivative u˙ is interpolated in a similar
fashion. Inserting the approximations into the integral statement (3.24),

 X2
X1
ψiφ j dx

u˙ j γ

 X2
X1
∂ψi
∂x
∂φ j
∂x
dx

u j  0 (3.28)
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where the summation over the repeated index j is implied. The matrix multiplying the
time derivative is formed by the integral of the product of the trial and test functions and
is generally termed the mass matrix, Mi j [113]. The other integral, involving the product
of the derivatives of the two functions is termed the stiffness matrix Ki j [113].
Mi j 
 X2
X1
ψiφ j dx (3.29)
Ki j 
 X2
X1
∂ψi
∂x
∂φ j
∂x
dx (3.30)
Within the finite element framework this global equation system can be assembled effi-
ciently by considering each element in turn. The integral over the spatial domain can then
be split into a sum of element integrals, resulting in element-by-element assembly proce-
dures for the mass and stiffness matrices. Over each element the solution is interpolated
by (3.16) and only the local basis functions are non-zero, hence each element integral
need only be evaluated for the basis functions local to it. All other basis functions are
zero on the element and do not contribute to the integral. This is illustrated for the mass
matrix here.
Mi ju˙ j 
N
∑
k1
 xk1
xk
ψiφ ju˙ j dx (3.31)

N
∑
k1

 xk1
xk
ψi

φ ek u˙kφ
e
k1u˙k1

dx i kk1

(3.32)
This means that the weighted integral form of the partial differential equation (3.23) has
been reduced to a sum of element integrals, and since the test function and trial space are
known the integrals can be performed for each element. Choosing simple polynomial trial
and test functions, such as the linear basis functions discussed previously, ensures that
these integrals are trivial to evaluate. Assembling these element integrals into a global
equation system produces a linear system of ordinary differential equations in time. This
system will be banded due to the localised definition of the basis functions and hence
solution algorithms can take advantage of efficient banded matrix methods. The system
can be integrated in time with an appropriate method, such as those that will be described
in Section 3.3. The approximate solution at any time is then reconstructed by substituting
the u j into (3.25).
If ψi and φ j are chosen from the same function space then the method is termed a
Galerkin finite element method [113]. This will produce a centred nodal equation analo-
gous to the centred finite difference schemes previously discussed. Upwinding concepts
have been introduced in the finite element method by choosing different function spaces
for ψi and φ j, termed a Petrov-Galerkin finite element method [51]. As with the upwind
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finite difference methods described in Section 3.2.2 this will introduce extra artificial dif-
fusion and so these methods are not considered here.
The discretisation procedure and the particular function spaces used for the RLW and
KdV equations are discussed in detail in the following sections.
3.2.3.2 Previous work
Alexander and Morris [4] presented dissipative and non-dissipative Galerkin finite ele-
ment methods for the KdV and RLW equations using  3 cubic spline basis functions.
The spatially discretised equations were integrated in time with adaptive time step soft-
ware for ordinary differential equations. Results were presented for the RLW equation
using the non-dissipative scheme, and for the KdV equation using varying amounts of
dissipation to control small scale oscillations produced by the non-dissipative scheme.
They concluded that it is much harder to solve the KdV equation than the RLW equation.
Sanz-Serna and Christie [85] proposed a Petrov-Galerkin finite element method for the
KdV equation using linear test functions and cubic spline trial functions, and a Crank-
Nicolson time integration scheme. By analysing the truncation error of the spatially dis-
cretised nodal equations produced by this scheme they showed that high accuracy could
be obtained and their results were comparable with those of Alexander and Morris [4] at
greatly reduced computational cost. Schoombie analysed a  2 Hermite cubic Galerkin
finite element method for the KdV equation [91] and also a Petrov-Galerkin finite element
method for the KdV equation with linear test functions and variable order splines as trial
functions [92, 93]. This work used a Crank-Nicolson time integration scheme. Dissipa-
tive methods were proposed for use when the solution contained discontinuous or near-
discontinuous features. Gardner et al. have published work on a cubic spline Galerkin
finite element method for the RLW equation [40] and a quadratic spline Galerkin finite
element method for the KdV equation [41, 42]. They have used these spatial schemes
together with Crank-Nicolson time integration to investigate solitary waves for both of
these equations. Katapodes and Wu [55] used a linear Galerkin finite element method for
the RLW equation. This was combined with a Lax-Wendroff type approximation in time
to produce a fully explicit method. This was used to model solitary wave problems.
Although the methods based on 2 and 3 finite elements are useful in one-dimension
it would be difficult to extend these methods to two-dimensional problems based on un-
structured triangular meshes. The Lax-Wendroff approach has been successfully extended
to one-dimensional [5, 56] and two-dimensional [6, 56] forms of the original Boussinesq
equations, but the form of the discretisation is not obviously compatible with the adaptive
time integration methods considered here. In this chapter the emphasis is on producing
a finite element spatial discretisation method that can eventually be applied to the two-
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dimensional extended Boussinesq equations.
3.2.3.3 Finite element methods for the RLW equation
The RLW equation (3.1) contains a third order mixed space-time derivative. However,
with the method of lines approach the time derivative is treated as a nodal variable at this
stage and this term is simply discretised as a second order spatial derivative.
To develop a finite element method a weighted residual statement of equation (3.4) is
obtained. Denoting the weight function ψix, and the spatial domain Ω, and using the
notation,
uv 

Ω
u v dΩ (3.33)
the following is obtained.
ψi η˙δ

ψi
∂ 2η˙
∂x2

 

ψi
∂ f
∂x

ψi η˙δ

dψi
dx

∂η˙
∂x

 

ψi
∂ f
∂x

(3.34)
The second derivative has been integrated by parts to reduce continuity requirements on
the finite element interpolant. At the boundary the values of η are set to zero so the
boundary integral does not appear. The functions in equation (3.34) are approximated as
follows.
ηx t  φ jxη jt (3.35)
f ηx t  φ jx f jt (3.36)
where ψix and φ jx are taken from the appropriate sets of finite element basis functions,
and the summation over the repeated index j is implied. Note that the nonlinear function
f η (3.4) is interpolated in the same way as the function η . This approximation is known
to give a more accurate representation than simply interpolating η [85]. Inserting these
approximations into equation (3.34),

ψiφ jδ

dψi
dx

dφ j
dx

η˙ j  

ψi
dφ j
dx

f j (3.37)
Thus only first order spatial derivatives appear in the formulation and ψi and φ j can be
chosen from 1.
Sanz-Serna and Christie [85] analysed their finite element method for the KdV equa-
tion by examining the truncation error of the difference scheme produced at a node. This
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process is applied here for a linear Galerkin finite element approximation to the expres-
sion (3.37). On a uniform mesh with element length ∆ equation (3.37) has the following
form at an internal node;
∆
6
η˙i1 4η˙i η˙i1
1
2
 fi1 fi1
δ
∆
η˙i1 2η˙i η˙i1  0 (3.38)
Note that in contrast to the finite difference method (3.13) a mass matrix term multiplies
the time derivative. In the finite difference method these terms are directly replaced by
nodal values. Substituting standard Taylor series expansions in space into equation (3.38),
and rearranging the terms,

η˙i
∂ fi
∂x
δ
∂ 2η˙i
∂x2


∆2
6
∂ 2
∂x2

η˙i
∂ fi
∂x
δ
∂ 2η˙i
∂x2

δ
∆2
12
∂ 4η˙i
∂x4
∆4

1
72
∂ 4η˙i
∂x4

1
120
∂ 5 fi
∂x5

δ
360
∂ 6η˙i
∂x6

 ∆6 (3.39)
Using the original equation (3.1) it can be seen that the truncation error of the scheme at
a node has the form,
δ
∆2
12
∂ 4η˙i
∂x4
∆4

1
72
∂ 4η˙i
∂x4

1
120
∂ 5 fi
∂x5

δ
360
∂ 6η˙i
∂x6

∆6 (3.40)
The leading term is∆2 due to the linear approximation but multiplies a mixed fifth or-
der derivative. This will not corrupt the physical dispersion present in the system, which
depends on third and lower derivatives, and suggests that the linear finite element approx-
imation is acceptable for this equation.
Comparing the finite difference scheme (3.13) and the nodal form of the finite ele-
ment scheme (3.38) and its truncation error (3.40) it can be seen that truncation errors
are of a similar size. Contrasting the two schemes it can be seen that, whereas the fi-
nite difference method achieved this accuracy by a fourth order approximation to the first
derivative term, the finite element scheme’s accuracy is due to the mass matrix multiply-
ing the time derivative, and to the compact approximation of the nonlinear term f defined
by (3.36). The beneficial effect of this so-called product approximation of f has been
noted previously [28], and is crucial to the truncation error analysis. If the time derivative
approximation were replaced by a nodal value as in the finite difference method the re-
sulting finite element scheme would be identical to the fully second order finite difference
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method, and hence inaccurate for this equation.
3.2.3.4 Finite element methods for the KdV equation
The KdV equation (3.2) contains a third order spatial derivative. The weighted residual
statement is obtained by multipling equation (3.2) by a trial function ψ ix and integrating
over the spatial domain Ω. Using the notation of equation (3.33),
ψi η˙  

ψi
∂ f
∂x

δ

ψi
∂ 3η
∂x3

 

ψi
∂ f
∂x

δ

dψi
dx

∂ 2η
∂x2

(3.41)
In this case the integration by parts can only reduce the derivatives to second order and
hence a higher degree of continuity is required of the basis functions. Interpolation func-
tions from 2 will be required, the simplest of which is the Hermite cubic element [100].
In this case both the variable and its first derivative are interpolated over the mesh result-
ing in a solution with continuous first derivative. This doubles the number of unknowns
in the discrete system.
Interpolating the variables as in equations (3.35)-(3.36), with the understanding that
u j and f j are now nodal values of the variable and its first derivative, the finite element
equation system can be written in the form,
ψiφ jη˙ j  

ψi
dφ j
dx

f jδ

dψi
dx

d2φ j
dx2

η j (3.42)
As mentioned in the previous section the  2 Hermite cubic Galerkin finite element
method has been used successfully for this equation, as well as methods involving  2
quadratic and  3 cubic spline functions. However the aim here is to design a scheme
that can be generalised to a two-dimensional finite element method based on unstructured
triangular grids. Although some work has been done on extending Hermite-type interpo-
lation onto unstructured grids [83] the additional complexity makes them impractical for
calculations with large meshes.
An alternative to using a higher degree of continuity in the finite element basis func-
tions is to rewrite the equation in a lower order form. A new variable, w, is introduced
to replace either the first or second spatial derivative of η . This is similar in principle
to the Keller Box finite difference scheme [76]. There are then no derivatives of order
higher than two and an  1 finite element approximation is possible. After considering
the form of the extended Boussinesq free surface equation (2.109) it was decided that
the second derivative was the appropriate choice for the auxiliary variable. Rewriting the
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KdV equation (3.2),
η˙  
∂ f
∂x

∂w
∂x
(3.43)
w  δ
∂ 2η
∂x2
(3.44)
A finite element approximation of this equation system results in,
ψiφ jη˙ j  

ψi
dφ j
dx

f j

ψi
dφ j
dx

wj (3.45)
ψiφ jwj  δ

dψi
dx

dφ j
dx

η j (3.46)
The auxiliary variablew doubles the number of unknowns in the system, but the continuity
restrictions on the test space have been reduced. In particular  1 functions such as the
linear approximation introduced at the start of this section can now be used.
Some simplified schemes for this equation are also investigated to try and reduce the
extra work required to solve the auxiliary algebraic system (3.46). In this way the overall
computational cost can be reduced and hopefully made competitive with that of the finite
difference schemes. These savings will be essential when two-dimensional calculations
are considered in Chapter 5. Equation (3.46) can be approximated in a more explicit form.
The matrix multiplying w j, termed the mass matrix in finite element terminology [113],
is approximated in diagonal form, or lumped [113]. This approximation replaces equa-
tion (3.46) with,
N1
∑
j1
ψiφ jwi  δ

dψi
dx

dφ j
dx

η j (3.47)
Solving this coupled system within the time integration algorithm will still result in twice
as many unknowns but the solution of the system (3.47) is now trivial. A further approx-
imation is made by decoupling the two equations and solving equation (3.47) explicitly
for w. This is a trivial procedure since the matrix multiplying w has been made diagonal.
Equation (3.46) is then integrated in time. This reduces the number of degrees of freedom
in the time integration system to the same as for the finite difference schemes. Lumping
the mass matrix is known to decrease the accuracy of the approximation [113]; however
the analysis that follows shows that the spatial truncation error is not significantly af-
fected by this approximation. An alternative approach which regains the full accuracy
of the whole mass matrix without matrix inversion would be to use the simple iterative
method of Donea and Giuliani [34].
The truncation error of this simplified finite element scheme is now analysed in a
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similar manner to the previous section. With a linear finite element discretisation on a
regular mesh of element length ∆, equations (3.45) and (3.47) have the following form at
an internal node;
∆
6
η˙i1 4η˙i η˙i1
1
2
 fi1 fi1
1
2
wi1wi1  0 (3.48)
∆wi
δ
∆
ηi1 2ηiηi1  0 (3.49)
Again, using Taylor series expansions in space and then differentiating equation (3.49)
and using it to replace the wi terms in equation (3.48),

η˙i
∂ fi
∂x
δ
∂ 3ηi
∂x3


∆2
6
∂ 2
∂x2

η˙i
∂ fi
∂x
δ
∂ 3ηi
∂x3

δ
∆2
12
∂ 5ηi
∂x5
∆4

1
72
∂ 4η˙i
∂x4

1
120
∂ 5 fi
∂x5

δ
40
∂ 7ηi
∂x7

 ∆6 (3.50)
Using the original equation (3.2) the truncation error at a node is,
δ
∆2
12
∂ 5ηi
∂x5
∆4

1
72
∂ 4η˙i
∂x4

1
120
∂ 5 fi
∂x5

δ
40
∂ 7ηi
∂x7

∆6 (3.51)
The leading truncation error term indicates that the discretisation is ∆2 accurate but
that the form of this leading error will not contaminate the physical dispersion. Impor-
tantly, the accuracy does not appear to have been significantly reduced by the diagonal
approximation of the mass matrix in equation (3.47). Hence by decoupling the algebraic
equation and solving it explicitly this finite element scheme can be solved as efficiently
as the finite difference scheme and produce results of the same order of accuracy. In
Chapter 5 this explicit approximation of the algebraic equations will be used for the two-
dimensional equations to reduce a sparse matrix system to diagonal form, resulting in a
much larger increase in efficiency than in this one-dimensional case.
3.3 Time integration
The spatial discretisations described in the previous section result in a linear system of
differential equations in the form,
Ai jy˙ j fi  0 (3.52)
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where in this case Ai j is a constant coefficient matrix, and f ty is a nonlinear function
of yt. The vector yt contains all the system unknowns. The localised nature of the
one-dimensional finite difference and finite element spatial approximations will mean
that Ai j is a banded matrix, which can be solved much more efficiently than a full matrix.
Together with the appropriate initial and boundary conditions this is generally classed
as a differential-algebraic equation system [23]. Assuming that some of the boundary
conditions will be applied in algebraic, Dirichlet, form this system (3.52) can be classified
as an index one differential-algebraic system [23]. There are various software packages
available for solving such problems.
The SPRINT package [19, 20] contains a selection of adaptive order, adaptive step
size methods for integrating differential-algebraic systems. It has been designed for the
solution of partial differential equations in method of lines form and has efficient sparse
iterative solution strategies for large two-dimensional simulations [105]. Direct matrix
solution methods are also available, including banded matrix methods which can be used
for the one-dimensional cases in this chapter. Two of the time integration methods are
considered here; spgear, a fixed coefficient backward difference formulae (BDF) method,
and spdasl, a fixed leading coefficient BDF method, which is an implementation of the
time integration method DASSL [23]. The fixed coefficient BDF methods are the most
computationally efficient for smooth problems, but have to interpolate solution values in
cases where the time step changes. They can become inefficient and even unstable for
some problems [23, 49]. The fixed leading coefficient BDF methods are genuinely vari-
able step methods but may be less efficient due to the additional work required to account
for the changing step sizes. However Jackson and Sacks-Davis [49] point out that this
additional work is proportional to the order of time integration used whereas the inter-
polation used by the fixed coefficient BDF methods to account for a variable step size
is proportional to the number of equations in the system. Fully variable coefficient BDF
methods are also possible but are generally not efficient compared to the fixed leading
coefficient methods [23]. DASPK [25] implements the adaptive order, adaptive step size
fixed leading coefficient BDF method DASSL [23]. This method has been combined with
the SPARSKIT package [84] for the iterative solution of large sparse equation systems.
Banded matrix solution methods are also available. RADAU5 [46] is an order five im-
plicit Runge-Kutta time integration method with adaptive time step control based on user
supplied error tolerances. An advantage of this approach over the BDF methods is that,
being a single step method, it can integrate over the whole time interval with fifth order
accuracy. The BDF methods, which use increasing numbers of time levels for higher
order accuracy, must begin time integration at first order accuracy and hence with a rela-
tively small time step to satisfy the user supplied error tolerances. However a drawback
with this package is that it does not have any sparse matrix handling implemented which
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will limit its usefulness for two-dimensional calculations. For this reason attention has
been focussed on the packages SPRINT and DASPK.
The approximation to the time derivative y˙ is determined by the time integration
method used and to the order of that method, but has the general form,
y˙k 
yk zk
α ∆t
(3.53)
where the exact form of zk is determined by the time integration algorithm that is being
used, and depends on information from previous time steps [19]. In particular z does not
depend on the current solution y. The constant α depends on the time integrator used and
∆t is the current time step.
The equation system is supplied to the time integration algorithm in the form of a
residual vector r [19],
ri  fiAiky˙k (3.54)
The solution is advanced in time by using the approximation to the time derivative (3.53)
in the residual (3.54) and then requiring that the residual at the next time level is suf-
ficiently small [23]. The resulting system of nonlinear equations for y is solved by a
Newton method [19]. This is the most computationally expensive part of the time inte-
gration process and requires the solution of a linear system of equations at each Newton
iteration.
Ji jy∆y j  α ∆t riy (3.55)
where ∆y is the solution increment at that time step, and Ji j is the Jacobian matrix given
by,
Ji j  α ∆t
dri
dy j
(3.56)
Substituting the form of the residual (3.54) into the Jacobian expression (3.56), recalling
that here Ai j has constant coefficients,
Ji j  α ∆t

d fi
dy j
Aik
dy˙k
dy j

(3.57)
The approximation to the time derivative (3.53) gives,
dy˙k
dy j

1
α ∆t
dyk
dy j
(3.58)
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
δk j
α ∆t
(3.59)
and substituting in the Jacobian expression (3.57) gives,
Ji j  α ∆t
d fi
dy j
Ai j (3.60)
It is possible for the user of the time integration package to provide the exact form of the
Jacobian, in which case the form (3.60) is appropriate here. However it is more com-
mon to allow the package to numerically approximate the Jacobian using finite differ-
ences [20]. These two possibilities are discussed in more detail in the following chapters.
Advantage can be taken here of the local support of a nodal equation. This will produce
a banded matrix system which can be solved much more efficiently than a full matrix
problem [19]. An exact Newton method would require that Ji j is recomputed after each
Newton iteration but this would require a matrix factorisation step at each iteration which
would be too expensive in general. For this reason the Jacobian is kept constant for as long
as possible and only recomputed when the error produced by its approximation exceeds
a given tolerance [20]. This produces a practical method without an excessive computa-
tional expense. Note that for the problems considered here the matrix Ai j has constant
coefficients, hence for small time steps ∆t the Jacobian will remain almost constant. It
is found in the computations in Section 3.4 that the Jacobian is only recomputed during
the initial stages when the order of the time integration is being raised. Once the order of
time integration remains steady the Jacobian is not recomputed again despite changes in
the solution values and small changes in the time step.
The choices of time step and order of time integration used are driven by error control
methods which attempt to satisfy a user-defined level of accuracy in time. The basic
strategy is outlined below.
The exact solution of the partial differential equation is denoted ux t. Discretising
in space produces the differential-algebraic equation system,
FU˙ U t  0 (3.61)
which is a more general form of the system (3.52) stated previously. This is assumed to
have an exact solution Ut. At time t n the numerical solution of the system (3.61) is
V tn, hence the total error, Et at that point is [16],
Etn  ux tnV tn
 ux tnUtnUtnV tn
 etgt (3.62)
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et  uU represents the spatial discretisation error, and gt U V represents the
global error in the time integration.
The local error in the time integration let is defined over one time step t n tn1 of
length ∆t  tn1 tn. The differential-algebraic problem,
Fy˙n1yn1 tn1  0 (3.63)
with initial condition yn1tn  V tn is integrated numerically producing a solution
yn1tn1 at tn1. The local error is then defined as,
len1  V tn1 yn1tn1 (3.64)
Controlling the error in this form is known as local error per step control [16]. An alter-
native is to control the local error per unit step,
len1
∆t
(3.65)
In this form it can be shown that if the local error per unit step is controlled with a certain
tolerance then the global time error is controlled by an amount directly proportional to
that tolerance [99].
The choice of time step and order of integration is determined by estimating the local
error in y, le, and requiring,
e  1 (3.66)
where,
ei 
lei
wi
(3.67)
lei is the ith component of the local error estimate and,
wi  rtol yiatol (3.68)
is a weight factor. The choice of norm  and the values of rtol and atol, which can be
vector quantities in general, are supplied by the user. Here the Euclidean norm is used
and rtol and atol are scalar values determined by experiment; lowering their values until
the solution is independent of them will ensure that the total error in the solution (3.62) is
dominated by the spatial discretisation error.
The initial-value problems considered here require a consistent set of discrete initial
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conditions 	yx t0 y˙x t0
 to start the time integration. In order to satisfy the irrota-
tionality condition initially, as specified in Section 2.2, it is common to begin with an
undisturbed free surface [80] which trivially satisfies this problem. However the solitary
wave cases considered in Section 3.4 will have a non-zero initial free surface distribution.
If the solution vector yx t0 is specified, such as in the solitary wave problems considered
in this section, then SPRINT and DASPK will calculate consistent initial time derivatives
such that the system (3.52) is satisfied [18, 26].
3.4 Numerical examples
3.4.1 Introduction
The numerical examples considered in the following sections use the solitary wave solu-
tions (2.167) and (2.169). The depth H  2, and the solitary wave shape parameter c is
chosen according to equation (2.172) as,
c 

gH01
H
2
(3.69)
which ensures a well behaved solution within the Boussinesq framework. The spatial
domain x  100900 is large enough so that the solution and its derivatives can be
assumed zero at the boundaries. The problem is integrated in time for t  0120. Hence
the initial conditions are of a solitary wave of amplitude 0.2, centred on the origin.
Time integration was performed with the SPRINT modules spgear and spdasl [19].
Initial tests were performed to ensure the correct convergence of the methods with de-
creasing spatial mesh size, and that the temporal error control tolerances could be reduced
until independence of the solution was obtained.
All the examples in the following sections were computed with a nodal spacing of
1, ie. 1001 nodes over the domain, and time integration error tolerances rtol and atol
both equal to 106. The results are plotted for the wave at t  120 and only the portion
350650 of the spatial domain is shown to make any changes in shape of the wave more
apparent. The wave is effectively zero elsewhere in the domain.
In all cases considered in this chapter the adaptive time integration method rapidly
increased the order of integration until the fifth order BDF method was selected, reflecting
the high order of accuracy required for the computation of these problems. The time steps
quoted in the following sections are the constant values that the package selected, once
the fifth order BDF method was being used.
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3.4.2 The RLW equation
Figure 3.2(a) shows the three finite difference schemes described in Section 3.2.2.3 ap-
plied to the propagation of the single solitary wave. The second order scheme has clearly
dissipated the wave and an oscillatory tail is present. Examining the nodal amplitudes of
the wave reveals that the solution is 10% in error in the worst case. The time integra-
tion uses a uniform time step of 0.135 after the initial stages where the order of the BDF
method is increased to five. The fourth order scheme appears accurate and a closer ex-
amination of the nodal amplitudes reveals a maximum error of 0.1% at a node. The time
integration settles to a similar uniform time step of 0.132. The mixed order scheme (3.13)
produces results almost coincident with the fourth order scheme with a maximum error
also of 0.1%, which reinforces the assumption that the error was solely due to the poor
approximation of the first spatial derivative. The time integration again uses a similar
uniform time step of 0.134.
Figure 3.2(b) shows two of the finite element schemes described in Section 3.2.3.3
applied to the same problem. Both the linear and the quadratic Galerkin finite element
scheme transport the solitary wave solution with no apparent dissipation of the solution.
Closer examination reveals the maximum nodal error to be 0.3% and 0.03% for the linear
and quadratic schemes respectively. The time integration algorithm settles to time steps
of 0.13 for both cases. The accuracy of the linear scheme is comparable with the mixed
and fourth order finite difference schemes despite being only formally second order accu-
rate [113]. The apparent accuracy of this scheme confirms the analysis of Section 3.2.3.3
and is discussed in more detail in Section 3.5.
Further tests of the RLW equation models examined the interaction of two solitary
waves [37] and the break up of an initial Gaussian profile [41]. The results exhibited the
same accuracy characteristics as for the single solitary wave cases.
3.4.3 The KdV equation
Figure 3.3(a) shows the three finite difference schemes described in Section 3.2.2.4 ap-
plied to the propagation of the single solitary wave. The second order scheme has clearly
dissipated the wave and an oscillatory tail is present. Examining the nodal amplitudes
shows a maximum error of 10%. The time integration uses a step size of 0.134. The
fourth order scheme appears accurate and a closer examination of the nodal amplitudes
reveals a maximum error of 0.1% at a node. In this case the time integration settles to a
reduced time step of 0.08, which is probably due to the fourth order accurate stencil of
the third spatial derivative. The mixed order scheme (3.14) produces results that appear
coincident with the fourth order scheme. Closer examination reveals a maximum nodal
error of 0.5%, which is a larger difference than for the RLW equation but still comparable
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Figure 3.2: Numerical methods for the RLW equation solitary wave
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Figure 3.3: Numerical methods for the KdV equation solitary wave
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with the fully fourth order scheme. The time integration algorithm is able to increase the
time step to 0.13 and the stencil of the scheme is reduced in this case which are further
advantages over the fully fourth order scheme.
Of the finite element schemes described in Section 3.2.3.4 only the methods for the
equations rewritten in lower order form are likely to be practical in two dimensions. This
is at the expense of doubling the number of unknowns in the system. Figure 3.3(b)
shows a linear Galerkin finite element scheme with alternative solution strategies for
the auxiliary w equation (3.46). The graph labelled consistent mass solves the coupled
system (3.45),(3.46) within the time integration algorithm. In this case the time inte-
gration module spgear failed to complete the time integration of the problem. This is a
fixed coefficient BDF method and it is possible that problems associated with these meth-
ods, discussed in Section 3.3, are responsible for the failure, although a precise reason is
not known at present. The fixed leading coefficient time integration module spdasl was
substituted and found to work for this problem with a maximum nodal error of 0.25%,
although at a much reduced time step of 0.02. In this case the time integration system
is twice the size of the corresponding finite difference algorithm and the solution of the
system takes many more time steps making the finite element method much less efficient.
For the graph labelled lumped mass the equation (3.46) is approximated in the explicit
lumped form (3.47). The coupled system (3.45),(3.47) is then solved within the time
integration algorithm producing a maximum nodal error of 0.2% at the end of the time
integration. The time step is increased to 0.07 but the system still has double the num-
ber of unknowns of the finite difference schemes. For the graph labelled explicit lumped
mass the equations (3.45) and (3.47) are decoupled. The algebraic equation (3.47) is then
solved explicitly for w prior to the assembly of equation (3.45) at each time step. This is
a simple procedure as the matrix multiplying w has been made diagonal. Equation (3.46)
is then integrated in time. This reduces the number of degrees of freedom in the time
integration system to the same as for the finite difference schemes. The numerical results
show a very slight oscillatory tail and the maximum error at a node is 2% but the results
are still comparable with the high order finite difference schemes confirming the analysis
of Section 3.2.3.4. The time step used is increased to 0.13 which is comparable to that
used by the finite difference schemes.
Further tests of the KdV equation models examined the interaction of two solitary
waves and the break up of an initial Gaussian profile. Again the results exhibited the
same accuracy characteristics as for the single solitary wave cases.
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3.5 Discussion
In this chapter two new numerical methods for the RLW and KdV equations have been
presented. The mixed order finite difference method is based on the method of Wei And
Kirby [106] which has been used successfully for the extended Boussinesq equations. The
truncation errors of the scheme are in the form of derivatives of order greater than three,
and in the non-dimensionalised, scaled Boussinesq framework introduced in Chapter 2
these terms will be small enough to not affect the model. The results for the RLW and
KdV equations show that this finite difference method is equally applicable here. The
proposed finite element method is based on linear elements. This is much simpler than
methods that have been previously used, which were outlined in Section 3.2.3.2. How-
ever the goal here is to produce a method that can ultimately be implemented in two
dimensions, so the emphasis here has been on maintaining simplicity rather than focus-
ing solely on the accuracy of the scheme. A truncation error analysis of the linear finite
element schemes showed a similar behaviour to the mixed order finite difference scheme,
and the numerical results reinforced these findings.
It has been demonstrated that these spatial discretisations can be coupled with the
adaptive time integration package SPRINT [19]. It was found that it was relatively easy to
solve the RLW equation. The finite difference and finite element schemes could compute
solutions of similar accuracy with a similar number of time steps for the same error control
tolerances. For the KdV equation a similar accuracy between the finite element and finite
difference schemes could be obtained if the finite element system was solved in a fully
coupled form. This was at the expense of solving a finite element equation system of twice
the size compared to the finite difference scheme and with a greater number of time steps.
It was also found that the fixed coefficient BDF method spgear was not suitable to solve
the finite element system in all cases. The fixed leading coefficient BDF method spdasl
was substituted and found to work well for all the problems considered here. Decoupling
the finite element system and solving the algebraic equation explicitly reduced the time
integration system to the same size as for the finite difference method and allowed a
similar time step to be used. This was at the expense of a slight loss in accuracy, although
the results were still acceptable.
The greater difficulty in solving the KdV equation has been noted previously by
Alexander and Morris [4]. They ascribe this difficulty to the third order spatial deriva-
tives present in the KdV equation compared to second order spatial derivatives in the
RLW equation. Benjamin et al. [13] propose that the RLW equation is a preferable model
for water waves due to the form of its dispersion relation compared to the KdV equation.
Following the procedure described at the start of Section 2.3.3 and assuming a steady
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periodic wave form (2.65) the linearised RLW equation dispersion relation is,
ω
k


gH
1 kH
2
6
(3.70)
and for the linearised KdV equation,
ω
k


gH

1
kH2
3

(3.71)
For large k the KdV equation phase velocity, defined by equation (2.43), is not bounded.
The same is also true of the group velocity, defined by equation (2.45). This implies
that small wavelength (large k) features, for example numerical truncation errors, will not
be damped away by the model, and may explain the larger errors in the solution of this
equation. The RLW equation phase velocity and group velocity are bounded for all k and
tend to zero for large k. It is thus a better candidate for numerical modelling as short
wavelength numerical errors will not be propagated [13].
In the next chapter it will be shown that the numerical methods developed here for
the model nonlinear dispersive equations can be applied to the one-dimensional extended
Boussinesq equations. Wei and Kirby’s finite difference method and the linear finite el-
ement scheme will both be used for the spatial discretisation with the SPRINT module
spdasl used to integrate in time. Examination of Nwogu’s extended Boussinesq equa-
tion system shows that its dispersion relation (2.125) and group velocity (2.129) are both
bounded and tend to zero for large k. Hence it may be expected that the numerical meth-
ods will be well behaved with respect to any short wavelength numerical errors present in
the model.
Chapter 4
An Algorithm for the One-dimensional
Extended Boussinesq Equations
4.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to investigate the implementation of finite element spatial dis-
cretisation methods and the adaptive time integration software for the one-dimensional
extended Boussinesq equations. The published work on the numerical solution of the
one-dimensional Boussinesq equations is reviewed in Section 4.2 and it is noted that at
the start of this project, to the authors knowledge, there had been no other work published
on finite element methods applied to the extended Boussinesq equations. More recently a
finite element method for Beji and Nadaoka’s extended Boussinesq equations, described
in Section 2.4.2, has been reported [62], although this was after the publication of the
one-dimensional algorithm developed here [104].
The mathematical model for shallow water flow chosen here; Nwogu’s extended
Boussinesq equation system, is reviewed in Section 4.3. In the previous chapter a lin-
ear Galerkin finite element spatial discretisation was presented that could, in combination
with the time integration package SPRINT, be applied directly to the RLW equation and
also to a modified form of the KdV equation. In this section it will be shown that Nwogu’s
extended Boussinesq equations can be rewritten in a form structurally similar to coupled
RLW and KdV equations and hence that by using the novel approach adopted for the
KdV equation in the previous chapter the linear finite element method can be applied to
them. The spatial approximation of the extended Boussinesq equations is considered in
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Section 4.4. A previously published finite difference method [106] is reviewed and an
alternative linear finite element method is proposed. Appropriate boundary conditions
for the equations and their numerical formulations are presented in Section 4.5. Based
on the novel form of the differential equations adopted in this work new formulations of
the inflow, outflow and wall boundary conditions are derived. In Section 4.5.4 a novel
method of generating waves internally to the domain is presented which alleviates prob-
lems encountered due to reflected waves approaching the inflow boundaries. The spatial
discretisation methods are coupled with the adaptive order, adaptive time stepping soft-
ware package SPRINT. Issues concerned with the time integration and the initialisation
of the problem are discussed in Section 4.6. The spatial accuracy of the finite element
scheme is analysed in Section 4.8 by examining the truncation error at a node in a similar
manner to that done for the RLW and KdV equations in the previous chapter. It is shown
that the linear finite element method should provide sufficient spatial accuracy for these
equations and hence that if the error in the time integration can be controlled to be less
than the spatial error then accurate solutions will be obtained.
Numerical experiments are presented in Section 4.9 comparing the proposed finite
element method with theoretical results, experimental results and the finite difference
method. These results are used to validate the mathematical model as well as the nu-
merical model and the boundary conditions, including the new method of internal wave
generation. In Section 4.10 the results are reviewed and the issues involved in extending
this method to two dimensions are considered.
4.2 Previous work
The first numerical schemes for the Boussinesq equations were based on finite difference
methods. Peregrine [78] used second order finite differences and a corrector step for
the free surface equation and modelled the development of an undular bore. Abbot et
al. [1] applied a finite difference scheme on a staggered spatial grid. Careful analysis
of this scheme allowed them to identify and remove sources of non-physical diffusion
and dispersion. This scheme was used to model the propagation of periodic waves [2].
Hauguel [47] presented a three stage finite difference scheme coupled with a characteristic
type approach for the convection terms. This was used to study solitary wave propagation.
Schaper and Zielke [90] applied a finite difference scheme to the equations and used
the low order shallow water equations to rewrite all the dispersive truncation errors in
a similar form. This term was then used to correct the discretisation. Examples are
given for solitary wave and periodic wave propagation. Karambas et al. [53] used a finite
difference scheme with corrections for the spatial truncation errors to solve solitary wave
and periodic wave propagation problems.
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More recently there has been work presented on finite difference methods applied to
extended Boussinesq equation systems. Madsen et al. [66] applied the finite difference
scheme of Abbot et al. [1] to their extended equation system and showed that waves could
be simulated at depths outside the range of the original Boussinesq equations. Beji and
Battjes [10] used a predictor-corrector type scheme for these equations to model wave
propagation over a bar. Nwogu [72] presented a predictor-corrector scheme for his ex-
tended equations with corrections for truncation error terms that would produce non-
physical dispersion. He showed that these equations could be used to accurately simulate
periodic and irregular wave trains. Wei and Kirby [106] presented an alternative finite
difference method for Nwogu’s equations that directly removed the dispersive errors by
differencing selected terms to higher order and integrating in time with a high order pre-
dictor corrector method. This method will be described in more detail in Section 4.4.1.
The results presented by Wei and Kirby [106] and other work with the same scheme [112]
confirm that this finite difference method is both accurate and efficient. Ohyama et al. [74]
presented a staggered grid finite difference method for Nwogu’s extended Boussinesq
model and applied it to wave propagation over a bar. Schro¨ter et al. [95] applied a fi-
nite difference scheme similar in principle to that of Abbot et al. [2] to a different set of
extended Boussinesq equations and showed that these equations could model problems
outside the range of applicability of the original Boussinesq equations.
Dingemans [32] compares Boussinesq-type models for wave propagation over a bar,
including finite difference models for the original and extended equations. The results
show the importance of accurately modeling the dispersive effects, but also that the weak
nonlinearity inherent in all the models can lead to significant inaccuracies. This bar test
case will be considered in more detail in Section 4.9.
Until recently, work with finite element methods appears to have been restricted to the
original Boussinesq equations. Katapodes et al. [56] applied a Lax-Wendroff type time
discretisation to the equations combined with a linear Galerkin finite element method and
used the scheme to solve solitary wave problems. Ambrosi [5] applied a linear modified
Taylor-Galerkin finite element method to the equations. By ensuring that the scheme was
non-dispersive accurate results were obtained for solitary wave problems. Grasselli et
al. [44] and Perotto [82] have developed an a posteriori error estimate for the space-time
finite element method applied to the original Boussinesq equations. They have used this
to develop an adaptive finite element method which has been used to solve solitary wave
problems.
It is only recently that work has been published on finite element methods for extended
Boussinesq equations; by the author [104] for Nwogu’s equation system, and by Li et
al. [62] for Beji and Nadaoka’s system. The methods described in the latter paper are
compared and contrasted with those developed here.
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4.3 The one-dimensional extended Boussinesq
equation system
Nwogu’s extended Boussinesq equation system (2.108)-(2.109) is written below in terms
of free surface elevation ηx t, velocity ux t at depth z  θh, and spatially varying
depth profile hx.
η˙ 
∂ p
∂x

∂
∂x

B1h
3 ∂ 2u
∂x2
B2h
2 ∂ 2
∂x2
hu

 0 (4.1)
u˙
∂ f
∂x
A1h
2 ∂ 2u˙
∂x2
A2h
∂ 2
∂x2
hu˙  0 (4.2)
where the dot notation introduced in equation (3.3) is used for the time derivative,
p  hηu (4.3)
f 
1
2
u2 gη (4.4)
and the coefficients A1, A2, B1 and B2, defined by equations (2.110)-(2.113), depend on
the free parameter θ .
With a constant depth H the dispersive terms can be simplified and the equations
reduce to,
η˙ 
∂ p
∂x
βH3
∂ 3u
∂x3
 0 (4.5)
u˙
∂ f
∂x
αH2
∂ 2u˙
∂x2
 0 (4.6)
where the coefficients α and β are defined by equations (2.116) and (2.117).
Note that in this form the free surface equation (4.5) is in a similar form to the KdV
equation (3.2) and the velocity equation (4.6) is in a similar form to the RLW equa-
tion (3.1). Hence the numerical methods developed in Chapter 3 can be applied to this
system. The spatial approximation of this coupled equation system, and the additional ap-
proximations necessary in extending these methods to the more general dispersive terms
of the system (4.1)-(4.2) are discussed in the following section.
The full specification of this initial-boundary value problem requires appropriate bound-
ary conditions and initial conditions. These are discussed in detail in Sections 4.5 and 4.6
respectively.
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4.4 Spatial discretisation
4.4.1 A finite difference method
The finite difference method of Wei and Kirby [106], previously discussed in Section 3.2.2
for the RLW and KdV equations, was originally designed for Nwogu’s extended Boussi-
nesq equations. They showed that if the first spatial derivative is approximated to fourth
order accuracy, with the other terms approximated to second order accuracy, then no non-
physical dispersion is produced by the numerical scheme. For the analysis of this scheme,
and for comparison with the finite element scheme described and analysed in the follow-
ing sections, it is helpful to state the form of this discretisation with the leading truncation
error terms. Using the centred difference stencils (3.8), (3.9) and (3.11) leads to the fol-
lowing difference scheme for the system (4.5)-(4.6) at a node i on a regular grid of size
∆,
η˙i
1
12∆
pi28pi1 8pi1 pi2

βH3
2∆3
ui2 2ui12ui1 ui2

7βH3
60
∆2
∂ 5u
∂x5
xi
1
90
∆4
∂ 5p
∂x5
xi (4.7)
u˙i
1
12∆
 fi28 fi1 8 fi1 fi2
αH2
∆2
u˙i12u˙i u˙i1

αH2
12
∆2
∂ 4u˙
∂x4
xi
1
90
∆4
∂ 5 f
∂x5
xi (4.8)
The spatial truncation error terms are expressed in terms of fourth and higher derivatives
and will not contaminate the real dispersive terms which are at most third order derivatives
in space. In the scaled non-dimensionalised Boussinesq framework these higher deriva-
tives can be neglected as being higher order terms in ε and σ without affecting the model.
However this scheme remains formally second order accurate in space.
The variable depth equation system (4.1)-(4.2) differs from the constant depth sys-
tem (4.5)-(4.6) in the more general form of the dispersive terms. A typical term of the
velocity equation (4.2) is differenced at a node i using the second order accurate sten-
cil (3.9) as follows,
A2 h
∂ 2
∂x2
hu˙ 
A2
∆2
hi hi1u˙i12hiu˙ihi1u˙i1 (4.9)
The dispersive terms from the free surface equation (4.1) are differenced by first defining
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w as follows,
w  B1 h
3 ∂ 2u
∂x2
B2 h
2 ∂ 2
∂x2
hu (4.10)
The individual terms of w are differenced in a similar fashion to the terms of the velocity
equation just discussed, eg. equation (4.9), and then the first derivative of w is approxi-
mated by the second order stencil (3.9) to produce the full dispersive term. This produces
a second order accurate approximation to the variable depth dispersive terms, which re-
duces to the scheme (4.7)-(4.8) if the depth is constant.
4.4.2 A finite element method
The linear finite element scheme described in Chapter 3 cannot be applied directly to
the extended Boussinesq equation system (4.1)-(4.2) due to the third spatial derivatives
present in equation (4.1). This equation is rewritten by introducing w, defined by equa-
tion (4.10), as an auxiliary variable producing the system,
η˙ 
∂ p
∂x

∂w
∂x
 0 (4.11)
u˙
∂ f
∂x
A1h
2 ∂ 2u˙
∂x2
A2h
∂ 2
∂x2
hu˙  0 (4.12)
wB1 h
3 ∂ 2u
∂x2
B2 h
2 ∂ 2
∂x2
hu  0 (4.13)
The form of the auxiliary variable w is suggested naturally by the form of the differen-
tial equation (4.1) in Nwogu’s extended Boussinesq system. This motivated the choice
in Section 2.6 of Nwogu’s extended equations over those of Beji and Nadaoka [11] for
which an equivalent replacement is not so obvious. It also motivated the choice in Sec-
tion 3.2.3.4 of the second derivative as the auxiliary variable when developing a finite
element method for the KdV equation. It will be seen in Chapter 5 that this methodol-
ogy can be generalised easily to Nwogu’s two-dimensional extended Boussinesq equation
system.
To simplify what follows, the constant depth form of equations 4.11-(4.13) will be
used. The finite element method described will apply equally well to the more general
system. The discretisation of a typical variable depth dispersive term is considered at the
end of this section.
η˙ 
∂ p
∂x

∂w
∂x
 0 (4.14)
u˙
∂ f
∂x
αH2
∂ 2u˙
∂x2
 0 (4.15)
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wβH3
∂ 2u
∂x2
 0 (4.16)
where the coefficients α and β are defined by equations (2.116) and (2.117).
The finite element method is applied, as outlined in Section 3.2.3 in the previous
chapter. A set of N 1 nodes is defined as the intersection points of N non-overlapping
elements that completely cover the spatial domain Ω  X1X2. A set of N1 H1 nodal
linear basis functions (3.15) is defined on this mesh. The linear Galerkin finite element
method is developed by multiplying equations (4.14)-(4.16) by a trial function φ ix taken
from the set of linear basis functions and integrating over the spatial domain Ω. Using the
previously introduced notation (3.33),
φi η˙

φi
∂ p
∂x



φi
∂w
∂x

 0 (4.17)
φi u˙

φi
∂ f
∂x

αH2

φi
∂ 2u˙
∂x2

 0 (4.18)
φiwβH3

φi
∂ 2u
∂x2

 0 (4.19)
Integration by parts is used to reduce the order of the spatial derivatives appearing in this
formulation. In the previous chapter the boundary integrals so introduced were ignored
as the solitary wave solutions could be set to zero at the computational boundaries. Here
the boundary integrals are retained as they will be required in formulating the appropriate
numerical boundary conditions for the equations. These are discussed in detail in the
following section. Integrating terms of equations (4.17)-(4.19) by parts,
φi η˙

φi
∂ p
∂x



φi
∂w
∂x

 0 (4.20)
φi u˙

dφi
dx
 f

αH2

dφi
dx

∂ u˙
∂x

 

φi

f αH2
∂ u˙
∂x
X2
X1
(4.21)
φiwβH3

dφi
dx

∂u
∂x

 βH3

φi
∂u
∂x
X2
X1
(4.22)
The set of linear basis functions φ jx is used to interpolate an unknown function vx t
over the spatial domain as,
vx t
N1
∑
j1
φ jx v jt (4.23)
The approximation (4.23) is used to replace the continuous functions η , u andw. The non-
linear terms p and f are interpolated as nodal quantities in the same manner using (4.23).
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This form of approximation is known to be accurate for this class of equations [28], and
is found to be crucial for the truncation error analysis in Section 4.8. Introducing these
spatial approximations into equations (4.20)-(4.22) produces the discrete equations,
Mi jη˙ jCjip jCjiw j  0 (4.24)
Mi ju˙ jCi j f jαH2Ki ju˙ j  

φi

f αH2
∂ u˙
∂x
X2
X1
(4.25)
Mi jwjβH3Ki ju j  βH3

φi
∂u
∂x
X2
X1
(4.26)
where,
Mi j 

Ω
φiφ j dΩ (4.27)
Ci j 

Ω
dφi
dx
φ j dΩ (4.28)
Ki j 

Ω
dφi
dx
dφ j
dx
dΩ (4.29)
The integrals in equations (4.24)-(4.26) are evaluated by integrating over each element
individually and summing the results at the nodes. This procedure is simple to automate
using the isoparametric concept [113] where the integration on each element is mapped
to a unit reference element on which the values (4.27)-(4.29) can be precomputed.
Equation (4.26) represents an additional algebraic equation system to solve at each
time step which will increase the required computational time perhaps half as much again
compared to the finite difference scheme (4.7)-(4.8), which can directly approximate the
third spatial derivative. In two dimensions there will be two auxiliary variables and hence
two, in general sparse, matrix systems to be solved. The solution of the system (4.26)
requires the inversion of the matrix Mi j, generally termed the mass matrix [113]. A con-
siderable simplification is achieved if the mass matrix can be replaced by a purely diag-
onal approximation or in the finite element terminology lumped [113], as was shown in
Section 3.2.3.4 for the KdV equation. This equation can then be decoupled from the 3N-
dimensional system (4.24)-(4.26) and solved explicitly at each time step. This will make
the finite element scheme competitive with existing finite difference spatial discretisa-
tions which produce only a 2N-dimensional system of differential equations in time. The
lumping procedure replaces equation (4.26) with,
wi 
1
MLi

βH3Ki ju jβH3

Γ
φi
∂u
∂x
nx dΓ

(4.30)
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where,
MLi 
N1
∑
j1
Mi j (4.31)
It will be shown in Section 4.8 that this approximation does not significantly affect the
accuracy of the scheme.
The variable depth equations (4.11)-(4.13) differ from the constant depth system (4.14)-
(4.16) in the extra complexity of the dispersive terms. To illustrate the finite element ap-
proximation of these terms, a typical dispersive term from equation (4.13) is discretised.
Multiplying the term by a trial function φix and integrating over the domain,

φiB2h2
∂ 2
∂x2
hu

 B2

φih2
∂ 2
∂x2
hu

 B2

d
dx

φih2


∂
∂x
hu

B2

φih2
∂
∂x
hu
X2
X1
 B2

dφi
dx
h2 φi
d
dx
h2
∂
∂x
hu

B2

φih2
∂
∂x
hu
X2
X1
(4.32)
The unknown functions are compactly approximated in a similar manner to the approxi-
mation of the nonlinear functions p and f according to equation (4.23).
h2 
N1
∑
j1
φ j h2 j (4.33)
hu 
N1
∑
j1
φ j hu j (4.34)
Inserting these approximations into the weak form, the finite element approximation of
the dispersive term is,

φiB2h2
∂ 2
∂x2
hu

 B2

dφi
dx
φkφi
dφk
dx

dφ j
dx

h2kh ju j
B2

φih2
∂
∂x
hu
X2
X1
(4.35)
where summation over the repeated indices j and k is implied. This procedure can be re-
peated for all the dispersive terms appearing in the variable depth equation system (4.11)-
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(4.13).
Li et al. [62] have recently described a similar scheme in order to apply a linear quadri-
lateral finite element method to Beji and Nadaoka’s two-dimensional extended Boussi-
nesq equation system, the generalisation of the one-dimensional system (2.83)-(2.84)
presented in Section 2.4.2. These equations contain third derivatives of the free surface
elevation and in their case are discretised by introducing the gradient of the free surface
as an additional variable, which is calculated with a lumped mass approximation. How-
ever they additionally neglect several of the terms, specifically those that involve second
derivatives of the depth hx [62], whereas in this case the full system of equations is
discretised with no further approximations.
4.5 Boundary conditions
4.5.1 Inflow boundaries
In Section 2.4.4 it was shown that the extended Boussinesq equations could be applied at
depths right up to the deep water limit σ  Hλ  12. This allows waves to be intro-
duced into the domain sufficiently far from the region of interest that boundary effects can
be considered insignificant. If nonlinearity is small at these boundaries, ie. the amplitude
is small compared to the depth, then the linearised equations will be a sufficiently accurate
approximation to the problem and a linear wave profile can be introduced at the inflow
boundary. For the numerical experiments considered in Section 4.9 a regular periodic
wave is input at the boundary. For example a simple periodic wave,
ηx t  a sinkxωt (4.36)
with amplitude a, wave number k and frequency w, where k and ω satisfy the linear
dispersion relation for Nwogu’s extended Boussinesq equations (2.123). At these bound-
aries the velocity profile can be derived from the free surface profile (4.36) by using the
linearised equation system.
ux t  b sinkxωt (4.37)
where b is given by equation (2.122) in Chapter 2. It has been found here that Nwogu’s
extended Boussinesq equations additionally require the specification of spatial derivative
information at the inflow boundary. This is consistent with the specification of inflow
boundary conditions described by Madsen et al. [66] for their extended Boussinesq equa-
tions. In both the finite difference and finite element schemes this is achieved by addi-
tionally specifying the variable w on the inflow boundary. At constant depth w is given
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by equation (4.16) and using the inflow velocity profile (4.37) a periodic profile can be
derived,
wx t  βH3
∂ 2u
∂x2
 βH3k2b sinkxωt (4.38)
With a variable depth equation (4.13) can be used to derive a similar expression.
This linear wave approximation will become inaccurate if the amplitude is significant
compared to the depth at the inflow boundary. This can be accounted for by introducing
a first order correction to the linear wave profile for nonlinearity. Considering a nonlinear
perturbation of the free surface and velocity from the linearised solution,
η  η0  εη1 ε2 (4.39)
u  u0  εu1 ε2 (4.40)
where the nonlinearity is parameterised by ε , then the constant depth extended Boussinesq
equations (2.114)-(2.115) can be written as a series of problems in increasing orders of ε .
At lowest order,
η˙0 H
∂u0
∂x
βH3
∂ 3u0
∂x3
 0 (4.41)
u˙0 g
∂η0
∂x
αH2
∂ 2u˙0
∂x2
 0 (4.42)
This has the linearised solution with η0 and u0 given by equations (4.36) and (4.37) re-
spectively. To first order in ε ,
η˙1 H
∂u1
∂x
βH3
∂ 3u1
∂x3
 
∂
∂x
η0u0 (4.43)
u˙1 g
∂η1
∂x
αH2
∂ 2u˙1
∂x2
 
∂
∂x

u20
2

(4.44)
Substituting the solutions η0 and u0 into the right hand sides of these equations gives,
η˙1 H
∂u1
∂x
βH3
∂ 3u1
∂x3
 
∂
∂x

ab sin2kxωt

 2abk sinkxωt coskxωt
 abk sin2kxωt (4.45)
u˙1 g
∂η1
∂x
αH2
∂ 2u˙1
∂x2
 
∂
∂x

a2
2
sin2kxωt

 a2k sinkxωt coskxωt
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 
a2k
2
sin2kxωt (4.46)
A solution of the form,
η1x t  a1cos2kxωt (4.47)
u1x t  b1cos2kxωt (4.48)
will satisfy this equation system. Substituting these solutions into equations (4.45) and (4.46)
leads to the following expressions for a1 and b1.
a1 
1
g

ω
k
b1

14αkH2


b2
4

(4.49)
b1 
ab
2 g
b2
4
ω
k
ω2
k2 14αkH
2
gH 14β kH2
(4.50)
The wave profile (4.39) will have a slightly sharper peak and a broader, slightly raised
trough, and is the first approximation to a more general periodic wave form known as a
cnoidal wave [109]. Note that this modified wave involves a wavelength of half the pri-
mary wavelength and hence accurate modelling will require that this is properly resolved,
leading in general to twice the resolution of the original wave.
The inflow boundary condition is based on a linearised approximation and hence ad-
ditional wave components can be introduced at that boundary by simple superposition.
However if the input wave is composed of two or more periodic components then it is
possible that nonlinear interactions between these components will produce significant
harmonic waves. The most important of these waves in coastal engineering applications
is the subharmonic, or set-down, wave [21, 22, 98]. Nwogu derived formulae for the
harmonic waves produced by two periodic wave components [72], and also extended this
analysis to two-dimensional multi-directional waves [73]. Here the derivation is outlined
for an initial wave profile consisting of two cosine waves,
η0x t  a1 cosk1xω1ta2 cosk2xω2t (4.51)
The velocity profile can be derived from the linearised equation system,
u0x t  b1a1 cosk1xω1tb2a2 cosk2xω2t (4.52)
where b1 and b2 are given by,
b1 
ω1
k1H1β k1H2
(4.53)
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b2 
ω2
k2H1β k2H2
(4.54)
(4.55)
The first order nonlinear wave contains the harmonic interactions of these two components
in the form [72],
η1x t  a1a2G coskxωt
a21
2
G

cos2k1xω1t

a22
2
G

cos2k2xω2t (4.56)
where,
k

 k1 k2 (4.57)
ω

 ω1ω2 (4.58)
and G

, termed the quadratic transfer function [72], relates the amplitudes of the har-
monic waves to those of the primary waves. Considering only the subharmonic, or set-
down, components of the first order free surface elevation and velocity,
η

x t  a1a2G coskxωt (4.59)
u

x t  a1a2Q coskxωt (4.60)
and substituting these, and the primary wave components (4.51) and (4.52) into the first
order nonlinear equations (4.43)-(4.44) one can, after some algebraic manipulation, derive
expressions for G

and Q

.
G


b1b2
2
ω

k


1αk

H2


b1b2
2 H

1β k

H2

ω2

k2

1αk

H2gH 1β k

H2
(4.61)
Q


ω

k

HG
b1b2
2H
1β k

H2
(4.62)
It has been noted in the literature that if these set-down interactions are neglected then a
spurious free long wave will be produced at the inflow boundary with the same period but
phase-shifted by 180 degrees [98].
In a practical situation it is more likely that inflow boundary conditions will be in
the form of an irregular free surface profile, such as from measured data [72]. This can
be handled by a Fourier decomposition into a series of periodic wave components [106].
The individual periodic components and any significant nonlinear wave interactions can
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be calculated by the methods previously discussed in this section and this composite wave
can then be input to the system.
The specification of all the variables at inflow boundaries does not allow for the waves
returning to this boundary, eg. waves reflected from inside the domain. Such waves will
then be reflected in a non-physical manner and contaminate the numerical solution. For
some of the numerical tests considered in Section 4.9 wave reflection is not significant;
however it is important to have a more general purpose inflow boundary condition, in
particular if realistic two-dimensional problems are to be attempted. This problem is
considered in detail in Section 4.5.4
4.5.2 Solid wall boundaries
At a solid wall the physical boundary condition is that of impermeability, ie. u  n  0,
where n is the normal to the wall at that point, which in one dimension reduces to,
u  0 (4.63)
at the wall.
A boundary condition on the free surface can be derived from a conservation argu-
ment [106]. Integrating the free surface equation (4.11) over the spatial domain, and
using the divergence theorem on the spatial derivatives,

Ω

η˙ 
∂ p
∂x

∂w
∂x

dΩ  0
∂
∂ t


Ω
η dΩ



Γ
pwn dΓ  0 (4.64)
where Γ is the domain boundary, and n is the outward normal. At a solid boundary
the amount of mass in the system is conserved and hence the time derivative term in
expression (4.64) is zero. For the boundary integral to be equal to zero we require pw
0 on the boundary. This is satisfied by the wall boundary condition on the velocity (4.63),
from the definition of p (4.3), and the additional requirement on the auxiliary variable w,
w  0 (4.65)
at the wall. The boundary conditions (4.63) and (4.65) together will imply conservation
at the wall from equation (4.64) and hence no boundary condition is directly imposed on
the free surface.
In the literature it has been common to specify that the normal derivative of the free
surface is zero at solid boundaries although this does not follow directly from the equa-
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tions. Wei and Kirby [106] derive this condition by considering a first order form of the
free surface equation (4.1). Li et al. [62] use this condition as it is compatible with their
choice of the gradient of the free surface as an additional variable. However it is felt that
the method described here is more consistent with the equation system and the underlying
physics.
Another useful boundary condition for practical situations is that of partial reflection
or partial absorption, to simulate for example a beach or other non-vertical boundaries,
or other boundaries for which perfect reflection is inappropriate. Within the context of
this depth-averaged mathematical model all boundaries are assumed to be vertical and
hence such boundary conditions cannot be directly formulated. Partial reflection has been
implemented in previous work by approximations using linear theory [72] and by a sim-
plified characteristic analysis [47]. The effect of these conditions would seem to be a loss
of mass in the system at these boundaries which may be appropriate for porous boundaries
but not for other situations. In general the desired effect would be a loss of wave energy
at these boundaries rather than mass, although it is unclear exactly how to formulate this
boundary condition at present.
4.5.3 Outflow boundaries
An outflow boundary is a non-physical restriction of the spatial domain to a suitably small
size in order that practical computations can be performed. Hence at these boundaries it
is important to minimise non-physical reflection of information back into the domain. A
simple radiation boundary condition [112] is not completely effective as the dispersive
waves have no single phase speed. Previous work on this problem has led to higher order
radiation boundary conditions [39] and to the addition of source terms and viscous damp-
ing terms to the momentum equations [106] to absorb outgoing waves. Here a viscous
damping layer, termed a sponge layer [48], is introduced near the outflow boundary in
the form of a viscous term which increases in magnitude closer to the outflow boundary.
This viscous term is added to the free surface equation in the form illustrated here for the
constant depth equation (4.5).
η˙ 
∂ p
∂x
βH3
∂ 3u
∂x3
 cs
∂ 2η
∂x2
(4.66)
where,
cs  n1
e

xXs
X2Xs
n2
1
e11
(4.67)
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for x  XsX2 and cs  0 everywhere else. n1 and n2 are constants used to fine tune the
amount of viscosity. A dimensional analysis of the equation (4.66) shows that,
n1  cvH

gH (4.68)
is the appropriate choice for an 1 constant cv.
The actual amount of viscosity is problem dependent and has to be determined by
experiment so as to effectively damp the outgoing waves without allowing significant
reflection. It is found in practice that the width of the sponge layer must be two to three
times the wavelength to provide sufficient damping for the cases considered here.
4.5.4 Internal wave generation
For cases where there will be significant reflected waves at the inflow boundaries the
methods described in Section 4.5.1 will not be sufficient. The specification of all the
variables at this boundary does not allow for waves returning to the inflow region and
passing out of the domain. The internal generation of waves is proposed here as a method
of allowing reflected waves to propagate through the wave generator and hence leave
the computational domain. This is essential if long time simulations of geometrically
complex two-dimensional regions are to be performed.
Larsen and Dancy [60] described a method by which waves could be generated inter-
nally in a finite difference method for the Boussinesq equations. They added a volume of
fluid, equivalent to that which would be displaced by the desired wave at each time step of
the method, at a chosen generation point and were able to generate periodic waves in both
one and two dimensions. Importantly, these generation points allowed outgoing waves
to pass undisturbed and these waves were damped out with sponge layers at all open
boundaries. This method was also incorporated into a boundary integral method for the
Boussinesq equations by Brorsen and Larsen [24], and further developed by Ohyama and
Nadaoka [75] in their implementation of a numerical wave tank. Skotner and Apelt [97]
recently reported the application of this method to a finite difference method for Nwogu’s
extended Boussinesq equations. They found that instabilities were produced due to the
introduction of the wave at a single point, although they note that Larsen and Dancy used
a staggered grid which would alleviate this problem in their case. Skotner and Apelt [97]
modified the spatial difference stencils in the neighbourhood of the wave generation re-
gion to prevent this instability. More recently Wei et al. [108] have presented a method
for deriving a source function, or alternatively an applied pressure distribution, from the
potential form of the Boussinesq equations that can be used to generate accurate wave
conditions internally to the domain.
Here, in contrast to that work, an analogy is drawn with a time varying sea bed, and a
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term is added to the free surface equation that simulates the lowest order effects of a time
varying depth profile. In the free surface equation (4.5) this takes the form,
η˙  h˙I
∂ p
∂x
βH3
∂ 3u
∂x3
 0 (4.69)
where the form of the sea bed variation hI is taken to be,
h˙Ix t  cI fIx a sinωt (4.70)
where a and ω are the amplitude and frequency of the required wave respectively, and the
constant cI and spatial function fIx are given by,
cI  2 ω c (4.71)
fIx 
bI

π
eb
2
I xxI
2
(4.72)
This simulates an undulating Gaussian hill at the position x  xI . The wave generation
region is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The width of this region [xI  aI , xI  aI] is generally
Figure 4.1: Schematic of the internal wave generation process
taken to be one or two wavelengths, which is consistent with the scaling of the variable
depth by equation (2.39) in Section 2.3 which requires variations in the depth to be small
over distances comparable to the wavelength. The coefficient bI is chosen such that the
function fIx is effectively zero at x  xI  aI which is essential for the depth variation
to appear smooth to the time integration software. The function f Ix is normalised such
that its integral is one over this region. The constant cI includes a factor 2 as the wave
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generator will produce both a left and right moving wave, the wave speed c to give the
expression the correct physical dimensions, and the wave frequency ω to compensate for
differentiation with respect to time.
Note that the use of the Gaussian function to distribute the generated wave over several
mesh points is similar in principle to the method recently described by Wei et al. [108],
although this was published after this part of the work was complete. Their method how-
ever is more general, and more rigorously derived and extends straightforwardly to multi-
component and irregular waves.
Numerical experiments with the approach described here are presented in Section 4.9.6.
4.6 Time integration
Truncation errors from a low order time integration scheme will also produce non-physical
dispersion and contaminate the mathematical model. In previous work the time integra-
tion has usually been with a high order accuracy predictor-corrector method [106, 112],
or by a lower order method with corrections for the truncation errors [1, 72]. In this work
the necessary accuracy is achieved by making use of variable order, variable time step
integration as implemented in the SPRINT software [18]. In the previous chapter it was
found that the time integration module spdasl was robust enough for all the numerical
tests considered and this module is used in all the computations described in Section 4.9.
The spatial discretisations described in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 produce a 2N 1-
dimensional linear system of differential equations in the form,
Ai jy˙ j fi  0 (4.73)
where,
y  η1u1η2u2    ηN1uN1t (4.74)
f  f ty (4.75)
The ordering of the unknowns in y maintains the banded structure of the matrix Ai j al-
though the bandwidth is doubled compared to the numerical models of the RLW and KdV
equations considered in Chapter 3 due to there being two unknowns at each node of the
mesh. The time integration software can use banded direct solution strategies to take ad-
vantage of the banded matrix structure to increase the efficiency of the time integration
process.
Use of the time integration software and the error control strategy are as described
in Section 3.3 in the previous chapter. The software controls the local error in y over
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each time step by varying both the order of the BDF method and the time step, so that
a uniformly high accuracy in time can be achieved [61]. The user controls the local
error by supplying relative and absolute tolerances, rtol and atol respectively, which are
here taken to be scalar values determined by experiment. Their values are lowered until
solution independency is established. This will ensure that the error in the solution is
dominated by the spatial discretisation error. In this work rtol  atol  106 was chosen
after repeated experiments, reflecting the high accuracy required in the time integration.
4.7 Initial conditions
Consistent initial conditions are calculated automatically by the software. Given an initial
solution, yt0, initial time derivatives, y˙t0, are computed such that the system (4.73) is
satisfied [19]. Except for the solitary wave problems it is common to begin the compu-
tation with an undisturbed free surface and then introduce a wave at the inflow boundary
as described in the previous section. The initialisation problem is then satisfied trivially
with a zero solution. In this case however the wave can appear discontinuous to the time
integration software at the point it initially enters the domain and this forces the software
to use very small time steps. This is remedied here by the use of a smoothing function,
ct  m1 e
m2
t
τ (4.76)
where τ is the wave period, and m1 and m2 are constants that must be determined by
experiment. This term is added to the free surface equation as a viscous coefficient in an
identical manner to the sponge layer coefficient cs in equation (4.66). This term damps
the solution throughout the domain for the initial time steps but should not affect the
solution obtained after a suitably large time. This form of damping is found to improve
the efficiency of the time integration, which can take larger time steps if the solution is
smooth. A similar method has subsequently been reported by Li et al. [62] who use a fixed
time step predictor-corrector time stepping method. In their case the initial damping of
the solution prevents transient oscillations caused by the discontinuous initial conditions.
Another important consideration with respect to the efficiency of the time integration
process is that of the choice of initial time step. With an initially undisturbed free sur-
face the time integration algorithm has no information on the time scales in the problem
and so will do a considerable amount of work to calculate the initial step size. This in-
volves the numerical approximation and factorisation of the Jacobian matrix. In this one-
dimensional case the Jacobian matrix is banded and hence the computational expense is
not too significant. In two dimensions the Jacobian matrix will be sparse and its compu-
tation and factorisation will be considerably more computationally expensive. The time
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integration software provides an option to supply the initial time step and if an appropriate
value is known this is the most efficient mode of operation. A starting guess of τ100 has
been used in this work although the value is generally problem dependent. If the software
is allowed to select an initial time step size then this value can be noted and supplied to
the code in subsequent runs of the same problem. Note that the value will be significantly
smaller than that used by the software for the majority of the time interval as the initial
step has to be taken with a first order BDF method and the order gradually raised and time
step adjusted according to the error control parameters.
4.8 Analysis of the method
In this section the truncation error of the linear finite element scheme defined by equa-
tions (4.24), (4.25) and (4.30) will be analysed. The linear finite element scheme is only
second order accurate in space and it is therefore possible that error terms will contam-
inate the physical dispersion in a similar way to a low order finite difference method.
The analysis that follows will show that this does not happen here and that the truncation
error is of a similar form to that of Wei and Kirby’s finite difference scheme (4.7)-(4.8)
described in Section 4.4.1.
With a linear finite element discretisation on a regular mesh of element length ∆ equa-
tion (4.25) has the following form at an internal node;
∆
6
u˙i1 4u˙i u˙i1
1
2
 fi1 fi1
αH2
∆
u˙i1 2u˙i u˙i1  0 (4.77)
Substituting standard Taylor series expansions in space into equation (4.77), and rearrang-
ing the terms,

u˙i
∂ fi
∂x
αH2
∂ 2u˙i
∂x2


∆2
6
∂ 2
∂x2

u˙i
∂ fi
∂x
αH2
∂ 2u˙i
∂x2

αH2
∆2
12
∂ 4u˙i
∂x4
∆4

1
72
∂ 4u˙i
∂x4

1
120
∂ 5 fi
∂x5

αH2
360
∂ 6u˙i
∂x6

 ∆6 (4.78)
Using the original equation (4.25) it can be seen that the truncation error of the scheme at
a node has the form,
αH2
∆2
12
∂ 4u˙i
∂x4
∆4

1
72
∂ 4u˙i
∂x4

1
120
∂ 5 fi
∂x5

αH2
360
∂ 6u˙i
∂x6

∆6 (4.79)
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The leading term is∆2 due to the linear approximation but multiplies a mixed fifth or-
der derivative. This will not corrupt the physical dispersion present in the system, which
depends on third and lower derivatives, and suggests that the linear finite element approx-
imation is acceptable for this equation.
With a linear finite element discretisation on a regular mesh of element length ∆,
equations (4.24) and (4.30) have the following form at an internal node;
∆
6
η˙i1 4η˙i η˙i1
1
2
pi1 pi1
1
2
wi1wi1  0 (4.80)
∆wi
βH3
∆
ui1 2uiui1  0 (4.81)
Again, using Taylor series expansions in space and then differentiating equation (4.81)
and using it to replace the wi terms in equation (4.80),

η˙i
∂ pi
∂x
βH3
∂ 3ui
∂x3


∆2
6
∂ 2
∂x2

η˙i
∂ pi
∂x
βH3
∂ 3ui
∂x3

βH3
∆2
12
∂ 5ui
∂x5
∆4

1
72
∂ 4η˙i
∂x4

1
120
∂ 5pi
∂x5

βH3
40
∂ 7ui
∂x7

 ∆6 (4.82)
Using the original equation (4.24) the truncation error at a node is,
βH3
∆2
12
∂ 5ui
∂x5
∆4

1
72
∂ 4η˙i
∂x4

1
120
∂ 5pi
∂x5

βH3
40
∂ 7ui
∂x7

∆6 (4.83)
The leading truncation error term indicates that the discretisation is ∆2 accurate but
that the form of this leading error will not contaminate the physical dispersion. Impor-
tantly, the accuracy does not appear to have been significantly reduced by the diagonal
approximation of the mass matrix in equation (4.81).
It has been shown that a linear finite element discretisation can produce a suitable
numerical model for Nwogu’s extended Boussinesq equations. The model is only second
order accurate but the form of the leading error terms will not contaminate the physi-
cal dispersion present in the equations. This scheme can therefore be thought of as an
analogue of Wei and Kirby’s finite difference scheme which approximates the first order
spatial derivatives to higher order to produce a similar effect. Lumping the mass matrix
in equation (4.26) considerably improves the efficiency of the scheme as w can now be
calculated without the inversion of a matrix. In two dimensions this saving will be even
more significant. This truncation error analysis can be directly extended to the Boussinesq
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system with non-uniform depth (4.11)-(4.13) discretised on a regular mesh.
The proposed finite element method is simple to extend to a non-uniform mesh. How-
ever the truncation error analysis of this section has to be modified to account for a vari-
ation in the mesh size. For example, if ∆i denotes the length of the element xixi1, the
truncation error of equation (4.25) can, with some manipulation, be shown to be,

∆i∆i1
6

∂ 2 fi
∂x2

1
12

∆3i ∆
3
i1
∆i∆i1

αH2
∂ 4u˙i
∂x4
∆3i1∆
3
i  (4.84)
The leading term will produce numerical diffusion in the scheme. It may be possible to
restrict the amount of diffusion present by limiting the rate of variation in the mesh size,
ie. keeping ∆i∆i1 small. An example is included in the following section to illustrate
the effect of a non-uniform mesh.
4.9 Numerical experiments
4.9.1 A solitary wave with constant depth
The simulation of a solitary wave requires that both the nonlinearity and dispersion are ac-
curately modelled. This case is used here to compare the accuracy of the finite difference
and finite element models and the time integration strategy. Wei and Kirby [106] have
derived a solitary wave solution of Nwogu’s extended Boussinesq system. This solitary
wave is not exact but is derived from the scaled, nondimensionalised equation system by
neglecting terms of order greater than that retained in the Boussinesq model itself. The
analytical forms of the free surface and velocity derived by Wei and Kirby [106] are stated
here, and additional details not mentioned in their work, concerned with the calculation
of the free parameter C, are discussed in more depth.
ηx t  a1 sech2

b

xC¯t

a2 sech
4 b

xC¯t

(4.85)
ux t  a sech2

b

xC¯t

(4.86)
where,
C¯ 

gH C (4.87)
a1 
H
3

C21
β αC2

(4.88)
a2  
H
2

C21
C
2β 2αC2
β αC2

(4.89)
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a 

gH

C21
C

(4.90)
b 
1
2H


C21
β αC2

(4.91)
The value of the free parameterC is derived by choosing a wave amplitude δH, noting that
the definition of a physically appropriate wave within the Boussinesq framework requires
δ  1. From the solitary wave solution (4.85),
δH  a1 a2 (4.92)
Substituting for a1 and a2 and rearranging leads to a cubic equation for C2 [106].
2α

C2
3


3α 
1
3
2αδ


C2
2
2δ

α 
1
3


C2



α 
1
3

 0 (4.93)
This equation will generally have three real roots for the ranges of δ and α considered
here, two of which are positive and hence consistent with the definition of a right moving
wave. An estimate of the value of C can be obtained by choosing α  13 which
reduces the extended Boussinesq equations to a form equivalent to Peregrine’s original
system [72]. In this case the expression (4.93) simplifies to,

2
3

C2
2 
C2 1δ 

 0 (4.94)
andC2  1δ is the only positive solution. This will provide a rough estimate of the ap-
propriate value forC, as the value of the extended Boussinesq parameter α used in practice
is generally not far from13, typically being in the range 040038 [72]. The cor-
rect value of C can be calculated with a simple bisection search of the expression (4.93),
with an initial bracket for the root established in a neighbourhood of C2  1δ .
The spatial domain x  100300 is uniformly discretised with 800 linear finite ele-
ments and, equivalently, 801 equally spaced finite difference nodes. The spatial domain is
infinite theoretically but in practice it is truncated at a suitable distance from the wave and
all variables are set to zero at the boundaries. Inflow and outflow boundary conditions are
not considered in this example. The wave is initially at the origin and of amplitude 0.045m
(δ=0.1) and is propagated for 100s over an undisturbed depth of 0.45m. It was found that
the solitary wave exhibited a slight phase error and so the experiment was repeated with
1601 nodes. Fig. 4.2(a) compares the theoretical free surface profile of equation (4.85) at
t=100s with the numerical results from both the proposed finite element scheme and the
finite difference scheme described in Section 4.4.1 coupled with the SPRINT time inte-
gration module spdasl. Only the portion x  200230 of the full spatial domain is shown
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to emphasise the differences in the numerical and analytical solutions. Both methods
propagate the solitary wave accurately and there is no apparent phase error in the results,
and only a very slight dispersive tail.
The experiment was repeated with a larger solitary wave of amplitude 0.09m (δ=0.2)
propagated for 100s over the same spatial domain. 1601 nodes were used for both the
finite element and finite difference methods. Fig. 4.2(b) compares the theoretical and
numerical results for this case. In this case a slight phase error is apparent, with the
numerical solutions slightly behind the theoretical solution, and the peak amplitude is
slightly over-predicted. This is in agreement with the observations of Wei and Kirby [106]
for their finite difference numerical solutions. The finite difference and finite element
methods give almost identical results.
The experiment was also performed with a solitary wave of amplitude 0.18m (δ=0.4).
Fig. 4.2(c) compares the theoretical and numerical spatial profiles at t=100s for this case.
Again there is an obvious phase error and both numerical schemes slightly over-predict
the peak amplitude. A dispersive wave train is apparent behind this high solitary wave,
which is why a larger portion of the spatial domain is shown in this case. This reflects the
approximate nature of the solitary wave solution for these equations with the differences
becoming more apparent for higher waves, and is in agreement with the results of Wei
and Kirby [106] for a δ=0.3 solitary wave.
4.9.2 A solitary wave propagating up a slope and reflecting from a
vertical wall
The depth profile for this problem is shown in Fig. 4.3, and consists of a constant depth
region x  55m0m, a 150 gradient slope for x  0m20m, and a vertical wall at
x  20m. Experimental data is available for this problem in the form of time series of
the free surface elevation at various locations on the slope [33]. The spatial domain x 
55m20m is uniformly discretised with 600 linear finite elements and the equations
are integrated in time for t  0s30s with the wave initially centred at x  30m and
specified according to the equations (4.85) and (4.86) given in Section 4.9.1. At x 
55m all variables are set to zero and at x 20m the fully reflecting boundary conditions
described in Section 4.5.2 are applied.
Figs. 4.4(a)-(c) compare the numerical and experimental time series of the free surface
elevation at x  00m, x  1625m and x  1775m respectively for a solitary wave of
initial amplitude 007m. On each graph the first peak corresponds to the incident wave
and the second and subsequent peaks to the reflected wave. It can be seen from Fig. 4.4(c)
that the incident wave is modelled with only a slight phase difference apparent by the time
the wave nears the top of the slope at x  1775m. The reflected wave is modelled less
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(a) 0.045m solitary wave (δ=0.1)
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(c) 0.18m solitary wave (δ=0.4)
Figure 4.2: Spatial free surface profile of the solitary wave at t=100s
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Figure 4.3: Bathymetry for the solitary wave test cases
accurately and is generally over-predicted by the finite element method. Fig. 4.4(c) shows
that at x  1775m, shortly after reflection from the wall, the wave is over-predicted by
8%. It is possible that this over-prediction is produced because the method is based on
inviscid equations and also by the assumption of a perfect reflection with no frictional
losses at the wall. This is apparent in Figs. 4.4(b)-(c) where the experimental results
exhibit a larger trailing wake after reflection. Fig. 4.4(a) shows the return of the wave
to the foot of the slope at approximately t  26s and also the appearance of a second
trailing wave which can be seen beginning to appear in the reflected wave at x  1625m
in Fig. 4.4(b).
This experiment was repeated with a solitary wave of larger initial amplitude 012m.
In this case the experimental data is more noisy and it was found that the numerical
code under-predicted the incident wave at x  00m. A better numerical model of the
incident wave was obtained by using an initial amplitude of 01284m and this was used
to generate the results shown in Figs. 4.5(a)-(c) which compare time series of free surface
elevation at the same locations as before. In this case the incident wave is significantly
over-predicted at both points on the slope and the reflected wave is over-predicted to
an even greater extent, with an error of 38% at x  1775m. In part this error can be
attributed to the inviscid model and assumptions of perfect reflection, and also to the
fact that the experimental data appears to exhibit a large degree of noise even before the
incident wave arrives at the measuring points. The differences may also be due to the
fact that the extended Boussinesq equations are restricted to weakly nonlinear situations
whereas in this case the reflected wave attains an amplitude comparable to the depth at the
wall, which is clearly outside the range of validity of the Boussinesq theory as stated in
Section 4.3. Fig. 4.5(a) shows the wave returning to the foot of the slope at about t  25s
and although the results are not accurate the model is still robust enough to capture the
decomposition of the reflected wave into a train of solitary waves in this highly nonlinear
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(a) Free surface time history at x 00m
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(b) Free surface time history at x 1625m
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(c) Free surface time history at x 1775m
Figure 4.4: Time histories for the 007m solitary wave
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(a) Free surface time history at x 00m
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(b) Free surface time history at x 1625m
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(c) Free surface time history at x 1775m
Figure 4.5: Time histories for the 012m solitary wave
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case.
4.9.3 A periodic deep water wave with constant depth
The extended Boussinesq system is able to model wave behaviour right up to the deep
water limit σ  12 [72]. The original Boussinesq equations are not applicable at the deep
water limit as their dispersion relation diverges for σ  048 [72]. The test case is a peri-
odic wave of wavelength λ=1.12m and amplitude a=0.025m propagating into an initially
undisturbed region of constant depth h=0.56m. The incident wave has the form,
ηx t  asinkxωt (4.95)
where the wave number k is given by,
k 
2π
λ
(4.96)
and the wave period τ is calculated by rearranging the linear dispersion relation (2.123)
into,
ω 

gh k


1β kh2
1αkh2

(4.97)
τ 
2π
ω
(4.98)
The spatial domain x  [0m,20m] is uniformly discretised with 400 linear finite elements
and the problem is integrated for t  [0s,40s]. The simple linear inflow boundary condi-
tion described in Section 4.5.1 is applied at x=0m and the sponge layer boundary condition
described in Section 4.5.3 is used near the outflow boundary at x=20m to prevent reflection
back into the domain. The inflow wave is damped for the initial stages of the computation
as described at the end of Section 4.7. This ensures that the wave is introduced smoothly
into the domain.
For the first numerical experiment the linearised equations are used, in which case the
solution (4.95) is exact. Fig. 4.6(a) shows the free surface profiles at t=10s and t=40s. At
t=10s the wave has entered the domain at the left but is still being damped. The solution is
smooth throughout the domain which suggests that this form of damping is effective here.
By t=40s a steady periodic flow has been established and the sponge layer is effectively
damping the outgoing wave. No reflection is apparent from the sponge layer as the wave
maintains its constant amplitude inside the domain.
This experiment was repeated with the nonlinear equation system. Fig. 4.6(b) shows
the free surface profiles at t=10s and t=40s. The inflow damping again ensures that the so-
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Figure 4.6: Free surface profiles for a periodic wave with constant depth
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lution enters the domain smoothly as shown by the solution at t=10s. By t=40s a periodic
flow has been established. However a secondary oscillation is apparent in the solution
which produces a slight spatial variation in the peak amplitude. It is possible that this is
caused by the nonlinearity present in the system so the experiment is repeated with the
nonlinear corrections (4.47) and (4.48) added to the inflow wave, as described in Sec-
tion 4.5.1.
Fig. 4.6(c) shows the free surface profiles at t=10s and t=40s for this experiment.
The nonlinear corrections appear to have eliminated the secondary oscillation from the
solution and there is now a steady wave profile with constant peak amplitude at t=40s.
4.9.4 A periodic wave propagating over a bar
This experiment was originally proposed by Beji and Battjes [10] as a test for their finite
difference model of extended Boussinesq equations based on those of Madsen et al. [67].
A similar experiment with a finite difference model of Nwogu’s extended Boussinesq
equations was carried out by Ohyama et al. [74]. The geometry and wave conditions used
by Beji and Battjes were also used by Dingemans [32] as a benchmark test for dispersive
wave models. The experimental data from these tests is available for comparison with the
numerical results. The depth profile is shown in Fig. 4.7. This case provides a severe test
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Figure 4.7: Bathymetry for the bar
of the model as nonlinearity will initially steepen the wave on the up-slope and then the
increasing depth behind the bar will decompose the wave into short wave components.
This will result in a rapidly varying profile behind the bar with the exact form depending
crucially on the dispersive characteristics of the numerical model. Experiments with the
original Boussinesq equation system [10, 74] have shown that it produces poor results in
these cases due to inadequate accuracy in the dispersive terms.
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For the numerical tests here the input wave is of the form given in equation (4.95)
with wavelength λ=3.73m, wave period τ=2.02s and amplitude a=0.01m and propagates
into an initially undisturbed region of depth h=0.40m before reaching the bar. A sponge
layer is applied at the right boundary to damp the out-going wave. The spatial domain
x  [0m,25m] is uniformly discretised with 500 linear finite elements and the problem is
integrated in time for t  [0s,40s]. Figs. 4.8(a)-(c) compare the time histories of the free
surface profile with the experimental data at x=10.5m,13.5m and 17.3m respectively. A
visual comparison of the numerical results with a similar study using a finite difference
method [112] shows no significant differences in the graphs.
4.9.5 A non-uniform mesh
The solitary wave experiment of Section 4.9.2 is recomputed on a non-uniform grid for the
007m amplitude wave. The constant depth region x  [-55m,0m] is uniformly discretised
as before with 440 linear elements, producing a mesh spacing of 0.125m. On the slope
x [0m,20m] the mesh spacing is linearly varied from the constant depth value of 0.125m
at the base to 0.036m at the top of the slope. This allows a better resolution of the wave
as it steepens and moves up the slope. The numerical results obtained are graphically
indistinguishable from the results presented in Figs. 4.4(a)-(c). Closer inspection shows
the maximum difference between the solutions to be 1.3103m or roughly 1%. This
suggests that a suitably slow variation in the mesh may not affect the accuracy of the
scheme.
4.9.6 Internal wave generation
In Section 4.5.4 a method of generating waves internally to the domain was proposed.
In this way all open boundaries can be augmented with viscous sponge layers and waves
reflected from within the computational domain can be absorbed and hence removed from
the problem. These numerical tests will first assess the quality of the wave that can be gen-
erated, and then a reflection experiment is performed to examine if waves can propagate
through the generation region without distortion.
In the first case the problem data for the deep water wave considered in Section 4.9.3
is used to specify the wave. The depth is constant at 0.56m and the wave has amplitude
0.025m and wavelength 1.12m. For this first experiment the linear equation system is
used, in which case the sinusoidal wave (4.95) is an exact solution. The spatial domain
x  [0m,20m] is uniformly discretised with 400 linear finite elements and the problem
is integrated for t  [0s,40s]. The wave is generated internally at x=6m. The generation
region is x [5m,7m] and the parameters used are ab = 1, bb = 2. The required wave period
is calculated from equation (4.98). Sponge layers are used for the regions x  [0m,3m]
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(c) Free surface time history at x 173m
Figure 4.8: Time histories for a periodic wave over a bar
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and x  [17m,20m] to absorb any waves reaching the boundary. The initial time damping
of the wave is also used in this case to ensure a smooth start-up of the problem. It is found
that the wave generated by this method has a larger amplitude than expected, although the
period and wavelength produced are correct. Multiplying the wave generation coefficient
cI , defined by equation (4.71), by a factor of 0.5555 produces the correct amplitude. The
origin of this factor is unclear at present and further work is required on this matter.
Fig. 4.9(a) shows the spatial free surface profiles obtained at t=10s and t=40s. At t=10s
the wave has reached the left hand boundary and is being absorbed. The right moving
wave has reached the boundary but has not yet reached its peak amplitude. At t=40s the
wave profile is steady and being absorbed at both boundaries. The wave amplitude, period
and wavelength are accurately modelled.
The experiment was repeated with different wave parameters to assess any problem
dependence of the wave generation method. The spatial domain was chosen as x 
[0m,300m] and was uniformly discretised with 300 elements. A wave was generated
at x = 100m with amplitude 0.25m, and wavelength 15m with a constant depth of 7.5m.
The problem is integrated for t  [0s,200s]. The required wave period is calculated from
equation (4.98). The wave generation region is x  [90m,110m] and the parameters used
are ab = 10, bb = 0.25. Sponge layers are used for the regions x  [0m,30m] and x 
[270m,300m], and the initial time damping is used. The experiment is first performed
with the linearised equation system. It is found that the generated wave must be scaled
with the same factor 0.5555 to to produce the correct amplitude. The experiment was then
performed with the nonlinear equation system. Fig. 4.9(b) shows the spatial free surface
profiles at t=50s and t=200s for this problem. A steady periodic wave train is established
by t=200s with the waves being absorbed effectively at both boundaries. This wave does
not appear to exhibit the secondary oscillations observed in Section 4.9.3; however ex-
amination of the wave parameters reveals that in this case the second order nonlinear
corrections have a smaller amplitude. It is also possible that the secondary oscillation is
produced by the imposition of the linear wave as a complete set of solution values at the
inflow boundary. These enforced values are not an exact solution of the equations and
hence will produce some perturbation. In the case of the internally generated wave the
method of introduction of the wave is in some sense weaker and the solution values are
not forced in any way.
These wave parameters are then used for a further experiment in which the sponge
layer boundary at x=300 is replaced with a reflecting wall. The reflection boundary con-
ditions described in Section 4.5.2 are used at the wall. The wave generation parameters
and sponge layer at the left boundary are as described in the previous experiment. The
time interval t  [0,200] is long enough for the waves to have reflected from the right
hand wall and reached the left hand absorbing boundary. Fig. 4.9(c) shows the spatial
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Figure 4.9: Spatial free surface profiles of an internally generated periodic wave
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profiles of the wave at t=50s and t=200s. At t=50s the wave has reached the reflecting
wall, and at t=200s the reflected wave is being absorbed at the left hand boundary and has
established a steady spatial profile. Figs. 4.10(a)-(c) show time series of the free surface
elevation at x=50m, 150m and 250m respectively for this problem. At t=100s the initial
damped wave front is still apparent in the time histories at x=50m and x=150m and a
steady periodic state is not reached until this transient has exited the domain at the left
boundary. Fig. 4.10(a) shows the time history at a point to the left of the generation layer.
By approximately t=180s the reflected wave has attained a steady amplitude and both it
and the left moving wave produced at the wave generator are being absorbed at the left
hand boundary. This also suggests that the reflected wave has passed through the gen-
eration region without significant distortion. In each case a steady profile is established
suggesting that there is no unwanted reflection from the internal generation region, and
that the sponge layer is effectively damping the reflected wave.
4.10 Discussion
It has been demonstrated in this chapter both by analysis and by numerical experiments
that the proposed linear finite element and adaptive time integration scheme can produce
an accurate numerical model for Nwogu’s extended Boussinesq system. The solitary wave
experiment in Section 4.9.1 confirmed the accuracy of the model provided nonlinearity
is weak. The higher solitary wave cases considered in Sections 4.9.1 and 4.9.2 showed
that the model can become significantly inaccurate as nonlinearity increases, although the
model is still robust enough to produce meaningful solutions. The deep water wave case in
Section 4.9.3 illustrated the improved dispersion characteristics of the extended Boussi-
nesq equations. In practical situations this will allow problems with a greater range of
depths to be simulated than could be done with the original Boussinesq equation system.
In Section 4.5.4 a new method for the internal generation of waves was described, de-
rived from an analogy with a time varying bed profile. It was shown in Section 4.9.6
that periodic waves could be generated internally with this method and that reflected
waves could propagate through the wave generation region without distortion. Such a
boundary condition is essential if realistic two-dimensional long-time simulations are to
be attempted.
Most importantly this finite element scheme can be extended easily into two dimen-
sions. In this case it will be shown that Nwogu’s two-dimensional Boussinesq equa-
tions (2.118)-(2.119) can be rewritten in a form similar to equations (4.11)-(4.13) by in-
troducing two auxiliary algebraic equations. In this chapter it was shown that the use of
a lumped mass matrix for the auxiliary equation, and its decoupling from the time in-
tegration system made the computational cost of the finite element method comparable
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Figure 4.10: Time histories for the internally generated wave reflecting from a wall
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with existing finite difference schemes. In two dimensions it will be shown that these
approximations and the savings in computational cost will be even more significant. The
truncation error analysis of the one-dimensional system in Section 4.8 showed that these
approximations did not significantly affect the accuracy of the method. This truncation er-
ror analysis also depended on the nonlinear terms being written in the compact forms (4.3)
and (4.4). An equivalent form for the two-dimensional equations is presented in the fol-
lowing chapter. The truncation error analysis suggests that good results may be expected
on regular two-dimensional grids and that if the variation of the mesh is suitably con-
trolled that the method will extend successfully to unstructured triangular grids.
Chapter 5
An Algorithm for the Two-dimensional
Extended Boussinesq Equations
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter the finite element method developed for Nwogu’s one-dimensional Boussi-
nesq equation system is extended to the two-dimensional form of the equations, repre-
senting the most general form of the equations to be considered here. The previously
published work on finite difference and finite element methods for the two-dimensional
Boussinesq equations is reviewed in Section 5.2, and it is noted that the time-domain solu-
tion of two-dimensional extended Boussinesq equations has, until recently, been restricted
to finite difference methods. There have been several reported finite element methods for
equation systems equivalent to the original Boussinesq equation system and, recently, a
method published for Beji and Nadaoka’s extended Boussinesq equation system. How-
ever, to the author’s knowledge, there have been no attempts to apply the finite element
method to realistic, geometrically complex problems.
The extended Boussinesq equations as derived by Nwogu are presented in Section 5.3.
Some additional work is required to write the two-dimensional equations in a form suit-
able for the linear finite element approximation developed in this work, and in the rest
of the section it is shown how this can be achieved within the order of accuracy of the
Boussinesq mathematical model.
The two-dimensional linear triangular finite element method used for the spatial dis-
cretisation of these equations is introduced in Section 5.4. The complete spatial discreti-
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sation of the equation system and the approximations necessary within this process are
presented. In Section 5.5 suitable boundary conditions and their numerical implementa-
tion are discussed. As in the case of the one-dimensional algorithm, particular emphasis
is placed on the implementation of the boundary conditions such that the time integra-
tion may be performed efficiently. The techniques developed for the one-dimensional
extended Boussinesq equations in Sections 4.5 are extended to two dimensions with de-
tails given of the two-dimensional effects not considered in that section. In Section 5.5.5
the new method for the internal generation of waves, introduced for the one-dimensional
equations in Section 4.5.4, is extended to the two-dimensional equations.
The time integration of the spatially discretised system is considered in Section 5.6. In
two-dimensions the finite element method will typically produce a sparse matrix system,
and the banded matrix solution techniques within the time integration process, described
in the previous chapter, will not be efficient. The time integration packages SPRINT and
DASPK both contain the facility for sparse matrix handling. Direct solution of the sparse
equation system, by techniques such as those contained within the SPRINT package, in-
volves the numerical factorisation of a sparse matrix and can become expensive both in
terms of computational storage and cost for large equation systems. It is shown in Sec-
tion 5.6.2.1 that the equations considered here exaggerate this problem by producing a
system with a large bandwidth due to the introduction of the auxiliary variables. This
increases the potential size of the matrix factorisation and hence the computational stor-
age and cost required. It is possible to increase the efficiency of the solution methods by
reordering the matrix system in various ways. Some of these techniques are reported in
Section 5.6.2.2 and their application to the equation system considered here is discussed.
An alternative to the direct solution methods used previously is to solve the matrix sys-
tem iteratively. The SPRINT software has been combined with the iterative methods
contained in the WATSIT [105] package which implement the preconditioned iterative
method ORTHOMIN. The DASPK software contains routines from the SPARSKIT [25]
package which implement the iterative method GMRES. The particular advantages and
disadvantages of these methods are discussed in Section 5.6.2.3. The evaluation and fac-
torisation of the Jacobian matrix is a computationally expensive procedure for the sparse
matrix systems produced in two dimensions. In Section 5.6.2.4 the options for its calcu-
lation and an evaluation of SPRINT and DASPK in this regard is presented. Both of the
time integration packages are investigated here for the solution of the spatially discretised
problem and a discussion of their overall performance is detailed in Section 5.6.3.
The specification of initial conditions for the problem is considered in Section 5.7.
Issues additional to those discussed for the one-dimensional algorithm in Section 4.7 are
considered in detail.
Numerical experiments are described in Section 5.8. The algorithm is tested with a
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variety of constant depth and variable depth cases, including some standard test cases for
dispersive wave models. Results are computed using both structured and fully unstruc-
tured triangular meshes and the accuracy and efficiency of the scheme is considered in
detail. In Section 5.9 the results are reviewed and the suitability of the proposed method
for two-dimensional simulations is discussed.
5.2 Previous work
The first two-dimensional time domain simulations were for finite difference models of
the original Boussinesq equation system. Abbot et al. [2] developed a finite difference
method for the original Boussinesq equations where spatial terms were differenced to
second order accuracy and corrections added in to account for any non-physical disper-
sion or diffusion produced by the scheme. This scheme was probably the first Boussinesq
model to be used as an engineering tool and an application to a real harbour geometry
was reported in this work. Hauguel [47] presented a finite difference scheme using a high
order characteristic type method for the convection terms coupled with a three stage dif-
ference scheme. An example was presented of this model applied to a harbour geometry.
Smallman and Cooper [98] used a predictor-corrector time integration scheme and second
order spatial differences to investigate set-down in harbours.
More recently there have been several finite difference methods presented for extended
Boussinesq equation systems. Madsen et al. [66] presented a finite difference scheme for
their constant depth extended Boussinesq equations. They extended the difference scheme
of Abbot et al. [1] to these equations and to the variable depth equation system in a subse-
quent publication [67]. Nwogu [73] applied a similar difference scheme to his extended
equations. This was used to investigate nonlinear interactions of irregular multidirectional
waves. Wei and Kirby [106] extended their finite difference model of Nwogu’s extended
equations and compared their results with some standard experimental test cases. These
will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.8. The accuracy of this model was con-
firmed in further work by Zang et al. [112], and more recently in the work of Skotner and
Apelt [97] who applied this model to a fictitious harbour geometry. Schro¨ter et al. [95]
applied a finite difference method, similar in principle to that of Abbot et al. [2], to an-
other set of extended Boussinesq equations. This model was used to simulate the wave
disturbances in a real harbour geometry, reported in a separate publication [94]. Beji and
Nadaoka [11] applied a three-level time centred scheme and centred finite differences for
their extended equations. This method was validated with some standard test problems.
The application of finite difference methods to the Boussinesq equations on irregular
spatial domains has typically been handled by approximating the domain as a series of
steps, so that a regularly spaced discretisation is maintained [2, 94]. In practice these
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boundaries may produce spurious noise and the application of smoothing to the solution
has been reported to alleviate these problems [94]. Modifications to the finite difference
stencils are also required at points near the wall and on irregular domains there are a large
number of possible cases.
The application of the finite element method has until recently been limited to the
original Boussinesq equations, or equivalent systems of the same order of accuracy. Kat-
apodes and Wu [56] developed one of the first finite element methods for the constant
depth equations. This was a Galerkin method using bilinear rectangular elements and a
Lax-Wendroff type discretisation in time. They presented computations of solitary waves
on structured rectangular grids. Antunes Do Carmo et al. [8] developed a Galerkin finite
element method with quadrilateral rectangular elements for the variable depth equations
and used it to model the flow of a solitary wave past a cylindrical obstruction in a channel.
Kawahara and Cheng [57] developed a linear triangular Galerkin finite element method
for the variable depth equations coupled with a simple explicit approximation in time.
This was applied to a model of a bay using a fully unstructured triangular grid. Lang-
tangen and Pedersen [58] developed Galerkin finite element methods based on linear tri-
angles and biquadratic rectangles within the framework of the DIFFPACK software [29].
They used a staggered time integration scheme which allowed them to solve each equa-
tion sequentially rather than in coupled form. In a subsequent paper [59] they included
correction terms to increase the time accuracy and to try and eliminate any non-physical
dispersion. They showed that unstructured grids adapted to the depth profile could be used
to solve problems with far greater efficiency than structured grids, although they found
the biquadratic rectangular elements to be generally superior to triangular ones. Ambrosi
and Quartepelle [6] applied a modified linear Taylor-Galerkin method to the Boussinesq
equations. They used this scheme to model the flow of a solitary wave past a cylindrical
obstruction in a channel using unstructured triangular grids. At the time of the develop-
ment of the numerical model used in this project there were, to the authors knowledge,
no published finite element methods for extended Boussinesq equations; however Li et
al. [62] have recently presented a bilinear quadrilateral finite element method for Beji
and Nadaoka’s extended Boussinesq equations. This was applied to several standard test
cases for dispersive waves. As mentioned in the previous chapter there are some similari-
ties with the method described here and they are compared and contrasted in this chapter.
Although the finite element method will straightforwardly extend to irregular domains
the only work reported to the author’s knowledge on such an application is that of Kawa-
hara and Cheng [57] who modelled wave propagation into a real bay.
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5.3 The two-dimensional extended Boussinesq
equation system
Nwogu’s two-dimensional extended Boussinesq equations [72] can be derived from the
three-dimensional incompressible, irrotational Euler equations in a similar manner to
that presented in Section 2.4.3. Both horizontal coordinates are nondimensionalised
and scaled in an identical manner to the one-dimensional coordinate x. Here the equa-
tions are written in terms of the free surface elevation ηxy t, horizontal velocity field
uxy t  uxy t vxy t at depth z  θh and spatially varying depth hxy with
respect to a horizontal coordinate system xy.
∂η
∂ t
∇hηu∇

B1h
3∇∇uB2h2∇∇hu

 0 (5.1)
∂u
∂ t
g∇η u∇uA1h2∇

∇
∂u
∂ t

A2h∇

∇

h
∂u
∂ t

 0 (5.2)
where the coefficients A1, A2, B1 and B2 are defined by equations (2.110)-(2.113) and
depend on the free parameter θ . The two-dimensional vector differential operator ∇ is
defined by,
∇ 

∂
∂x

∂
∂y

(5.3)
In order to apply the linear finite element method developed in the last chapter the third
spatial derivatives must be removed from the system. Due to the structure of the free
surface equation (5.1) this can be achieved by defining a vector w as follows,
w  B1h3∇∇uB2h2∇∇hu (5.4)
Using this equation to rewrite equation (5.1) in a lower order form introduces two addi-
tional differential equations into the system.
Li et al. [62] rewrite Beji and Nadaoka’s extended Boussinesq equation system in
lower order form by introducing the gradient of the free surface as an additional variable
in a similar manner.
The two-dimensional nonlinear convection terms in the velocity equation (5.2) are
expressed in a form that cannot be directly rewritten in a compact manner as in one di-
mension. However it is possible to approximate these terms within the order of accuracy
of the Boussinesq equations to arrive at a compact form. Considering the nonlinear con-
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vection term from the first velocity component u of equation (5.2),
u
∂u
∂x
 v
∂u
∂y

∂
∂x

u2
2

 v
∂v
∂x
 v
∂v
∂x
 v
∂u
∂y

∂
∂x

1
2

u2  v2


 v

∂u
∂y

∂v
∂x

(5.5)
From the assumption of irrotationality made in the derivation of the Boussinesq mathe-
matical model in Chapter 2 the true three-dimensional velocity field,
Uxyz  UVW (5.6)
satisfies the irrotationality condition,
∂U
∂y

∂V
∂x
 0 (5.7)
In Section 2.4.3 Nwogu’s scaled, nondimensionalised velocity variable uˆxˆ tˆ was shown
to be an σ 2 perturbation of the true velocity field Uˆxˆ z˜ tˆ. Hence in the scaled,
nondimensionalised Boussinesq framework,
∂ uˆ
∂ yˆ

∂ vˆ
∂ xˆ

∂Uˆ
∂ yˆ

∂Vˆ
∂ xˆ
σ 2
 σ 2 (5.8)
Using this to rewrite the nonlinear convection terms in equation (5.5),
uˆ
∂ uˆ
∂ xˆ
 vˆ
∂ uˆ
∂ yˆ

∂
∂ xˆ

1
2

uˆ2  vˆ2


σ 2 (5.9)
Similarly the nonlinear convection term from the second velocity component vˆ can be
rewritten as,
uˆ
∂ vˆ
∂ xˆ
 vˆ
∂ vˆ
∂ yˆ

∂
∂ yˆ

1
2

uˆ2  vˆ2


 uˆ

∂ uˆ
∂ yˆ

∂ vˆ
∂ xˆ


∂
∂ yˆ

1
2

uˆ2  vˆ2


σ 2 (5.10)
Equation (2.101) in Section 2.4.3 shows that within the Boussinesq mathematical model
the nonlinear terms are alreadyε hence the approximations (5.9) and (5.10) areεσ 2
perturbations to the equation system which is within the overall order of accuracy of
the Boussinesq equations. This rewriting of the convection terms was used by Beji and
Nadaoka [11] in the development of a finite difference method for their extended equation
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system, although they stated it without any explanation.
The two-dimensional equations contain dispersive terms in the form of cross spatial
derivatives, as well as mixed space and time derivatives. It is possible to rewrite the
dispersion terms by rearranging the order of differentiation, ie.
∇∇uv

∇
∂u
∂x
∇
∂u
∂y

(5.11)
However consideration of the boundary conditions in Section 5.5.3 shows that the form in
equations (5.1)-(5.4) is the most appropriate for the numerical methods developed in this
work.
Using these approximations and the notation (3.3) for the time derivative, the equation
system (5.1)-(5.2) can be written as,
η˙ ∇pq∇w  0 (5.12)
u˙
∂ f
∂x
A1h
2 ∂
∂x
∇u˙A2h
∂
∂x
∇hu˙  0 (5.13)
v˙
∂ f
∂y
A1h
2 ∂
∂y
∇u˙A2h
∂
∂y
∇hu˙  0 (5.14)
w1B1h
3 ∂
∂x
∇uB2h2
∂
∂x
∇hu  0 (5.15)
w2B1h
3 ∂
∂y
∇uB2h2
∂
∂y
∇hu  0 (5.16)
where,
f 
1
2

u2  v2

gη (5.17)
p  hηu (5.18)
q  hηv (5.19)
The assumption of a constant depth, H, simplifies the equations slightly to,
η˙ ∇pq∇w  0 (5.20)
u˙
∂ f
∂x
αH2
∂
∂x
∇u˙  0 (5.21)
v˙
∂ f
∂y
αH2
∂
∂y
∇u˙  0 (5.22)
w1βH3
∂
∂x
∇u  0 (5.23)
w2βH3
∂
∂y
∇u  0 (5.24)
where α and β are defined by equations (2.116) and (2.117).
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Suitable boundary conditions and initial conditions for these equations and their nu-
merical approximations are considered in detail in Sections 5.5 and 5.7 respectively.
5.4 Spatial discretisation
5.4.1 The two-dimensional finite element method
In two-dimensions the finite element method is developed by first partitioning the spa-
tial domain into a set of ne non-overlapping elements that completely cover the domain.
In this work triangular elements are used. It is possible to use general polygonal ele-
ments [113] but the use of triangular elements allows advantage to be taken of the many
software packages available for representing arbitrary spatial domains with triangles. A
piecewise linear interpolation can be defined over this set of triangular elements by using
the common vertices to define a set of np nodes. Higher degrees of polynomial interpola-
tion can be expressed by including nodal points on the common edges of the triangles and
interior to the triangular elements [113]. A set of np linear global basis functions φ ixy
are then defined on the set of nodes by,
φix jy j  δi j (5.25)
where δi j is the Dirac delta function. A typical global basis function is illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.1(a), which shows that the interpolation function is non-zero only over the elements
immediately surrounding the point. On an element there will be three non-zero local basis
functions, with a typical one illustrated by Figure 5.1(b), and these are used to define a
linear interpolation over the element. By the definition of the interpolation at the nodes
an unknown function is interpolated in a piecewise linear fashion over the whole set of
triangles, and clearly φixy  1, where the definition of 1 (3.18) is extended to two
dimensions by requiring that both first spatial derivatives belong to L2. Higher degrees of
continuity are possible in two dimensions [100] but are not considered in this work.
5.4.2 The finite element spatial discretisation
Nwogu’s two-dimensional extended Boussinesq equations are discretised in space with
a linear triangular Galerkin finite element method. For clarity of presentation the con-
stant depth equation system (5.20)-(5.24) is considered first. Afterwards the discretisa-
tion procedure for a typical dispersive term of the variable depth system (5.12)-(5.16) is
considered.
The spatial domain Ω is partitioned into a set of ne non-overlapping triangular ele-
ments that completely cover the domain. The vertices of these triangles define a set of np
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Figure 5.1: The linear triangular finite element basis function
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nodes. A set of linear basis functions 	φ j j  1    np
 is defined at the nodes of the
mesh, as described in the previous section.
To develop the Galerkin finite element method, equations (5.20)-(5.24) are multiplied
by a test function φixy from the set of basis functions and integrated over the spatial
domain Ω. The notation (3.33) is used for the spatial integrals.
φi η˙φi∇pqφi∇w  0 (5.26)
φi u˙

φi
∂ f
∂x

αH2

φi
∂
∂x
∇u˙

 0 (5.27)
φi v˙

φi
∂ f
∂y

αH2

φi
∂
∂y
∇u˙

 0 (5.28)
φiw1βH3

φi
∂
∂x
∇u

 0 (5.29)
φiw2βH3

φi
∂
∂y
∇u

 0 (5.30)
Integration by parts is used to reduce the order of the second spatial derivatives, introduc-
ing integrals on the boundary Γ.
φi η˙φi∇pqφi∇w  0 (5.31)
φi u˙

∂φi
∂x
 f

αH2

∂φi
∂x
∇u˙




Γ
φi

f αH2∇u˙

nx dΓ (5.32)
φi v˙

∂φi
∂y
 f

αH2

∂φi
∂y
∇u˙




Γ
φi

f αH2∇u˙

ny dΓ (5.33)
φiw1βH3

∂φi
∂x
∇u

 βH3

Γ
φi ∇unx dΓ (5.34)
φiw2βH3

∂φi
∂y
∇u

 βH3

Γ
φi ∇uny dΓ (5.35)
where n nxny is the outward unit normal to the boundary Γ. Introducing approxima-
tions for the continuous function η , u, v, p, q and f over the mesh in the form,
Fxy t 
np
∑
j1
φ jxy Fjt (5.36)
the discrete system can be written,
Mi jη˙ jC1ji p jC
2
jiq jC
1
jiw1 jC
2
jiw2 j  0 (5.37)
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Mi ju˙ jC
1
i j f jαH
2 K11i j u˙ jK
12
i j v˙ j




Γ
φi

f αH2∇u˙

nx dΓ (5.38)
Mi jv˙ jC
2
i j f jαH
2 K21i j u˙ jK
22
i j v˙ j




Γ
φi

f αH2∇u˙

ny dΓ (5.39)
Mi jw1 jβH3

K11i j u jK
12
i j v j


βH3

Γ
φi ∇unx dΓ (5.40)
Mi jw2 jβH3

K21i j u jK
22
i j v j


βH3

Γ
φi ∇uny dΓ (5.41)
where summation over the repeated index j is implied, and,
Mi j 

φiφ j

(5.42)
Cmi j 

∂φi
∂xm
φ j

(5.43)
Kmni j 

∂φi
∂xm

∂φ j
∂xn

(5.44)
with x1x2  xy. In this form, and together with the appropriate boundary condi-
tions and initial conditions, the discrete equations represent a system of 5np differential-
algebraic equations to be solved within the time integration process. For the one-dimensional
equations the computational expense was reduced by approximating the spatially discre-
tised auxiliary equation (4.26) in a more explicit form (4.30) by lumping the mass matrix
M. Here a similar approximation is made by approximating the mass matrix Mi j in a sim-
ilar lumped, diagonal form for the calculation of the auxiliary variables w1 and w2. This
replaces equations (5.40) and (5.41) with,
w1i 
βH3
MLi



K11i j u jK
12
i j v j



Γ
φi ∇unx dΓ

(5.45)
w2i 
βH3
MLi



K21i j u jK
22
i j v j



Γ
φi ∇uny dΓ

(5.46)
where,
MLi 
np
∑
j1
Mi j (5.47)
The w1 and w2 equations are decoupled from the differential-algebraic system and are
calculated explicitly before the differential equations (5.37)-(5.39) are assembled. This
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reduces the size of the system solved by the time integration software from 5np to 3np.
Note that in this case the original discretised equations (5.40) and (5.41) are sparse matrix
systems for the nodal values w1i and w2i and hence the reduction to a diagonal form
represents a considerable computational saving in itself.
The two-dimensional variable depth equations (5.12)-(5.16) represent the most gen-
eral equation system to be considered here. The only difference with the constant depth
equations (5.20)-(5.24) is the more general form of the dispersive terms, which include
the effects of a spatially varying depth hxy. The dispersive terms can be discretised
in a compact form analogous to that which was described for the one-dimensional equa-
tions in Section 4.4.2. This is described for a typical dispersive term from equation (5.15)
below.

φiB2h2
∂
∂x
∇hu

 B2

φih2
∂
∂x
∇hu

 B2

∂
∂x

φih2

∇hu

B2

Γ
φih2∇hunx dΓ
 B2

∂φi
∂x
h2 φi
∂
∂x

h2

∇hu

B2

Γ
φih2∇hunx dΓ (5.48)
The unknown functions are compactly approximated over the mesh in a similar manner
to the approximation of the nonlinear functions p, q and f , by equation (5.36).
h2 
np
∑
j1
φ j h2 j (5.49)
hu 
np
∑
j1
φ j hu j (5.50)
hv 
np
∑
j1
φ j hv j (5.51)
Inserting these approximations into (5.48), the finite element approximation of the disper-
sive term is,

φiB2h2
∂
∂x
∇hu

 B2

∂φi
∂x
φkφi
∂φk
∂x

h2k
∂φ j
∂x
h ju j
∂φ j
∂y
h jv j

B2

Γ
φih2∇hunx dΓ (5.52)
where summation over the repeated indices is implied. A similar procedure can be used
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to approximate all of the dispersive terms in equations (5.12)-(5.16).
Li et al. [62] use a similar lumped approximation for their auxiliary variables; however
in discretising the variable depth equations they neglect certain terms and the underlying
mathematical model will be less accurate at this point.
5.5 Boundary conditions
5.5.1 Introduction
In the last chapter boundary conditions for the one-dimensional extended Boussinesq
equations and their numerical implementation were discussed. In this section those tech-
niques are extended to the two-dimensional equations. Two-dimensional effects, not con-
sidered in the previous chapter, are discussed in detail. In this work an attempt is made
to derive boundary conditions in a mathematically and physically consistent manner and
this is compared and contrasted with previously published work.
In two-dimensions the boundary segments completely enclose the domain, and care
must be taken to ensure compatibility between conditions imposed at the intersection of
boundary segments with different boundary conditions.
5.5.2 Inflow boundaries
In Section 4.5.1 it was shown how periodic waves could be introduced to the domain
at inflow boundaries. These techniques can be directly applied to inflow boundaries in
two-dimensions if those boundaries are straight and aligned with the x or y coordinate
directions and the wave front is parallel to the boundary it crosses.
For more realistic cases involving complicated geometry and wave conditions it is un-
likely that this simple boundary condition will be sufficient. In general the incident wave
conditions can be multi-directional, multi-component wave forms [73]. This fully gen-
eral case is not considered here, but some of the issues such as the inclusion of harmonic
interactions, which was discussed in Section 4.5.1, and the introduction of waves at an
angle to the boundary are considered.
To introduce a wave at an angle to the inflow boundary the one-dimensional plane
wave solution is rotated by the appropriate angle. Considering the one-dimensional inflow
conditions described in Section 4.5.1,
ηp  a sinkxωt (5.53)
up  b sinkxωt (5.54)
wp  βH3k2b sinkxωt (5.55)
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the two-dimensional solution produced by a rotation of the flow direction by an angle θR
with respect to the x-axis is given by,
ηxy t  ηp (5.56)
uxy t  cosθR up (5.57)
vxy t  sinθR up (5.58)
w1xy t  cosθR wp (5.59)
w2xy t  sinθR wp (5.60)
As discussed in Section 4.7, for the consistency of the whole problem, all boundary
data must be zero at the initial time. The inflow boundary condition described above
will not satisfy this condition initially in general. To overcome this problem the wave is
gradually introduced into the domain in the following manner. If the inflow condition is
assumed to be a plane periodic wave of the form (5.56)-(5.60) then a wave front can be
defined as,
k zRω t  0 (5.61)
where,
zR  cosθR x sinθR y (5.62)
moving with speed,
C 
ω
k
(5.63)
in a direction normal to the wave front. At each time step the inflow nodes are tested and
marked as active or inactive according to the following rule,
k zRω t

 0 active in f low
 0 inactive in f low
(5.64)
At active inflow boundary nodes the solution is multiplied by a factor,
cin  c1

1 e

kzR
ω t


(5.65)
c1 is a problem dependent constant to be determined by experiment. The quantity
kzR
ω
represents the time at which the wave front will reach the position zR, assuming it is at
zR  0 at t  0. After this time the coefficient cin ensures the wave is gradually increased
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from zero at that point. Inactive boundary nodes are set with zero solution values. This
ensures a gentle and continuous start-up of the flow across the inflow boundary which is
essential for the efficient use of the adaptive time integration software.
5.5.3 Solid wall boundaries
Since the equation system is based on an inviscid flow model the physical boundary con-
dition is that of impermeability,
u n  0 (5.66)
The application of this condition to the two-dimensional velocity field in the extended
Boussinesq equations is consistent with the definition of the true three-dimensional ve-
locity field if all boundaries are considered vertical.
In the continuous case a free surface boundary condition can be derived from the free
surface equation (5.12). Integrating this equation over the domain Ω,

Ω
η˙ ∇pq∇w dΩ  0 (5.67)
Using the divergence theorem, and taking the time derivative outside the spatial integral
gives,
∂
∂ t


Ω
η dΩ



Γ
pqw n dΓ  0 (5.68)
Where Γ is the boundary of Ω and n nxny is the outward normal on Γ. By conserva-
tion of mass the time derivative term must be zero since there is no loss or gain of mass
through the wall. Hence,

Γ
pq nw n dΓ  0 (5.69)
Using the definitions of p and q, respectively equations (5.18) and (5.19), this can be
written as,

Γ
hηu nw n dΓ  0 (5.70)
Equation (5.66) implies that the first part of this expression is zero on Γ and hence addi-
tionally requiring,
w n  0 (5.71)
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will completely satisfy the boundary condition (5.70). If the boundary conditions (5.66)
and (5.71) are imposed it is then inconsistent to apply the original boundary condi-
tion (5.70) as this will over-specify conditions at the solid wall. In this work there is
no boundary condition applied to the free surface at solid walls, which is equivalent in
the discrete case to extrapolating the boundary integral over the element neighbouring the
boundary edge. Here, equivalently, the discrete equation (5.37) does not contain a bound-
ary integral as there is no integration by parts, and assembling this equation is equivalent
to the extrapolation of the boundary integral.
The boundary condition (5.66) supplies a constraint on the normal velocity at the wall.
Tangentially to the wall there is no constraint and a momentum equation is required for
the evolution of the tangential velocity at the wall. This problem has been considered
previously in the context of fluid flow problems by Engelman et al. [38].
Consider a local coordinate system ns with n aligned with the outward normal and
s aligned with the tangent at that point. This corresponds to locally rotating the xy
coordinate system by an angle θW to the new orientation ns. The velocity components
uNvS with respect to the coordinate system ns can be related to the xy velocities
uv by,
uN  cosθW u sinθW v (5.72)
vS  sinθW u cosθW v (5.73)
In the normal direction the velocity component uN satisfies the normal boundary condi-
tion (5.66),
uN  0 (5.74)
Considering the constant depth equations (5.20)-(5.24) for simplicity of presentation, in
the tangential direction the velocity component vS satisfies the momentum equation,
v˙S
∂F
∂ s
αH2
∂
∂ s

∂ u˙N
∂n

∂ v˙S
∂ s

 0 (5.75)
where,
F 
1
2

u2N  v
2
S

gη (5.76)
Note that the surface elevation η is invariant under rotation, and that the quantity 12

u2N  v
2
S

,
corresponding to a velocity magnitude, is similarly invariant. Hence,
F ηuNvS  f ηuv (5.77)
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Using chain rules allows the derivatives with respect to the rotated coordinates ns to be
rewritten with respect to the xy coordinate system,
∂
∂n

∂x
∂n
∂
∂x

∂y
∂n
∂
∂y
 cosθW
∂
∂x
 sinθW
∂
∂y
(5.78)
∂
∂ s

∂x
∂ t
∂
∂x

∂y
∂ t
∂
∂y
 sinθW
∂
∂x
 cosθW
∂
∂y
(5.79)
Now consider the terms of the momentum equation (5.75) in turn. Using (5.73) the time
derivative becomes,
v˙S  sinθW u˙ cosθW v˙ (5.80)
Using (5.79) and (5.77) the first derivative becomes,
∂F
∂ s
 sinθW
∂ f
∂x
 cosθW
∂ f
∂y
(5.81)
Considering the dispersive term from equation (5.75),
∂ u˙N
∂n

∂ v˙S
∂ s


cosθW
∂
∂x
 sinθW
∂
∂y

cosθW u˙ sinθW v˙


sinθW
∂
∂x
 cosθW
∂
∂y

sinθW u˙ cosθW v˙

∂ u˙
∂x

∂ v˙
∂y
(5.82)
ie. the divergence of the velocity is similarly invariant to rotation. Differentiating equa-
tion (5.82) with respect to s,
∂
∂ s

∂ u˙N
∂n

∂ v˙S
∂ s



sinθW
∂
∂x
 cosθW
∂
∂y

∇  u˙ v˙ (5.83)
Substituting equations (5.80), (5.81) and (5.83) into (5.75),
sinθW

u˙
∂ f
∂x
αH2
∂
∂x
∇  u˙ v˙

cosθW

v˙
∂ f
∂y
αH2
∂
∂y
∇  u˙ v˙

 0 (5.84)
Comparison with the momentum equations (5.21) and (5.22) reveals that the tangential
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momentum equation (5.84) is obtained from the dot product of the xy momentum equa-
tions with the vector s sinθW cosθW  which is the tangent to the wall at that point.
In the numerical implementation of these boundary conditions it is noted that, when
the dot product of the tangent and the discrete momentum equations (5.38) and (5.39) is
formed, the boundary integrals disappear and need not be considered at these boundaries.
Note that this formulation of the wall boundary condition depended on the compact
form of the nonlinear term f in the equations, in particular that it is invariant to rotation.
This is also the reason that the particular ordering of the dispersive derivatives was chosen
in equations (5.13) and (5.14) rather than rewriting them with the vector identity (5.11).
At a solid wall boundary the momentum equations (5.38) and (5.39) are replaced by
the velocity boundary condition (5.66) and the tangential momentum equation (5.84).
Care must be taken in the order of this replacement to ensure that the inviscid boundary
condition (5.66) does not leave a zero diagonal entry in the matrix system, eg. if the nor-
mal nxny  10 and equation (5.66) replaces the y momentum equation (5.39). To
ensure against this, equation (5.66) always replaces the momentum equation correspond-
ing to the component of the normal of largest absolute size.
At a solid wall the boundary condition on the auxiliary variable (5.71) is also applied.
In a similar manner to the velocity field the equations (5.12) and (5.13) can be transformed
into normal and tangential form, resulting in the disappearance of the boundary integrals
in the discrete form of the equations (5.45) and (5.46) in the tangential direction. w1 and
w2 can then be prescribed as Dirichlet values from,
wwall1  w  ssx (5.85)
wwall2  w  ssy (5.86)
In previously published work with finite difference methods the wall boundary con-
ditions usually applied are that the normal velocity and the normal derivative of the free
surface are zero. This latter condition can be derived from a lower order form of the free
surface equation (5.12) [106] although it does not appear to directly enforce conserva-
tion as is the case with the condition (5.71) derived here. However it has been frequently
used with finite difference methods [97, 106] and also in the finite element method of
Li et al. [62]. It has also been noted that with the finite difference schemes an addi-
tional non-physical constraint is required at a solid wall to produce a stable numerical
scheme [97, 106]. This is that the normal derivative of the tangential velocity compo-
nent is zero. Assuming a first order difference approximation applied on a square finite
difference grid aligned with the wall this condition implies that the tangential velocity at
the wall is made equal to the tangential velocity at the adjacent internal point, essentially
imposing no shear at the wall. In contrast the boundary conditions derived here require
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no further constraints and indeed attempting to apply one will over-specify the solution at
the wall.
Corners in the wall boundary segments require special treatment in the numerical
method. At concave corners, ie. with internal angles less than 180o, a non-zero velocity
will imply flow through the wall and hence the velocity is set to zero at these points. At
convex corners, ie. with internal angles greater than 180o, the velocity can be non-zero
without implying flow through the wall. Skotner and Apelt [97] note that problems are
encountered due to non-physical oscillations being introduced at these points in their fi-
nite difference method for Nwogu’s extended Boussinesq equations. They use upwind
differencing at these points, which introduces numerical diffusion, to prevent the oscil-
lations. Here the velocity is allowed to be non-zero and in the direction defined by the
normal formed from the average of the two adjacent boundary edges with the boundary
conditions (5.66) and (5.71).
Where a boundary segment with inflow boundary conditions meets a wall boundary
segment the inflow solution must be consistent with the wall boundary conditions on the
velocity (5.66) and the auxiliary variables (5.71).
5.5.4 Outflow boundaries
Outflow boundaries are non-physical restrictions on the size of the domain and hence it
is important to minimise the reflection of information back from these boundaries. In
Section 4.5.3 viscous damping layers, termed sponge layers [48], were used near these
boundaries to absorb outgoing waves and prevent wave reflection. Here, in contrast to pre-
viously published work [106], these viscous terms were added to the free surface equation
and it was found that they effectively absorbed outgoing waves.
In two dimensions a similar approach is adopted. The viscous damping layer is im-
plemented by adding a viscous term to the free surface equation. Here this is illustrated
for the constant depth equation (5.20).
η˙ ∇pq∇w  cs∇∇η (5.87)
The coefficient of this term cs decreases exponentially away from the boundary, and is
zero in most of the domain. The form of this coefficient is here taken to be a generalisation
of the one-dimensional form (4.67),
cs  n1
e

znzs
zoutzs
n2
1
e11
(5.88)
where zn denotes the normal distance from the outflow boundary, and the sponge layer
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extends from the boundary zn zout to zn zs. n1 and n2 are constants used to fine tune the
amount of viscosity required at the boundary. They will generally be problem dependent.
This form appears suitable for the outflow boundaries considered in the examples in this
work but will probably not be so in all cases, eg. for more irregular boundary regions.
In two-dimensions these boundary conditions are often found to be much less effec-
tive [112]. This is probably due to the fact that the formulation of the viscous layers
is based on a one-dimensional analysis involving the wave front arriving parallel to the
layer [60]. In two-dimensions it is much harder to prevent reflections from waves that
arrive at large angles to the viscous layers. In practice this means that much more work
must be expended in fine-tuning the specification of these layers for two-dimensional
calculations.
The implementation of the sponge layer in equation (5.87) is in an isotropic form and
it is possible that wave direction information could be used to formulate a non-isotropic
coefficient and improve its performance for non-parallel waves. However such a form has
not been used in this work.
Where a boundary segment with inflow boundary conditions meets an outflow bound-
ary segment the inflow solution must be modified to prevent spurious interactions within
the sponge layer. In practice the inflow solution is reduced near sponge layer boundaries
and is made zero where the inflow boundary segment is within a sponge layer region.
5.5.5 Internal generation of waves
The simulation of realistic problems requires long time calculations in order to allow the
initial transient effects to be removed. If wave generation is implemented by prescribing
the waveform at the boundary, as described in Section 5.5.2, then a wave that is reflected
back to that boundary will not be able to pass through that region and leave the domain. In
geometrically complicated regions interactions with solid boundaries will generally pro-
duce a multi-directional wave field and problems at such inflow boundaries will become
increasingly likely.
In Section 4.5.4 a new method of generating waves internally to the domain by sim-
ulating an oscillation of the sea bed was described. This was applied successfully to
the one-dimensional extended Boussinesq equations and allowed reflected waves to pass
through the generation region and leave the domain. In this section the application of this
method in two dimensions is considered.
Larsen and Dancy [60] were the first to describe such an approach for a two-dimensional
finite difference model of the original Boussinesq equation system. They introduced an in-
crement to the free surface along a generation line which varied periodically to produce a
wave motion. They showed that this approach could be used on fairly general geometries,
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within the restrictions of the cartesian finite difference grid. Skotner and Apelt [97] have
described an alternative internal wave generation method for a two-dimensional finite
difference model of Nwogu’s extended Boussinesq equations. This method is relatively
complex, involving a modified stencil in the wave generation region and explicit removal
of the wave in the region behind the wave generator to prevent reflection. More recently
Wei et al. [108] have rigorously derived a source function that can be added to the free
surface equation to generate regular or irregular wave fields inside the domain. This was
implemented as part of their finite difference model for Nwogu’s extended Boussinesq
equations [106].
Here, in two dimensions, it is found that the simple modification for a time-varying
depth described by equation (4.69) is not sufficient to produce accurate internal waves.
This modification of the equation system disregards the effect of the time variation of the
depth on all the other terms in the equation system. Here it is proposed to additionally
include these effects in the convective terms of the free surface equation (5.12). The
modified free surface equation is then,
η˙  h˙I∇hhIηu∇w  0 (5.89)
The time variation of the depth will also affect the dispersive terms in the system. How-
ever, as discussed in Section 5.5.2, the width of the generating region is proportional to the
wavelength and the amplitude of undulation is proportional to the wave amplitude, hence
it reasonable to assume that the perturbation to the dispersive terms can be neglected
within the order of approximation of the Boussinesq system.
5.6 Time integration
5.6.1 The system of equations
The two-dimensional finite element spatial discretisation described in the previous section
produces a differential-algebraic equation system of the form,
Aiky ty˙kt  fiy t (5.90)
where y and y˙ contain all the current values of the solution and their time derivatives
respectively. The matrix Aik has constant coefficients, and f is a nonlinear function of
y. With the explicit approximations (5.45) and (5.46) used for the auxiliary variables,
and with these equations decoupled from the differential-algebraic system as described in
Section 5.4, equation (5.90) represents a 3np-dimensional system of nonlinear equations
to be solved within the time integration algorithm, where np is the number of nodes in the
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finite element mesh. Following the description outlined in Section 3.3 the time integration
of the nonlinear system (5.90) will require the solution of the following system of linear
equations,
Ji jy∆y j  αT ∆t riy (5.91)
where ∆t is the current time step, αT is a constant that depends on the time integration
method used, and ∆y is the solution increment at that time step. The Jacobian matrix Ji j
is given by,
Ji j  α ∆t
d fi
dy j
Ai j (5.92)
for the spatial discretisation described by equation (5.90). The vector y contains the free
surface and velocity unknowns in the order,
y  η1u1v1η2u2v2    ηnpunpvnpt (5.93)
The variables ηuv at a node are stored consecutively, however in contrast to the one-
dimensional spatial discretisation considered in Section 4.6 the node numbering for a
two-dimensional finite element mesh typically produces a sparse matrix system. Within
the time integration algorithm this will produce a sparse Jacobian matrix (5.92) and hence
a sparse matrix equation system (5.91) to be solved at each Newton iteration. This sys-
tem will be most efficiently solved using sparse matrix techniques [84], and in particular
the banded matrix solution methods used in Chapter 4 for the one-dimensional solution
algorithm will be inefficient for these problems.
Within the time integration package SPRINT the most common solution method for
such systems is to use a sparse direct solution algorithm via a complete factorisation of
the Jacobian matrix [20]. However for large problems the computational time required
by the factorisation algorithm and the storage requirements for the factored matrix can
become too large for practical computations [105]. An alternative to the direct solution
of the sparse matrix system is to use iterative methods. The SPRINT package has been
linked with the WATSIT package of iterative methods [50, 105]. The most general method
contained in the package is the preconditioned truncated Krylov-subspace based method
ORTHOMIN.
The time integration software DASPK has no facility for direct solution of sparse
equation systems. However it has been combined with the iterative methods from the
SPARSKIT package [84], the most general of which is the preconditioned truncated
Krylov-subspace based method GMRES.
The following sections examine the application of direct and iterative solution meth-
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ods within SPRINT and DASPK to solve the equation system (5.91). Reordering strate-
gies for the matrix are discussed which can lead to gains in efficiency both in storage
requirements and computational time.
5.6.2 Solution methods for the equation system
5.6.2.1 Direct solution methods
SPRINT contains two separate modules for the direct solution of sparse linear equation
systems; the Yale Sparse Matrix Package and the NAG sparse matrix routines [20]. An
efficient storage method is necessary for the algorithms to take full advantage of the sparse
matrix structure. Various methods exist for storage of only the non-zero elements of a
sparse matrix [84]. Both the methods within SPRINT use compressed column storage
format [20] which stores pointers to every non-zero row entry in a column and pointers
to where each new column begins in the list of row entries. These integer lists are an
additional computational overhead but this is outweighed by the reduction in the storage
for the matrix itself for a sufficiently sparse matrix. The localised nature of the linear finite
element basis used in this work will ensure that this method of storage is always efficient
for large problems. The direct solution methods both solve the system by first calculating
a lower-upper (LU) factorisation of the matrix. The Yale routines are slightly less robust
as they do not allow pivoting [20] which can lead to an accumulation of numerical round-
off errors in some cases, hence only the NAG routines are considered here.
A disadvantage of direct sparse solution methods is that the factorisation of the Ja-
cobian matrix is a computationally expensive operation both in terms of CPU time and
memory requirements. Factorising the matrix generates fill-in; non-zero entries in posi-
tions that are not included (ie. zero) in the sparse representation of the original matrix,
and the size of the factorisation is bounded only by the bandwidth of the sparse matrix
and is not directly related to the sparsity pattern. Hence the LU decomposed matrix can
have a much larger size than the matrix itself [84].
The two-dimensional finite element model considered here has extra entries on each
row of the Jacobian due to the coupling with the auxiliary wi equations. Fig. 5.2 illus-
trates the region of the discretisation coupled at a node for a linear triangular mesh. Thus
a node is coupled to two layers of elements surrounding it rather than the more usual one
layer. A typical linear triangular mesh with six elements surrounding a node will have
nineteen non-zero nodal blocks per row, and with three equations per node in the Boussi-
nesq system will correspond to fifty-seven non-zero entries per row. This increases the
size of the Jacobian matrix and greatly increases the amount of potential fill-in of the LU
factorisation.
Note that solving the equation system in the fully coupled form (5.37)-(5.41) would
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Figure 5.2: The region coupled to node i by the finite element discretisation of the ex-
tended Boussinesq equations
lead to five equations at each node. However these are coupled only to the first layer of
elements surrounding a node, typically seven nodes per row of the matrix, and hence will
typically contain thirty-five entries per row. This advantage is reduced by consideration of
the increased number of degrees of freedom of the system, and by the increased bandwidth
of the matrix, which is discussed in more detail in the following sections.
5.6.2.2 Reorderings of the matrix
The sparsity structure of the LU factorisation is determined by the sparsity pattern of
the original matrix [84]. It is therefore possible to increase the efficiency of the process
both in storage and computational time by reordering the matrix such that the size of
the LU factorisation is minimised. Whilst this problem is too expensive to solve exactly
there are a variety of approximate solution strategies that can be used [43]. The strategies
considered here are all concerned with renumbering the nodes of the finite element mesh
with the ordering so determined leading to a reduced size of the LU factored matrix.
These procedures can all be implemented as a preprocessing step on the mesh and do not
have any overhead on the cost of the time integration.
One of the most common reordering strategies used in combination with the finite
element method is the Reverse Cuthill-McKee ordering [43]. This procedure attempts
to minimise the bandwidth of the mesh, where the bandwidth is defined as the maximum
distance from the diagonal of a non-zero entry for all rows and columns of the mesh. More
precisely if the set of ns edges 	Eki jk  1    ns
 of the mesh is considered, where i and
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j denote the numbers of the nodes comprising the edge, then the bandwidth is defined as,
max
Eki j
i j k  1    ns (5.94)
Using the SPRINT software suitably small two-dimensional problems may be efficiently
solved by such a reordering combined with the banded matrix software used for the one-
dimensional problems. However for larger two-dimensional problems the increased size
of the bandwidth makes such methods inefficient compared to fully sparse methods of
solution.
The Reverse Cuthill-McKee ordering also reduces the fill-in produced by an LU fac-
tored matrix by constraining it to be within the bandwidth of the original matrix. However
this bandwidth will become large as the problem size increases. For example, a square
domain discretised with N2 regularly spaced nodes, and hence 2N 12 triangular el-
ements, will have a bandwidth of N+1. For unstructured triangular grids over irregular
domains the bandwidth is seen to be related to the number of nodes across the smaller of
the width or height of the domain.
For the finite element method considered here a node is coupled to the two layers of
elements surrounding it as described in the previous section and the bandwidth is effec-
tively doubled. With three equations at each node the bandwidth of the time integration
system is approximately six times the nodal bandwidth of the triangular finite element
mesh. The fully coupled differential-algebraic system, with five equations at a node, is
only coupled to the first layer of elements surrounding a node, and hence the bandwidth
of the time integration system is approximately five times the nodal bandwidth of the
triangular finite element mesh.
Simplified versions of the Reverse Cuthill-McKee algorithm have been developed,
such as the advancing front renumbering method [64] although these will rarely produce
superior orderings.
An alternative ordering strategy is that of nested dissection methods, such as those im-
plemented within the mesh partitioning package METIS [54]. This method is commonly
used to partition, or colour, a mesh into disconnected sets of nodes but also has the facility
for computing fill-reducing orderings of the nodes. The basic approach is to split the finite
element mesh into two disconnected parts with a common boundary. Thus the nodes of
one part can produce no fill-in in positions corresponding to the other disconnected part.
The procedure is then repeated recursively until the parts are suitably small.
Experiments with METIS have found that the orderings produced are not greatly su-
perior to those from the Reverse Cuthill-McKee algorithm. This may be due to the fact
that the finite element discretisation of the extended Boussinesq equations produces extra
couplings between the variables due to the wi equations and this makes the dissection
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process more complicated as the nodes are coupled to two layers of elements and the
boundaries between disconnected parts have to be thicker for a correct partitioning.
In this work the Reverse Cuthill-McKee algorithm has been used in all the two-
dimensional cases considered. This reordering method is available as an option internal
to DASPK but here it has been implemented as a stand-alone preprocessing step on the
finite element mesh according to the algorithms presented by George and Liu [43].
5.6.2.3 Iterative solution methods
ORTHOMIN is a generalised conjugate residual method [50]. It is implemented within
SPRINT through the WATSIT package [105]. It is suitable for use with non-symmetric
matrices although they must remain nearly positive definite [105]. At each step of the
method a new search direction is computed which is orthogonal to the search directions
previously used and the solution is advanced by minimising the residual along this di-
rection. Each step involves a matrix-vector product which can be computed efficiently
in sparse form. The process of orthogonalisation becomes expensive if many search di-
rections are stored and so the algorithm terminates after a set number of iterations and
restarts with the latest residual and solution. This does not guarantee orthogonality in all
the search directions used but in practice is found to be a more efficient method over-
all [105].
The performance of the basic iterative method is greatly improved by the applica-
tion of a suitable preconditioning matrix to the system. This preconditioning step should
transform the system into one where the eigenvalues are tightly bunched and hence the
ORTHOMIN search will converge rapidly [105]. The ideal preconditioner will be a good
approximation to the inverse of the matrix but a compromise must be made between the
accuracy of the approximation and the computational cost of forming and storing it.
The WATSIT package contains preconditioning strategies based on incomplete LU
(ILU) factorisations of the original matrix. These reduce the computational time and
storage requirements of the full LU factorisation by disregarding a certain amount of
the fill-in entries. The ILU factorisations implemented within WATSIT are based on the
graph structure of the sparse matrix and are termed ILU(k) methods [50], the integer k
determining the level of fill-in that is allowed in the factorised matrix. The simplest such
method, termed ILU(0), produces an LU factorisation with the same sparsity pattern as
the original matrix. This is simple to form but may not be as efficient overall as higher
level ILU factorisations [84]. An ILU(1) factorisation allows a predetermined amount of
fill-in into the decomposition. The new, larger sparsity pattern has to be precomputed
which adds to the computational cost as well as the storage. The extra expense is traded
off against the faster convergence obtained with the more accurate preconditioner. Higher
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level ILU factorisations are also possible and it is generally problem dependent as to
which is the most efficient choice. A possible disadvantage of the ILU factorisations
described above is that they are based on the sparsity pattern of the original matrix and do
not take the numerical values of the entries into account.
The time integration package DASPK has been combined with the iterative solu-
tion methods of the SPARSKIT package [25]. This implements the GMRES iterative
method together with sophisticated ILU preconditioning techniques, generally termed
ILU(tol) [84]. Such methods disregard fill-in entries based on their numerical size and
use numerical tolerances to control the amount of fill-in [31]. They can produce more
accurate preconditioners for the same amount of storage as ILU(k) methods but are more
computationally expensive to compute. DASPK stores the matrix and its factorisation in
compressed row format [84], whereby non-zero entries are stored row-by-row together
with pointers to indicate the start of each row and the node numbers corresponding to the
non-zero entries.
There are many other choices for the preconditioner. Simpler methods such as di-
agonal scaling or block diagonal scaling may be more efficient for some problems [84].
Other more sophisticated methods include direct approximations to the inverse of the ma-
trix [84]. The preconditioners used in this work are limited to those already implemented
within the time integration packages as described previously.
The reordering strategies discussed in Section 5.6.2.2 are also useful for the iterative
methods. The Reverse Cuthill-McKee bandwidth reduction method will reduce the po-
tential amount of fill-in in the factorised matrix by constraining it to lie within a narrower
region of the matrix, and hence the ILU factorisation will be more accurate for a pre-
specified amount of storage. Recent work by Benzi et al. [14] on ordering strategies for
incomplete matrix factorisation also concluded that the use of the Reverse Cuthill-McKee
method was advantageous for non-symmetric matrix problems.
Another technique often used in conjunction with iterative methods is red/black order-
ing [30, 105]. The equations are partitioned into two groups; the red which are coupled
only to black variables, and the black which are all the other equations. Only the black
equations are solved iteratively and the red variables are computed by back substitution
once the black variables have been computed. If the partition is nearly even, such as would
be the case for a rectangular finite difference grid, then a system of equations roughly half
the size of the original problem is all that has to be solved. A two-dimensional linear
triangular finite element mesh can generally be partitioned into roughly one-third red and
two-thirds black nodes. However the extra coupling of variables due to the auxiliary
variables used in the finite element method here will reduce the size of the red system
significantly. Additionally, when a system of equations is solved there is more than one
equation at a node and the coupling of these equations has to be taken into account. In
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the case of the finite element method considered here only one of the three equations at a
node can be selected as red reducing the overall amount of red equations again. The extra
complications involved in solving the system in red/black order mean that the technique
is unlikely to be efficient in this case, and it has not been used in this work.
5.6.2.4 Evaluation of the Jacobian matrix
Although iterative methods generally use less storage than direct methods the time inte-
gration methods used here still need to compute and store the Jacobian matrix in order to
form an efficient preconditioner, and so these methods cannot be considered truly matrix-
free [105]. The form of the Jacobian matrix for the proposed finite element method is
given by equation (5.92) and the alternatives for its evaluation within the time integration
process are that of numerical approximation by the software or of supplying an analytical
form of the Jacobian as discussed in Section 3.3.
Supplying an analytical form of the Jacobian is likely to be the most efficient mode
of operation [20] if it can be simply constructed. In the case of the finite element method
it would be desirable to form this matrix with a finite element assembly loop, with a
computational expense equivalent to the spatial discretisation of the equations. However
the sparse storage scheme used for the matrix means that it is not straightforward to locate
where an element of the Jacobian must be stored. Once the required column is located
a simple search could find the position but this will be expensive as it has to be repeated
several times for each element matrix. For a simple one variable per node linear triangular
finite element model an element of the mesh will have a three-by-three element Jacobian
matrix hence an alternative is to store a three-by-three array of precomputed pointers to
the locations within the sparse structure. This has been successfully implemented for a
simple heat conduction problem within the SPRINT framework. However the extended
Boussinesq equations have three equations per node and hence a nine-by-nine element
Jacobian matrix. Therefore a significant amount of extra storage would be required for a
similar pointer structure. The additional support of a node described in Section 5.6.2.1 due
to the auxiliary variables in the extended Boussinesq system further complicates matters
as the support of a node extends beyond the immediate neighbourhood of the node and it
may be that this pointer system is not suitable for this system.
The computation of this matrix can also be performed numerically within the time
integration codes. Within SPRINT this matrix is computed by a series of spatial dis-
cretisations which build up a numerical approximation to the Jacobian by perturbing each
degree of freedom of the equation system in turn [20]. Advantage can be taken of the
sparsity of the matrix to perturb several variables at once if their dependence on the other
variables of the system does not intersect. Within SPRINT, non-intersecting groups of
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columns are formed from the sparsity pattern and the Jacobian is evaluated numerically
with a minimum number of spatial discretisation steps [20]. Within DASPK the Jaco-
bian is evaluated numerically by grouping rows separated by a distance corresponding
to the bandwidth of the matrix, which ensures non-intersection of the rows. This can
become inefficient for the two-dimensional finite element method developed here as the
mesh bandwidth may become large. If the Reverse Cuthill-McKee method described in
Section 5.6.2.2 is used this problem is minimised but the cost of the numerical approxi-
mation is still significantly greater than that of SPRINT. DASPK uses the compressed row
sparse storage format and so the sparse assembly procedure using groups of columns as
implemented within SPRINT, which is based on the compressed column sparse format, is
not directly applicable.
5.6.3 Application of these methods to the spatially
discretised system
Simple test cases for the two-dimensional algorithm, such as the channel flow considered
in Section 5.8 showed that the sparse direct solution methods rapidly become inefficient
as the problem size increases, and hence attention is focused on the iterative methods.
For quasi-one-dimensional flow, both SPRINT and DASPK compute accurate solu-
tions to the problems. However when considering fully two-dimensional flows it is found
that the iterative methods used with SPRINT occasionally fail to converge. This prob-
lem has been traced to the form of the Jacobian matrix, which can become non-positive
definite due to the mixed second order spatial derivatives present in equations (5.13)
and (5.14). These produce significant off-diagonal terms in the Jacobian which are not
apparent for one-dimensional flows when the cross derivatives are effectively zero. The
ILU(k) preconditioners appear to become inaccurate in these cases as these off-diagonal
terms will produce significant fill-in in the factorised matrix in positions that are not con-
sidered by these graph based methods unless a high order ILU(k) factorisation is chosen.
The ILU(tol) preconditioners used within DASPK are based on numerical tolerances and
hence these off-diagonal entries and the fill-in they produce are included in the factorisa-
tion making them significantly more accurate.
The numerical examples in Section 5.8 are all produced using the time integration
software DASPK with the GMRES iterative method and ILU(tol) preconditioning. The
Jacobian matrix is computed numerically within DASPK, despite the inefficiencies noted
in Section 5.6.2.4. It is hoped that the Jacobian matrix does not have to be evaluated many
times during the time integration process, as discussed in Section 3.3, in which case the
effect of this inefficiency may not be too significant. The finite element mesh is prepro-
cessed with the Reverse Cuthill-McKee method to minimise the bandwidth. This reduces
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the fill-in of the factorised matrix and also minimises the work done in the numerical
approximation of the Jacobian matrix within DASPK.
5.7 Initial conditions
It is common to begin the numerical simulations with an undisturbed free surface. This
has the advantage of automatically satisfying the irrotational flow condition. It also avoids
the calculation of consistent initial conditions for the time integration process, ie. cal-
culating consistent initial time derivatives given an initial solution, which can require a
relatively large amount of additional work [26].
The drawback of imposing zero initial conditions is that they do not give any indica-
tion to the time integration software as to the initial behaviour of the system. The time
integrator has do a lot of work on the first step in order to calculate a suitable initial step
size. It is possible to supply the initial step size to the code and this will greatly reduce
the amount of work done in the initial stages; however, if this initial step size is set inap-
propriately large or small a substantial amount of additional computational work will be
performed.
The most efficient way to deal with this is to run the code once for a particular problem
for only a few time steps. The initial time step chosen by the code is then supplied for
subsequent runs of this problem. This appears to greatly reduce the amount of work
required for the first step, although changing the physical parameters of the problem,
particularly the wave conditions, will affect the value.
The initial stages of the calculation are damped by the addition of a viscous term to
the free surface equation in a similar manner to that done for the sponge layer in equa-
tion (5.87). This is achieved by the addition of a second coefficient ct to the cs coefficient
previously introduced for the sponge layer.
ct  m1 e
m2 t (5.95)
m1 and m2 are constants that must be determined by experiment. This term damps the
solution throughout the domain for the initial time steps in order that the initial wave
front does not appear discontinuous to the time integration software but should not af-
fect the solution obtained after a suitably large amount of time. This damping improves
the efficiency of the time integration, which can take larger time steps if the solution is
smooth.
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5.8 Numerical experiments
5.8.1 One-dimensional periodic waves
Initially the scheme is tested for a monochromatic periodic wave propagating in a constant
depth channel parallel to the y-axis. The numerical scheme is tested for three different
types of finite element mesh, shown in Figures 5.3(a)-(c), and termed uniform, symmetric
(a) Uniform mesh (b) Symmetric mesh (c) Unstructured mesh
Figure 5.3: Different types of mesh
and unstructured respectively. These tests will allow an assessment of the accuracy of the
discretisation and also of any possible mesh dependency effects.
In the first instance the linearised equation system is used. The inflow conditions are
then an exact solution of the equation system and are imposed on the inflow boundary as
described in Section 5.5.2.
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These examples use a monochromatic wave input of the form,
ηx t  a sin


2π

 x
λ

t
τ

(5.96)
The wavelength λ is calculated such that the linear dispersion relation (2.123) is satisfied
for a given period τ and depth h.
The domain is xy  02 010 with an inflow boundary at y 0 and solid walls
at x 0 and x 2. The outflow boundary has an absorbing sponge layer, as described in
Section 5.5.4, active for y 8.
The flow parameters are,
h 056m a 0025m
τ  085s λ  114m
Figures 5.4(a)-(b) show the solution at t=40s on 21x101 uniform and symmetric
meshes. There are 2121 nodes and 4000 elements, and the wave is resolved with ap-
proximately 10 nodes per wavelength in the y direction. The results are very similar for
the two meshes and both show a slight phase error. Figure 5.4(c) shows this experiment
repeated on a 31x151 symmetric mesh with 4681 nodes and 9000 elements, approxi-
mately 15 nodes per wavelength, the phase error is removed and the centreline results
agree well with the analytical solution. Figure 5.5 shows however that there are signif-
icant differences between the overall solutions obtained on the uniform and symmetric
structured meshes. The solution on the uniform grid has become non-symmetric, whereas
the solution on the symmetric grid remains symmetric. This mesh dependent effect can
be attributed to the non-symmetric stencil at a node on the uniform grid which biases the
numerical solution. On the symmetric grid the stencil is symmetric at a node but the form
of the stencil alternates from node to node, though this does not appear to significantly
affect the solution.
An unstructured grid is produced by moving the nodes of the symmetric mesh slightly,
in this case by a random amount up to 5% of the average edge length of the mesh in a
random direction. In the one-dimensional case it was shown in Section 4.8 that small
perturbations to a uniform grid would not affect the accuracy of the scheme significantly.
Repeating the numerical experiment confirms that the solution is not significantly differ-
ent, although the solution is visibly less regular than on the fully symmetric grid. The
mesh connectivity is then altered by swapping edges of the mesh if it reduces the inter-
nal angles of the triangles neighbouring that edge, with the nodal positions remaining
fixed. Repeating the numerical experiment on this grid shows a much greater difference
in the accuracy, with the centreline free surface elevation at t=40s shown in Figure 5.6(a)
showing errors in both the phase and amplitude of the wave. This unstructured mesh is
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(a) 21x101 uniform mesh
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(b) 21x101 symmetric mesh
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(c) 31x151 symmetric mesh
Figure 5.4: Centreline free surface elevation at t=40s
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(a) Regular mesh (b) Symmetric mesh
Figure 5.5: Contours of free surface elevation at t=40s
then uniformly refined, doubling the mesh resolution of the wave, and the numerical ex-
periment is repeated. Figure (5.6)(b) shows that the accuracy of the solution is increased
and the wave propagation is modelled correctly.
It appears necessary to resolve the domain with a much finer grid if the mesh is un-
structured. On a structured grid there will probably be a degree of cancellation of the
truncation errors as in the one dimensional case [104]. On an unstructured grid there are
lower order truncation errors present and a finer mesh is required to control their size. In
one dimension it was shown in Section 4.8 that an irregular grid produced diffusive er-
rors proportional to the change in the mesh size. A similar analysis would be possible, but
more complicated, in two dimensions to precisely quantify the suitability of fully unstruc-
tured grids for these computations. The numerical experiments also revealed a sensitivity
to the connectivity of the mesh, with grids of equal mesh size but differing connectivity
producing quite different results. An analysis of the truncation error would also have to
take these factors into account.
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(a) Coarse unstructured mesh
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(b) Fine unstructured mesh
Figure 5.6: Centreline free surface elevation at t=40s
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5.8.2 Wave diffraction at a corner
This example considers the diffraction of a wave at a corner. The domain is shown in
Figure 5.7(a). There is an inflow boundary at y 0 and solid walls at x 0, x 900, and
y  100. The outflow boundaries at x  1500 and y  1000 have an absorbing sponge
layer, active for x  1300 and y  800. For an input wave of small amplitude compared
to the depth a comparison can be made to the Sommerfeld diffraction solution which is
based on linear wave theory [110]. The numerical solution of the extended Boussinesq
equations for this problem has been previously reported [66, 97] and the spatial domain
and wave conditions used here are the same as those used by Madsen et al. [66].
The inflow parameters used here are those given by Madsen et al. [66],
h 400m a 10m
τ  80s λ  986m
This wave is weakly nonlinear, ε  ah 0025, hence the specification of a linear input
wave is sufficient, and the depth is such that σ  hλ  04, implying that the original
Boussinesq equation will not be an adequate model.
Initially the domain is discretised with a node spacing of 6.7m giving a resolution of
approximately 15 nodes per wavelength in the coordinate directions. Near the corner the
mesh is refined by introducing two levels of uniform subdivision of the triangular ele-
ments to give additional resolution in this region. The problem is integrated in time for
t  0200 which allows the initial transient wave to have passed through the sponge layer
and a steady periodic flow to become established. Figure (5.7)(b) shows the contours of
zero free surface elevation at t 200s. It is noted that the results exhibit slight oscillations.
These may be due to the corner point, for which the boundary conditions are not consis-
tently specified according to the inviscid theory as discussed in Section 5.5.3. Skotner
and Apelt [97] discuss this problem with reference to their finite difference method and
use upwind differencing at these points to minimise the oscillations. The finite element
analogue of this approach would be to use artificial viscosity at these points. This can be
achieved consistently within the finite element framework by using a streamline-upwind
Petrov-Galerkin method [51]. Here a simpler approach is adopted and viscosity is added
by increasing the value of the viscous coefficient used for the damping layer described in
Section 5.5.4. Near a corner the viscous coefficient is specified by a radially decreasing
function. The radius of this region, and the strength of the viscosity are user defined and
require tuning so as not to significantly damp the flow away from the corner. Note that the
implementation of the streamline-upwind Petrov-Galerkin method would also introduce a
free parameter that must be tuned for each application. Figure (5.8)(a) shows the contours
of zero free surface elevation at t  200s obtained by this approach, and it is seen that the
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(a) Spatial domain for the wave diffraction experiment
(b) Contours of zero free surface elevation at t=200s
Figure 5.7: Wave diffraction at a corner: Spatial domain and initial experiment
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oscillations are reduced. Figure (5.8)(b) shows the normalised wave height coefficient,
whc, calculated at the mesh points. This is defined at a nodal point ip by,
whcip 
ηmaxip η
min
ip
2 a
(5.97)
where 2a represents the inflow wave height. Comparison with Sommerfeld diffraction
theory [110] shows a basic agreement, with the wave height decaying rapidly around the
corner, and slightly increasing in height before decreasing to the left of the corner. The
Sommerfeld diffraction theory is based on the assumption of a semi-infinite spatial do-
main whereas the numerical solution includes non-physical inflow and outflow boundaries
as indicated on Figure 5.7(a). The oscillations at the left boundary, which is taken to be
a solid wall here, and those at the inflow boundary can be attributed to reflections from
those boundaries. Comparison with the numerical results of Madsen et al. [66] shows a
similar distribution although their results are less oscillatory. They do not show the results
for x 500 but note that this boundary must be sufficiently far from the diffraction point.
Comparison with the numerical results of Skotner and Apelt [97] shows a very similar
distribution of the wave height coefficient away from the inflow boundary.
5.8.3 Internal wave generation
The internal wave generation method described in Section 5.5.5 is tested in a simple
constant depth channel. The spatial domain is xy  22 425 with the wave
generation function centred on y 5 with a width of approximately two wavelengths. The
outflow boundaries at x  4 and x  25 have absorbing sponge layers, as described in
Section 5.5.4, active for x 0 and x 21 respectively.
The flow parameters are,
h 056m a 001m
τ  085s λ  114m
with the wavelength λ calculated to satisfy the linear dispersion relation (2.123). The
problem is integrated in time for t  040.
Figures 5.9(a) and (b) show the free surface elevation along the centreline of the chan-
nel at t  40s computed on 41 291 uniform and symmetric structured meshes respec-
tively. Although these results are very similar the computation on the uniform mesh shows
a similar behaviour to that found in the initial wave propagation tests in Section 5.8.1 and
the solution becomes non-symmetric as it propagates through the channel. However the
computation on the symmetric mesh requires over twice as many linear iterations per
timestep, and some linear and nonlinear iteration convergence failures occur during the
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(a) Contours of zero free surface elevation at t=200s
(b) Contours of the wave height coefficient
Figure 5.8: Wave diffraction at a corner: Experiments with artificial viscosity
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Figure 5.9: Centreline free surface elevation for the internal wave generation experiment
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time integration process. A possible explanation for this problem is that on the symmetric
mesh the support at a node alternates between four and eight surrounding elements and
this may produce a slight instability in the scheme. On the uniform mesh the stencil is
identical at every internal point. To attempt to remedy this problem the neighbourhood
of the wave generation region is discretised with a uniform structured mesh, with the
remaining part of the domain discretised with a symmetric mesh. In this case the conver-
gence failures do not occur, and the number of linear and nonlinear iterations required is
less than on the symmetric grid, although still greater than on the fully uniform structured
mesh. The results for this case are shown in Figure 5.9(c) and although the problems with
the convergence of the time integration method are removed the results appear relatively
inaccurate compared to those on a fully symmetric mesh.
The use of the wave generation function on a general triangular mesh is an unresolved
problem in this project. However it should be possible to use a uniform structured mesh
region for the wave generation region and then couple this with a structured or unstruc-
tured mesh for the rest of the spatial domain. In general this wave generation region will
be required at some distance from the actual region of interest and hence the introduction
of a structured mesh here should not compromise the resolution of the physical geometry.
As a first attempt at this a wave generation region is placed inside an open square
region, completely surrounded by damping sponge layers. The spatial domain is xy 
1414 1414 and is discretised with a 281 281 uniform structured mesh. The
wave generation function is centred on y  0 with a width of approximately two wave-
lengths, and active for x  66. All boundaries are considered to be of outflow type
and a sponge layer region is specified for x  10, x  10, y  10 and y 10. One of
the features of this problem is that the damping region is not terminated by solid walls.
Here the generation function is smoothly reduced to zero in the regions x  86 and
x  68. This ensures that the wave generation is not active inside the sponge layer
boundary region.
The flow parameters are,
h 08m a 001m
τ  114s λ  20m
with the period τ calculated to satisfy the linear dispersion relation (2.123). The problem
is integrated in time for t  020.
Figures 5.10(a)-(b) show the computed solution at t  20s. The wave fronts in Fig-
ure 5.10(b) show that the generation region produces a periodic wave, however the con-
tours in Figure 5.10(a) show that this primary wave field is contaminated with a secondary
field that appears to radiate from the ends of the generation region. Here it is found to
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(a) Contours of free surface elevation for one quarter of the domain
(b) Wave fronts over the whole domain
Figure 5.10: Spatial variation of the free surface elevation at t=20s
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be impossible to eliminate these two-dimensional end effects from the simulation and
the effective, accurate use of this wave generation method is an unresolved problem at
present.
5.8.4 Wave focusing by a topographic lens
This variable depth case is a standard test for dispersive wave models [11, 52, 62, 63, 67,
112]. In particular Madsen et al. [67] have shown that the original Boussinesq model is
not suitable for the 1s period waves considered here.
The spatial domain is xy  06096 035 with an inflow boundary at y  0
and solid walls at x 0 and x 6096. The outflow boundary at y 35 has an absorbing
sponge layer, active for y 3135. Figures 5.11(a)-(b) show the bathymetry on the mesh,
and along the centre line of the mesh respectively. The depth variation within the domain
is given by,
gx 

6096 x x2

1
2
hxy 





04572 y 1067gx
045720041067gx y 1067gx  y 1829d0gx
01524 y 1829d0gx
The inflow parameters are,
hin  04572m a 00195m
τ  10s λ  1488m
The nonlinear wave corrections described in Section 4.5.1 are used to correct this wave
for errors produced due to nonlinear effects. A 61x351 structured symmetric mesh is used
for this problem, giving 21411 nodes and 42000 elements in the mesh. This is a resolution
of about 15 nodes per wavelength in the y direction. The problem is integrated in time for
t  040.
Figure 5.12(a) shows the free surface profile along three lines parallel to the y-axis;
x=1.016m, 3.048m, 5.080m computed on this mesh. The wave height is amplified along
the centre line and decreases near the wall. These results are in good visual agreement
with the wave envelope and centreline free surface elevation plots of Madsen et al. [67].
Figure 5.12(b) shows the wave height coefficient distribution over the mesh, calculated
according to equation (5.97). This shows oscillations over the mesh which are not ap-
parent in the flow variables themselves. In an attempt to remedy this a small amount
of fourth order viscosity is added to the free surface equation (5.12). It is hoped that
this fourth order derivative term will not corrupt the physical dispersion present in the
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Figure 5.11: Bathymetry for the wave focusing experiment
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Figure 5.12: Wave focusing experiment on a symmetric mesh
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system. The amount of viscosity added is manually tuned and is kept to the minimum
possible. The fourth derivative is calculated by first computing a second derivative at the
nodes of the mesh and then repeating the process on this value. Alternative procedures
are possible [77]; however this procedure is simpler to implement within the existing fi-
nite element method. Figure 5.13 shows the same set of results calculated with a small
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(a) Lengthwise free surface elevations at t=40s
(b) Wave height coefficient
Figure 5.13: Wave focusing experiment with artificial viscosity
amount of fourth order artificial viscosity. The lengthwise profiles show that the solution
has not been significantly damped; however the wave height coefficient distribution now
has a much smoother variation over the mesh.
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5.8.5 Wave propagation over an elliptical shoal
This problem has been used as a standard variable depth test case for dispersive wave
models [52, 106, 108, 112], although the original Boussinesq equations are not appropri-
ate here due to the deep water incident wave conditions.
The domain is xy  1010 1020 with an inflow boundary at y10 and
solid walls at x  10 and x  10. The outflow boundary at y  20 has an absorbing
sponge layer, active for y  1720.
The depth variation within the domain is specified by a combination of a 1:50 slope at
an angle of 20o to the y-axis,
xr  cos20 x sin20 y
yr  sin20 x cos20 y
hxy 

045 yr 582
045002582 yr yr 582
and an elliptical bump centred on the origin. For the region,

xr
4
2


yr
3
2
 1
the depth is modified by,
hxy hxy03
1
2

1

xr
5
2


 yr
375
2

1
2
Figures 5.14(a)-(b) show the bathymetry on the mesh, and along the centre line of the
mesh respectively. The flow parameters are,
hin  045m a 00232m
τ  10s λ  1485m
where the wavelength λ has been calculated to be consistent with the linear dispersion
relation at the inflow boundary.
Measurements of wave height coefficient, as defined by equation 5.97, are taken along
the following coordinate sections;
	xymym  1030507090
	xmyxm 200020
 (5.98)
This data can be compared with published experimental data and previous numerical
simulations with finite difference methods [106, 112] and a frequency domain parabolic
model [52].
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Figure 5.14: Bathymetry for the elliptical shoal experiment
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The spatial domain is partitioned with a symmetric mesh with a uniform nodal spac-
ing of 0.1m giving a resolution of approximately 15 points per wavelength at the inflow
boundary. This produces a mesh with 60501 points and 120000 elements. The computa-
tion is performed for t  050 and the wave height data is extracted for t  4244 by
which time the initial transient has passed out of the domain and a periodic wave motion
has been established.
Figure 5.15(a)-(h) shows the wave height coefficients on each of the coordinate sec-
tions indicated previously. It is noted that while the main features are accurately rep-
resented there is evidence of noise in the numerical data in the form of node to node
oscillations. This instability is not apparent in the basic flow variables but only in the
wave height coefficient which is derived from observations of the free surface elevation
at a point over time. This quantity is often used in the analysis of wave problems hence
it is important to investigate the cause and possible remedies for this problem. It is found
that these oscillations can be reduced by the addition of a small amount of viscosity. For
this case a second order viscosity term is added to the free surface equation (5.12) with
coefficient 10e4. The implementation of this term is identical to that of the sponge layer
described in Section 5.5.4 and adds a uniform amount of viscosity across the whole spatial
domain for all time. Figures 5.16(a)-(h) show the wave height coefficients on the same
coordinate sections as Figure 5.15 and it is seen that the oscillations are reduced without
a significant reduction in the overall values. Comparison of these results with those pre-
viously published shows a much better agreement with the experimental data. Wei and
Kirby’s finite difference method [106] predicts a wider central focusing region in Fig-
ures 5.16(c)-(e) and does not capture the secondary peaks very accurately. Their results
for the sections shown in Figures 5.16(f) and (h) show large differences near y  10 and
also a large deviation from the experimental data on the section shown in Figure 5.16(g)
in a region just behind the elliptical bump. The results of Zang et al. [112] produced with
a similar finite difference scheme show an improved model of the central focusing regions
in Figures 5.16(c)-(e) but a relatively poor representation of the secondary peaks on those
sections. Their results for the section shown in Figure 5.16(g) appear more accurate than
Wei and Kirby’s although the two other lengthwise sections are not shown in that work.
In a recent publication Wei et al. [108] have solved this problem again using the same
finite difference scheme with an internal wave generation method for the incident wave.
These results are very similar to those presented here although they do not appear to have
any oscillations in their data. However they note that the results are calculated by aver-
aging the results over four wave periods which may remove such high frequency noise.
This problem has also been modelled with a frequency domain parabolic model [52] al-
though the authors used linearised Boussinesq equations and the results show relatively
poor agreement for the secondary peaks in Figures 5.16(c)-(e) compared to those given
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Figure 5.15: Wave height coefficient sections for the elliptical shoal experiment. (Line -
numerical. Data points - experimental)
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Figure 5.16: Wave height coefficient sections for the elliptical shoal experiment with
artificial viscosity. (Line - numerical. Data points - experimental)
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here.
5.8.6 A prototype harbour geometry
The motivation for this research project was to model the wave disturbance inside and
around harbours. Previously published studies using finite difference models for such
applications were reviewed in Section 5.2. To the authors knowledge there have been no
finite element Boussinesq models applied to such problems.
At many stages of the definition of the computational problem compromises must be
made between the real situation and what can be represented within the numerical model.
This process is outlined below with respect to the specific case considered here which is
based on a HR Wallingford case study of a real harbour [15].
The exact geometry data supplied with the case study is shown as the solid boundary
on Figure 5.17. The computational domain used is fully specified by introducing addi-
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Figure 5.17: Spatial domain for the harbour geometry
tional seaward boundaries as shown on the figure. These are chosen to be suitably far
from the region of interest, but are constrained by the expected size of the finite element
grid which must not be too large for practical computations.
The previous experiments with unstructured triangular grids showed that the numer-
ical method employed here can be sensitive to irregularities in the mesh. For the irreg-
ular domain considered in this case a grid must be generated automatically. Here this is
achieved with the Delaunay mesh generation software Triangle [96]. However it is found
that the mesh produced is fairly irregular and as such unsuitable for use with this numeri-
cal method. Here the mesh generation procedure adopted is to use Triangle to generate a
coarse unstructured grid, suitable for representing the geometry, and then to post-process
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the mesh by successively applying coordinate smoothing and edge swapping to “regu-
larise” the mesh. The mesh is then uniformly subdivided to produce a finer grid and that
grid is then post-processed with the same procedures. This is repeated until a suitable
mesh size is reached, in this case a resolution of the expected inflow wave of approxi-
mately 20 nodes per wavelength. Figures 5.18(a)-(b) show the initial mesh generated by
(a) Initial mesh generated by Triangle
(a) Intermediate mesh generated by the post-processing
Figure 5.18: Unstructured triangular meshes for the harbour geometry
Triangle and an intermediate mesh produced by the post-processing after three levels of
uniform refinement. Note that the boundary definition shown in Figure 5.17, taken from
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the report, is modified slightly by prescribing a finite thickness to the boundary regions.
A similar procedure is carried out for the HR Wallingford case study although the ex-
act dimensions will not be identical. In the computational model used here all physical
boundaries are assumed to be vertical and perfectly reflecting, although this was not the
case in reality [15]. The final mesh produced contained 167936 elements and 85057 nodes
with a resolution at the inflow boundary of approximately 24 points per wavelength. The
mesh bandwidth was reduced to 350 by the Reverse Cuthill-McKee algorithm
For the initial experiment a constant depth is assumed over the whole region and
the simple monochromatic waveform (5.96) is input at the lower boundary. The flow
parameters are,
hin  70m a 10m
τ  53s λ  365m
where the wavelength λ has been calculated to be consistent with the linear dispersion
relation at the inflow boundary. The inflow wave is specified at y  0 for x  220420.
Sponge layers are used to remove any outgoing waves at the sides of the domain. They are
specified as described in Section 5.5.4 for the regions x  140220 and x  420490.
The inflow wave is specified so as not to be active inside the sponge layer regions by
smoothly decreasing the wave amplitude to zero as it approaches either layer. Artificial
viscosity is used in the neighbourhood of sharp corners to prevent any non-physical oscil-
lations developing in the solution.
Figure 5.19(a) shows the solution wave fronts at t  25s, by which point the input
waves have reached the harbour but the reflected waves are not significant. At t  50s,
shown in Figure 5.19(b), wave reflection from the solid boundaries has propagated back
to the inflow boundary and is contaminating the solution.
Time histories of the free surface elevation at three points within the harbour, xy 
	352155301200410217
 indicated on Figure 5.17, are shown in Figure 5.20,
A periodic flow is developing but the simulation cannot be run far enough for a steady
state to be established due to the restrictions of the inflow boundary conditions.
The obvious remedy to this problem is to remove the inflow boundary and instead
use the internal wave generation method described previously, with damping layers at all
the non-physical seaward boundaries to absorb the outgoing waves. However the lack of
robustness in the internal wave generation method meant that here it was not possible to
generate useful results.
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(a) Wave fronts at t  25s
(b) Wave fronts at t  50s
Figure 5.19: Contours of zero free surface elevation
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Figure 5.20: Time histories of the free surface elevation inside the harbour
5.9 Discussion
A new finite element element method for Nwogu’s two-dimensional extended Boussi-
nesq equation system has been described and implemented in this chapter, extending the
algorithm described for the one-dimensional equation system in Chapter 4. Boundary
condition are described in Section 5.5 including a novel formulation for total reflection at
a solid wall and a new technique for the generation of waves internally to the domain. The
implementation of the time integration algorithm is considered in Section 5.6. For greater
efficiency, sparse preconditioned iterative techniques are employed to solve the linear
equation system within each time step. Mesh renumbering algorithms are discussed and
the Reverse-Cuthill McKee algorithm is implemented to increase the efficiency of the
iterative method.
The initial numerical experiments described in Section 5.8.1 showed that there was
significant mesh dependence in the results when structured triangular grids are used. In
particular the method is sensitive to the orientation of the diagonals and if this is done in
a non-symmetric way the solution will also become non-symmetric. Experiments using
unstructured triangular grids showed that greater spatial resolution is required in order
to achieve a comparable accuracy and that the mesh must be made as smoothly varying
as possible if the time integration algorithm is to work efficiently. The wave diffraction
experiment described in Section 5.8.2 showed that sharp corners in the domain could pro-
duce non-physical oscillations in the solution. Artificial viscosity was used in the neigh-
bourhood of the corner to control the oscillations. A small amount of artificial viscosity
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was also introduced into the scheme to prevent high frequency oscillations such as those
observed in the elliptical bump experiment in Section 5.8.5. At present these amounts of
viscosity have to be chosen by repeated experiments, so as to remove the non-physical
behaviour without affecting the global solution, and it will require more research to find
a reliable way of choosing the appropriate coefficients. It is possible that a more sophisti-
cated finite element method may be required, such as the streamline-upwindfinite element
method [51] which adds viscosity selectively to the discretisation. However this also in-
troduces a free parameter which requires tuning and standard values will almost certainly
be too dissipative for this numerical scheme. When the previously described techniques
are used on symmetric structured triangular grids the method produces accurate results for
the standard dispersive wave test cases. However if internal wave generation is required,
as an alternative to specifying a wave form at inflow boundaries, the generation region
must be discretised with a uniform structured mesh for greatest efficiency. This method
does not appear as reliable in two dimensions and the performance of this boundary con-
dition appears to be highly mesh dependent.
Several physical and numerical approximations are required in order to simulate a
realistic practical problem. The spatial domain must be approximated; here the use of
unstructured triangular grids allows an accurate representation of this. However it has
been found necessary to pre-process the unstructured mesh to ensure that the mesh size
is smoothly varying and control the mesh dependent effects. This is achieved here with
stages of standard coordinate smoothing and edge swapping combined with uniform re-
finement of an initial coarse unstructured grid. The simulation of the harbour showed that
while the basic flow algorithm could transport the wave over the unstructured mesh and
into the harbour the computation was limited by the interaction of the inflow boundary
and waves reflected from the solid boundaries within the domain. The lack of robustness
in the internal wave generation method considered here meant that it was not possible run
the model for a long enough time to extract meaningful results inside the harbour.
It has been shown in this chapter that the proposed finite element scheme can provide
an accurate model for the extended Boussinesq equations. However the mesh dependent
effects, both for the basic scheme and for the internal wave generation, and the artifi-
cial viscosity coefficients that must be added in to stabilise the scheme, require further
research if the method is to be used on practical problems with confidence.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Summary
In this thesis the numerical approximation of nonlinear, dispersive Boussinesq wave equa-
tions was considered. In this field there is still active research on finding the best mathe-
matical model for this class of problem, as well as on their numerical approximation, and
in Chapter 2 the Boussinesq wave theory was reviewed in detail. It was shown that there
are a variety of equation systems termed Boussinesq-type and that they can be compared
by considering their linear dispersion characteristics. A compromise must be reached be-
tween the theoretical accuracy of the mathematical model and the practicalities of solving
the equation system numerically. In this work a system of extended Boussinesq equations
due to Nwogu was selected. Their mathematical properties were compared to the original
Boussinesq equation system and it was shown that they were significantly more accu-
rate. While further enhancements to the mathematical model are possible, and many have
been proposed in the literature, it was decided here that the extra complications to the
differential form of the equations would overly complicate the numerical approximation.
Numerical methods for nonlinear, dispersive wave equations were considered in Chap-
ter 3, in particular finite difference and finite element spatial discretisations coupled with
adaptive order, adaptive step size time integration software. These methods were imple-
mented for two model equations; the RLW equation and the KdV equation, which rep-
resent the simplest possible nonlinear, dispersive equations. A finite difference method
was developed based on a previously published scheme for the one-dimensional extended
Boussinesq equations. It was shown that this method was accurate for both equations. A
160
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new linear finite element scheme was then proposed and it was shown, both theoretically
and by experiment, that this scheme was also sufficiently accurate for these equations.
The KdV equation contains third order spatial derivatives and it was shown here that, by
rewriting the equation in a lower order differential form, the linear finite element method
could be applied. The efficiency of these spatial discretisation techniques in combination
with the time integration software was considered in detail and it was shown that, by in-
troducing further approximations into the finite element method for the KdV equation,
an accuracy comparable to the finite difference methods could be obtained for a similar
computational expense.
The numerical solution of Nwogu’s one-dimensional extended Boussinesq equations
was described in Chapter 4. It was shown that the constant depth form of this system
was structurally similar to coupled RLW and KdV equations and hence that the methods
described and analysed in the previous chapter could be directly applied. In particular the
third space derivatives could be rewritten in lower order differential form by introducing
an auxiliary equation. Based on this a novel linear finite element method for Nwogu’s
one-dimensional system was designed. To the author’s knowledge this is the first pub-
lished finite element method for the extended Boussinesq equations. In this work an
attempt has been made to derive boundary conditions in a mathematically and physically
consistent manner. This led to a new formulation of the solid wall boundary condition for
these equations and, by drawing an analogy with a time varying sea bed, a new formu-
lation of internal wave generation. The numerical method was tested for theoretical and
experimental problems and excellent results were obtained.
Chapter 5 described the numerical approximation of Nwogu’s two-dimensional ex-
tended Boussinesq equations. It was shown that the equations could be rewritten in a
lower order form, in a similar manner to that described for the one-dimensional system,
by introducing two auxiliary equations. Hence, by extending the techniques described
in the previous chapter, an unstructured linear triangular finite element spatial discretisa-
tion could be applied to the equations. To the author’s knowledge this is the first attempt
at such a method for the extended Boussinesq equations. The boundary conditions de-
veloped for the one-dimensional equation system were extended to the two-dimensional
system, including the novel formulations of the solid wall condition and the method for
internal wave generation. The spatial approximation was coupled with the adaptive time
integration software, with a sparse preconditioned GMRES iterative method used to solve
the linear equation system at each time step. The efficient implementation of the software
in combination with the finite element method was discussed in detail. The results show
that this method can produce accurate results for nonlinear, dispersive wave problems. In
particular excellent results were obtained for the elliptical bump experiment, for which
experimental results were available for comparison. The numerical experiments show
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that when applying the method to geometrically complex problems it is important to use
a suitably smoothly varying mesh. For the case of the harbour geometry considered at the
end of the chapter it was found to be necessary to generate the unstructured mesh very
carefully to ensure this. This experiment showed that while it was possible to simulate the
propagation of waves into and around the harbour structure the interaction of the reflected
waves with the non-physical seaward boundaries made it impossible to run the model for
large enough times to extract useful results. The internal wave generation method devel-
oped in this work, which in principle would be suitable for this problem, was found to
be highly mesh dependent and it proved impossible to generate useful results with this
model.
6.2 Further work
The Boussinesq wave model developed in this work has limitations both in the mathemat-
ical formulation of the problem and in the computational algorithm. These are discussed
in the following paragraphs and some possible extensions to the model developed here
are outlined.
The mathematical model is limited to weakly nonlinear, weakly dispersive shallow
water wave conditions as described in Chapter 2. By employing extended Boussinesq
equations the restrictions on weak dispersion were improved but the equations remain
only weakly nonlinear, and it was seen in the numerical experiments in Chapter 4 that the
model will become inaccurate as the waves become higher. Fully nonlinear Boussinesq
models have been developed [107] but the mathematical form of the equations is more
complex. The equations considered here are also subject to a lower limit of the depth,
since as the wave amplitude becomes large compared to the depth the waves will tend to
break and the depth averaged formulation, which implies a relatively small vertical ve-
locity, will become invalid. The inclusion of wave breaking in Boussinesq models has
been reported in the literature [7, 54, 89], the simplest such method being an eddy vis-
cosity approach with a dissipative term used to diffuse wave energy in the wave breaking
region. Such an approach would be relatively simple to include in this model, although
these models generally include free parameters that require calibration [89].
The boundary conditions implemented in this work were limited to those necessary
for the experiments that were performed. Further boundary condition types that could be
implemented include partial reflection, to represent solid boundaries of different materi-
als, and a method to introduce multidirectional, multicomponent waves into the model.
Previous formulations of the former condition were discussed in Section 4.5.2. The one-
dimensional implementation of the latter was discussed in Section 4.5.1, involving the
approximation of the wave with a sum of periodic wave components. These waves, and
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any harmonic waves produced by nonlinear interaction, can then be introduced by super-
imposing the individual components at the inflow boundary [106]. A similar procedure
for multidirectional wave in two dimensions has been described by Nwogu [73]. The
method derived in this work for internal wave generation appears to be robust and accu-
rate for the one-dimensional equation system, but the implementation of this method in
two-dimensions was not completely successful. A more precise approach to this problem
would be to rederive the equation system, following the procedure described in Chapter 2,
with the assumption of a scaled, nondimensionalised time varying depth. However this
would significantly complicate the derivation process. It is also possible that the prob-
lems encountered here are purely mesh dependent effects in which case a more detailed
analysis of the interaction of the numerical scheme and the wave generation region is
required.
At present one of the major computational overheads in the numerical algorithm is
the calculation, factorisation and storage of the Jacobian matrix during the time integra-
tion process. The incomplete factorisation of this matrix is required to precondition the
GMRES iterative method. Major gains in efficiency could be obtained if an alternative,
less expensive, preconditioning technique could be employed, or if the current precon-
ditioning matrix could be obtained in a more efficient manner. At present the DASPK
software is used to compute the Jacobian matrix numerically. However, as described in
Section 5.6.2.4, the implementation is relatively inefficient with a computational expense
proportional to the matrix bandwidth, which can become large in the cases considered
here. The SPRINT time integration software implements a different procedure, based on
the matrix sparsity pattern, which is far more efficient in general and large increases in
efficiency would be expected if a similar procedure were used here. The computational
expense of the incomplete factorisation of this matrix could be reduced by using a sim-
pler preconditioning strategy although the non-positive definite, non-symmetric form of
the matrix system produced here requires an accurate method if the iterative method is to
converge and be robust. It is possible that alternative reordering strategies will improve
the performance of the iterative method but this is unlikely to offer significant gains over
the Reverse Cuthill-McKee method already employed.
More work is required to investigate the mesh dependent effects observed in the two-
dimensional simulations in Chapter 5. An analysis of the algorithm, similar to that done
in the one-dimensional case, would provide information about the relationship between
the truncation errors and the mesh spacing although this will be significantly more com-
plicated in the two-dimensional case. The one-dimensional analysis in Section 4.8 sug-
gested a limit on the local variation of the mesh size but this is difficult to apply to two-
dimensional unstructured triangular grids for geometrically complicated domains. The
mesh generation procedure is complicated by the requirements of a smoothly varying
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grid and reliable procedures are required to produce meshes for practical geometries.
Mesh adaptivity has not been considered in this work, primarily because the empha-
sis here has been on designing the basic numerical algorithm for the equations. The
mesh resolution required is generally predetermined by the expected wavelength and at
present the mesh is designed to resolve that wavelength across the whole spatial domain.
In the initial stages of the computation the wave is gradually introduced at the inflow
boundary and computational savings could be made if the domain far from this region
was not fully resolved at this point. However the combination of the adaptivity process
with the restrictions on the mesh uniformity required by this model may complicate this
process. Reliable error estimation procedures would be required to drive the adaptivity
process and while results have been published and applied for the original form of the
one-dimensional Boussinesq equations [44, 82] there is at present no published work on
the extended Boussinesq equations in one or two dimensions. A further complication is
provided by the time integration software which requires a consistent set of solution val-
ues and time derivatives on the adapted mesh if uniform accuracy of the time integration
process is to be maintained [17]. This places restrictions on the interpolation of data to
the adapted grid.
The code developed as part of this project has been fully documented and a user
manual has been written [103] including detailed descriptions of the implementation and
application of this method. This has been supplied to HR Wallingford for further investi-
gation and development.
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